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1

Introduction

This is a progress report, the aim of which is to describe in more detail and to place in a wider
context than is possible in a research article the project that is presently being carried out by Bas
Edixhoven, Jean-Marc Couveignes, Robin de Jong and Johan Bosman. The project concerns the
complexity issues of the computation of coefficients of modular forms, and, more importantly,
of the Galois representations with coefficients in finite fields that are associated to eigenforms.
In the Netherlands, this project is supported financially by NWO, the Dutch organisation for
scientific research (Nederlandse organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek); see Edixhoven’s
home page for the grant proposal for this project.
The main results are the following (for more details see Theorems 23.1 and 22.1):
There exists a probabilistic algorithm that on input a prime number p gives τ (p), in
expected running time polynomial in log p.
and:
There exists a probabilistic algorithm that computes the mod l Galois representation
associated to ∆ in time polynomial in l.
A concise research article on this subject will shortly be extracted from these notes by Couveignes, Edixhoven and de Jong, and will be submitted as soon as possible. The article is aimed
at experts in arithmetic geometry. This report, written in the context of a contract1 between the
University of Leiden and the French CELAR (Centre Électronique de l’Armement), is intended
to be accessible to a wider audience, including people with an interest in cryptology and with
some background in computational algebraic geometry and number theory. I hope that this text
will serve as a kind of overview where it concerns material that can be found in the literature,
providing sufficiently many references to it, as well as a detailed proof where new material is
concerned. As the contract stipulates, this report will be published on Edixhoven’s home page,
accessible to everyone. Comments are welcome, and, if appropriate and if possible, will be taken
into account.

1.1

Personal historical account

This project started when René Schoof asked me (Bas Edixhoven), in the Fall of 1995, at the
end of a short workshop in Münster on Néron models, the question if the value of Ramanujan’s
τ -function at a prime number p could be computed in time polynomial in log p, in analogy of
1
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his algorithm that computes in polynomial time the number of points on the reduction mod p of
an elliptic curve over Q. I found this question immediately very attractive. It was clear at once
that one could try to first compute the mod l Galois representation Vl associated to the modular
form ∆, and from that compute τ (p) mod l as the trace of the Frobenius element at p. But then
the computation of Vl should be done in time polynomial in l.
The problem that one runs into is that Deligne’s construction of Vl uses higher étale cohomology, of which we do not know how to treat it algorithmically (to be precise, it is cohomology
in degree 11 with constant coefficients of a variety of dimension 11). A standard step to get rid of
the higher degree étale cohomology was then to consider, still following Deligne, the dual of Vl
in the first degree cohomology of a non-constant sheaf on the j-line (the 10th symmetric power
of the local system given by the l-torsion of the universal elliptic curve). I invested quite some
time in studying this first degree cohomology group. Its elements are torsors over the base curve,
and therefore are given by certain covers of the base curve. I showed that these torsors can be
described efficiently by algebraic equations, and that a system of equations for the coefficients of
those equations can be computed efficiently. However, it seems that there is no method known
for solving systems of polynomial equations efficiently, and that even there is no real hope that
such a method will ever be found (for example, the satisfiability problem for Boolean equations,
known as SAT, is known to be NP-complete). Therefore, working directly with the first degree
cohomology of the non-constant sheaf was judged too difficult.
A standard technique in étale cohomology is to make locally constant sheaves constant by
passing to a cover. In our case, this boils down to the fact that Vl occurs in the l-torsion of
the Jacobian J1 (l) of the modular curve X1 (l). Using this, one is back in the familiar situation
of torsion points on Abelian varieties. The main problem here, however, is that the dimension
of J1 (l) is not bounded, so that one cannot apply the results of Jonathan Pila in [88]. In fact,
the dimension of J1 (l) grows quadratically in l. This means that our 2-dimensional Fl -vector
space Vl is embedded in the very large space consisting of the l-torsion of J1 (l). It is now easy
to write down equations for Vl , but standard methods from computer algebra for solving such
equations usually take an amount of time that is exponential in the dimension, hence in l2 .
In February of 1999, I discussed this problem with Jean-Marc Couveignes when he visited
Rennes as a speaker in the algebraic geometry seminar. He suggested another method. He said
that as the goal was to compute a number field (namely, the field of definition of the elements
of Vl ), one should try to construct a generator of that field, and approximate it, numerically,
with a precision so high that the exact minimal polynomial of the generator is determined by the
approximation. The precision that is required is determined by the height of the generator. A
way to construct a generator would be to take a function on J1 (l), defined over Q, and evaluate
it at the points of Vl . However, it was not clear what function one could take that would give
5

values of small enough height, and that could be approximated easily enough. From February
1999 on Couveignes and I collaborated on this project, and we corresponded regularly but not
often, without making much progress.
Finally, in October 2000 I had an idea that allows to carry out Couveignes approach. The idea
was simply to consider a suitable function on the curve X1 (l) instead of on its Jacobian J1 (l),
and use the description of points on J1 (l) in terms of divisors on X1 (l); the function can then be
used to push divisors to the projective line, and get equations for their image. There are then two
problems to be dealt with. The first problem is to give a construction of a generator of the field to
be computed and show that the height of that generator is polynomial in l when l varies. It was
decided that I would study this problem, using Arakelov theory. The second problem is to show
that the necessary approximations can be done in time polynomial in l. This seems reasonable,
using the complex uniformisation of X1 (l) and of J1 (l), however, to really prove that it works
is a very different matter. Couveignes would try to solve the approximation problem. At first
sight, it is perhaps not so easy to see why working on the curve X1 (l) is so much different from
working on its Jacobian J1 (l). As this is an important point, easy to appreciate and not so hard
to understand, we invite the reader to muse a bit on this and try to find an answer before reading
the one in the footnote2 below.
In December 2000, I gave, for the first time, a lecture on this subject, during the workshop
“Computational Arithmetic Geometry” held at the MSRI in Berkeley; see [35]. By that time I
had already worked out the strategy in sufficient detail in order to give a lecture. In particular,
I had already shown that in the function field analog, under the assumption of good reduction
everywhere, a polynomial upper bound for the required precision could be obtained using intersection theory and the theorem of Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch. The next step was then to try to
make the same arguments work in the number field case, using Arakelov intersection theory and
Faltings’s arithmetic Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem. On the one hand, it was clear that
there was a very nice and promising project to be carried out. But on the other hand it was also
clear that there was really a lot of work to be done.
Curiously enough, I did not work on this project for three years. Instead, I worked on other
things: some cases of the André-Oort conjecture, the typesetting of SGA 1, computational aspects of modular forms of weight one, to name the most important ones. Also, Compositio
Mathematica started taking a lot of my time (and it still does!) after I started working as comanaging editor for it in January 2003. In the Summer of 2002 I moved from Rennes to Leiden,
In the complex analytic setting, a rational function on J1 (l) is usually locally given as a power series in
gl = genus(X1 (l)) variables, and therefore hard to approximate because the number of terms needed is
too large. On the other hand, the map from X1 (l)gl to J1 (l) given by a divisor of degree gl is given by
integration of gl power series in one variable, and therefore easy to approximate.

2
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and wrote a very detailed research proposal for NWO (the Dutch organisation for Scientific Research) for the project of polynomial time computation of τ (p) (almost identical to the proposal
that is on my home page). Unfortunately, this proposal was not funded at that moment (January
2003). Nevertheless, I started working on the project again in March 2003, a good reason being
that I was going to give a lecture on it during the AIM workshop “Future directions in algorithmic
number theory” in Palo Alto.
In April 2003 I gave a lecture in the Dutch Intercity Number Theory seminar, where Robin de
Jong was among the audience. He was then a PhD student in Amsterdam, working on Arakelov
theory, under the direction of Gerard van der Geer. In the three months that followed, we succeeded together in applying Arakelov theory and the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem to get
precise expression for an upper bound on the required precision. To be precise, we proved what
is now Theorem 15.2.5. With this result proved, it was clear what quantities in the Arakelov
theory of modular curves X1 (l) needed to be bounded polynomially in l: the Faltings height
of X1 (l), the log of the sup-norm of a certain theta function, and, finally, the sup of the ArakelovGreen functions associated to single points on X1 (l). Robin and I collaborated regularly on the
Arakelov aspect of the project since then. Most of Sections 14–19 have been written by us together, most often first in scratch by me, and then in a more acceptable form by Robin, and then
in final form again by me. (Of course, this is not true for Section 18.1 which was provided by
Franz Merkl.)
Sinnou David, who visited Leiden for a workshop during the Summer of 2003, provided a
suitable upper bound for the sup-norm of the theta function. His arguments, based on results by
him and Philippon in [17] and [18] are not the ones that are now in this report, as we (Robin
and I) found more direct arguments for it, using ingredients that we use also for bounding the
other two quantities. The result is Theorem 17.1.
Getting a bound for the height of X1 (l) was not so much of a problem, as it would suffice to
generalise the method used in [10] in order to estimate the height of X0 (l). This part of the work
just had to wait until I took the time for it. The result is Theorem 16.7.
The last main hurdle to overcome was to get suitable upper bounds for the Arakelov-Green
functions. As I am not knowledgeable enough in this matter, I started shopping around for help.
At the end of October 2003 I asked Peter Sarnak what he knew about it. He replied that he
would transmit the question to Jay Jorgenson. In the academic year 2003-2004, Franz Merkl had
a position in Leiden. His office was close to mine, and I saw him often at work in the evenings
or during weekends. Even though he worked in the statistics group, I had seen his thesis and
knew he was a person I could ask about the so much desired upper bounds. This happened in
December 2003, and turned out to work marvellously. Franz said that bounding Green functions
on Riemann surfaces was something that he had already done for his thesis but that had not
7

gotten in it. By the beginning of February of 2004 he gave me what is now (after some editing)
Section 18.1. Meanwhile, after Peter Sarnak had done what he had promised to do, Jay Jorgenson
and Jürg Kramer started working on the same question at the beginning of January 2004. I told
them that Franz had already solved the problem, but also that it would be preferable to have two
proofs, and that, due to their approach, their result would probably be more precise, hence could
give a better exponent for the final complexity of the algorithm for computing τ (p). At the end
of March 2004 they had a more or less final version of their result, which is now the article [59].
In May 2004 I had a 3 day meeting with Robin de Jong and Jean-Marc Couveignes in Rennes,
where we discussed the non-trivial problem of how to fit all the pieces of our project together.
There it was decided to work not with the modular curves X1 (l) but with the X1 (5l) instead, as I
had found (in September 2003) that on these last curves it was not hard to find cuspidal divisors
as in Theorem 12.8.
In the meantime, Jean-Marc had advanced on the approximation problem. In July 2003 he
had suggested the possibility of doing the computations over a p-adic field with p small. He had
written a first version of his preprint [13] on computations over the complex numbers already in
January of 2004. In that preprint he shows (Theorems 1 and 2) that addition and subtraction in
the complex Jacobians J0 (l)(C) can be done deterministically in time polynomial in l and the
required precision, and ditto for the inversion of the Jacobi map, i.e., for representing points of
J0 (l)(C) by divisors on X0 (l)(C). The notion of precision here is the required number of correct
digits, i.e., a bound for minus the logarithm of the error in the approximation. His methods
extend almost certainly to the case of the Jacobians J1 (n) for all n ≥ 1. But as that work has not
yet been done, we will use, in this text, another approach to the approximation part.
A nice byproduct of our estimates from Arakelov theory is an upper bound for the number
of prime numbers where the geometry of our methods (uniqueness of divisors on Xl , poles of
certain functions on Xl ) does not specialise well; for the technical statement, see Theorem 19.5.
As a consequence, it is then possible to do all necessary computations over finite fields. At our
meeting in Rennes in May 2004, it was decided that Jean-Marc would work out this finite field
approach. His results are described, very briefly, in Section 20, and the details are in Section 21,
written by himself. In fact, already in August 2003 Jean-Marc had suggested to use a mod p or
p-adic method, for p a suitable small prime, but at that time we did not yet have an upper bound
for the number of p that cannot be used.
In 2004, I resubmitted my research proposal to NWO, and this time I was more lucky: it got
funded, starting January 2005. On January 1, 2005, Robin was appointed as post-doc in Leiden
on those funds (he had defended his thesis in Amsterdam in December 2004). We then started
writing our work up more properly, filling the gaps that were still there. Also Johan Bosman,
who started working as a PhD-student with me in June 2004, was from then on paid by the
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project. Johan’s task was to try to really compute the representations Vl for as many l as possible.
In March 2005, he found the polynomials of degrees 14 and 168 whose splitting fields give the
mod 13 representations (to PGL2 (F13 ) and GL2 (F13 ), respectively). Since then he has also found
such polynomials for l = 17 and l = 19, but the amount of time needed for his computations
grows fast with l. His results are described in Section 24, written by himself.
In Summer of 2005, at the Oberwolfach conference “Explicit methods in number theory” our
results were presented in a series of 5 lectures by me, Robin, Jean-Marc and Johan. After that
conference, I started writing the more technical sections of this report. Now, at the beginning of
May 2006, this report is ready to be published on arxiv.
A few words about the future. In September 2005, Fabio Mainardi was appointed in the
project, with the goal of generalising the whole approach to other situations, such as Hilbert
modular forms. In the Summer of 2006, two PhD students will start working in the project
in Leiden. One will try to get the complexity of our algorithms as small as possible; actually,
the reader will note that although we prove the existence of polynomial time algorithms in this
report, we do not give any exponent in the final results. The other will work on the function field
analog of the whole situation. In the function field case, more precise results can be expected,
because ordinary intersection theory is easier to deal with than Arakelov intersection theory.

1.2

Short overview of this report

Mostly, the titles of the sections speak for themselves. The final results are in sections 22 and 23,
all the rest is introduction (sections 2–10 and Section 14), or preparation (sections 11–13), or
proofs of intermediate results (sections 15–21), or examples (Section 24).
It is fair to say that the technical level of the sections varies quite a lot. The introductory ones
are aimed at non-specialists, but the ones where the real work is done are certainly more difficult.
Nevertheless, I hope that after reading the introductory ones, the reader has an idea of what goes
on in the more difficult sections.
I did not write all in this report. Jean-Marc Couveignes wrote Section 21. Johan Bosman
wrote Section 24. Franz Merkl provided Section 18.1. The rest of sections 14–19 were written
in collaboration with Robin de Jong, as explained in the personal historical account above.
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Historical context: Schoof’s algorithm

One way to understand the project described here is to view it in relation to Schoof’s method to
count points on elliptic curves over finite fields, see [96] and [97]. Jan Nekovar’s DEA lecture
notes [86] constitute a good reference for the theory of elliptic curves. René Schoof gave an
algorithm to compute, for E an elliptic curve over a finite field Fq , the number #E(Fq ) of Fq rational points in a time O((log q)5+ε ). His algorithm works as follows.
The elliptic curve is embedded, as usual, in the projective plane P2Fq as the zero locus of a
10

Weierstrass equation, which, in inhomogeneous coordinates, is of the form:
y 2 + a1 xy + a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x + a6 ,
with the ai in Fq . We let Fq → Fq be an algebraic closure. We let Fq : E → E denote the
so-called q-Frobenius. It is the endomorphism of E with the property that for all (a, b) in the
affine part of E(Fq ) given by the Weierstrass equation above we have Fq ((a, b)) = (aq , bq ). The
theory of elliptic curves over finite fields, see for example Algebraic Theory, Chapter III of [86],
says:
1. there is a unique integer a, called the trace of Fq , such that F2q − aFq + q = 0 (an identity
in the endomorphism ring of E);
2. #E(Fq ) = 1 − a + q;
3. |a| ≤ 2q 1/2 .
So, computing #E(Fq ) is equivalent to computing this integer a. Schoof’s idea is now to compute a modulo l for small prime numbers l. If the product of the prime numbers l exceeds 4q 1/2 ,
the length of the interval in which we know a to lie, then the congruences modulo these l determine a uniquely. Analytic number theory tells us that it will be sufficient to take all primes l up
to approximately (log q)/2.
Then the question is how one computes a modulo l. This should be done in time polynomial
in log q and l. The idea is to use the elements of order dividing l in E(Fq ). We assume now
that l does not divide q, i.e., we avoid the characteristic of Fq . For each l, the kernel E(Fq )[l] of
multiplication by l on E(Fq ) is a two-dimensional vector space over Fl . The map Fq gives an
endomorphism of E(Fq )[l], and it follows that the image of a in Fl is the unique element of Fl ,
also denoted a, such that for each v in E(Fq )[l] we have aFq (v) = F2q v + qv. We remark that the
image of a in Fl is the trace of the endomorphism of E(Fq )[l] given by Fq , but this is not really
used at this point.
To find this element a of Fl , one proceeds as follows. We suppose that l 6= 2. There is a
unique monic element ψl of Fq [x] of degree (l2 − 1)/2, whose roots in Fq are precisely the xcoordinates of the l2 − 1 non-zero elements in E(Fq )[l] (the rational function x on E is a degree
two map to P1Fq , which as such is the quotient for the multiplication by −1 map on E). One then
lets Al be the Fq -algebra obtained as:
Al := Fq [x, y]/(y 2 + a1 xy + a3 y − x3 − a2 x2 − a4 x − a6 , ψl (x)).
The dimension of Al as Fq -vector space is l2 − 1. An equivalent description of Al is to say
that it is the affine coordinate ring of the subscheme of points of order l of E. By construction
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of Al , there is a tautological Al -valued point v in E(Al ) (its coordinates are the images of x and
y in Al ). Now to find the element a of Fl that we are looking for one then tries one by one the
elements i in 0, ±1, . . . , ±(l − 1)/2 until iFq (v) = F2q v + qv; then i = a mod l.
It is easy to see that all required computations can be done in time O((log q)5+ε ) (using fast
arithmetic for the elementary operations, e.g., a multiplication in Al costs about (l2 (log q))1+ε
time; l2 (log q) is the number of bits needed to store one element of Al ).
For the sake of completeness, let us mention that shortly after the appearance of Schoof’s
algorithm, Atkin and Elkies have added some improvements to it, making it possible in certain
cases to reduce the dimension of the Fq -algebra from l2 −1 to linear in l+1 or l−1. This improvement, called the Schoof-Atkin-Elkies (SEA) algorithm, is important mainly for implementations.
Its (average) complexity is O((log q)4+ε ); for details, the reader is referred to [97].

3

Schoof’s algorithm described in terms of étale cohomology

In order to describe Schoof’s algorithm in the previous section, we referred to the theory of elliptic curves over finite fields. But there is a more general framework for getting information on the
number of rational points of algebraic varieties over finite fields: cohomology, and Lefschetz’s
trace formula. Cohomology exists in many versions. The version directly related to Schoof’s
algorithm is étale cohomology with coefficients in Fl . Standard references for étale cohomology
are [51], [25], [58], [81], [44]. The reader is referred to these references for the notions that we
will use below. We also recommend Appendix C of [53].
For the sake of precision, let us say that we define the notion of algebraic variety over a field
k to mean k-scheme that is separated and of finite type. Associated to an algebraic variety X over
a field k there are étale cohomology groups with compact supports Hic (Xet , Fl ), for all i ≥ 0 and
for all prime numbers l. Actually, the coefficients Fl can be replaced by more general objects,
sheaves of Abelian groups on the étale site Xet of X, but we do not need this right now. If X
is a proper k-scheme, then the Hic (Xet , Fl ) are equal to the étale cohomology groups Hi (Xet , Fl )
without condition on supports.
If k is separably closed then the Hic (Xet , Fl ) are finite dimensional Fl -vector spaces, zero for
i > 2 dim(X). In that case, they are the analog of the more easily defined cohomology groups
Hic (X, F) for complex analytic varieties: the derived functors of the functor that associates to
a sheaf F of Z-modules on X equipped with its Archimedean topology its Z-module of global
sections whose support is compact.
The construction of the Hic (Xet , Fl ) is functorial for proper morphisms: a proper morphism
f : X → Y of algebraic varieties over k induces a pullback morphism f ∗ from Hic (Yet , Fl ) to
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Hic (Xet , Fl ).
Let now X be an algebraic variety over Fq . Then we have the q-Frobenius morphism Fq from
X to itself, and, by extending the base field from Fq to Fq , from XFq to itself. This morphism Fq
is proper, hence induces maps:
F∗q : Hic (XFq ,et , Fl ) −→ Hic (XFq ,et , Fl ).
Hence, for each i in Z, the trace trace(F∗q , Hic (XFq ,et , Fl )) of the map above is defined, and it
is zero for i < 0 and i > 2 dim(X). The set of fixed points of Fq on X(Fq ) is precisely the
subset X(Fq ). The Lefschetz trace formula then gives the following identity in Fl :
(3.1)

#X(Fq ) =

X

(−1)i trace(F∗q , Hic (XFq ,et , Fl )).

i

We can now say how Schoof’s algorithm is related to étale cohomology. We consider again an
elliptic curve E over a finite field Fq . We assume that l does not divide q. Then, as for any smooth
proper geometrically connected curve, H0 (EFq ,et , Fl ) = Fl and F∗q acts on it as the identity, and
H2 (EFq ,et , Fl ) is one-dimensional and F∗q acts on it by multiplication by q, the degree of Fq .
According to the trace formula (3.1), we have:
#E(Fq ) = 1 − trace(F∗q , H1 (EFq ,et , Fl )) + q.
It follows that for the integer a of the previous section, the trace of Frobenius, we have, for all l
not dividing p the identity in Fl :
a = trace(F∗q , H1 (EFq ,et , Fl )).
This identity is explained by the fact that there is a natural isomorphism, compatible with the
action of Fq :
H1 (EFq ,et , Fl ) = E(Fq )[l].
Let us describe how one constructs this isomorphism. On Eet we have the short exact sequence
of sheaves, called the Kummer sequence:
0 −→ µl −→ Gm −→ Gm −→ 0
where the map on Gm is multiplication by l in the group law of Gm , i.e., taking lth powers. This
short exact sequence gives an exact sequence of cohomology groups after pullback to EFq ,et :
×

×

µl (Fq ),→Fq → Fq → H1 (EFq ,et , µl ) → H1 (EFq ,et , Gm ) → H1 (EFq ,et , Gm ) → · · ·
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Just as for any scheme, one has:
H1 (EFq ,et , Gm ) = Pic(EFq )
It follows that
H1 (EFq ,et , µl ) = Pic(EFq )[l].
Finally, using the exact sequence:
deg

0 −→ Pic0 (EFq ) −→ Pic(EFq ) −→ Z −→ 0
and the fact that E is its own Jacobian variety, i.e., Pic0 (EFq ) = E(Fq ), we obtain:
H1 (EFq ,et , µl ) = Pic(EFq )[l] = Pic0 (EFq )[l] = E(Fq )[l].
The choice of an isomorphism between µl (Fq ) and Fl gives us the desired isomorphism
between H1 (EFq ,et , Fl )) and E(Fq )[l]. In fact, we note that by using the Weil pairing
E(Fq )[l] × E(Fq )[l] → µl (Fq ), we get an isomorphism:
H1 (EFq ,et , Fl )) = E(Fq )[l]∨
that is more natural than the one used above; in particular, it does not depend on the choice of an
isomorphism Fl → µl (Fq ).

4

Some natural new directions

So, indeed, we have seen that the two-dimensional Fl -vector spaces that are used in Schoof’s
algorithm for elliptic curves can also be seen as étale cohomology groups. A natural question
that arises is then the following.
Are there other interesting cases where étale cohomology groups can be used to
construct polynomial time algorithms for counting rational points of varieties over
finite fields?

4.1

Curves of higher genus

The first step in the direction of this question was taken by Jonathan Pila. In [88] he considered
principally polarised Abelian varieties of a fixed dimension, and curves of a fixed genus, and
showed that in those cases polynomial time algorithms for computing the number of rational
points over finite fields exist. In these cases, the only relevant cohomology groups are in degree
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one, i.e., they are of the form H1 (XFq ,et , Fl ) with X a smooth proper curve, or an Abelian variety,
over the field Fq . As in Schoof’s algorithm, the way to deal with these cohomology groups is
to view them as J(Fq )[l], the kernel of multiplication by l on the Abelian variety J. In the case
where X is a curve, one lets J be the Jacobian variety of X.
As Pila makes use of explicit systems of equations for Abelian varieties, his algorithm has a
running time that is at least exponential in the dimension of the Abelian variety, and hence, in
the case of curves, as a function of the genus of the curve.
The current state of affairs concerning the question of counting the rational points of curves
over finite fields seems still to be the same: algorithms have a running time that is exponential
in the genus. As an illustration, let us mention that in [2] Adleman and Huang give an algorithm
2
that computes #X(Fq ) in time (log q)O(g log g) , where X is a hyperelliptic curve over Fq , and
where g is the genus of X.
Recent progress in the case where the characteristic of the finite fields Fq is fixed, using socalled p-adic methods, will be discussed in Section 6 below. In that case, there are algorithms
whose running time is polynomial in g and log q.

4.2

Higher degree cohomology, modular forms

Another direction in which one can try to generalise Schoof’s algorithm is to varieties of higher
dimension, where non-trivial cohomology groups of degree higher than one are needed. In this
context, we would call the degree 2 cohomology group of a curve trivial, because the trace of Fq
on it is q.
More generally speaking, cohomology groups, but now with l-adic coefficients, that are of
dimension one are expected to have the property that the trace of Fq can only be of the form
q n ζ, with n an integer greater than or equal to zero, and ζ a root of unity. This means that onedimensional cohomology groups are not so challenging. Indeed, it is the fact that for elliptic
curves over Fp all integers in the Hasse interval [p + 1 − 2p1/2 , p + 1 + 2p1/2 ] can occur that
makes the problem of point counting very different from point counting on non-singular quadric
surfaces in P3Fq , for example, where the outcome can only be q 2 + 2q + 1 or q 2 + 1.
It follows that the simplest case to consider is cohomology groups of dimension two, in degree at least two, on which the action of Fq is not given by a simple rule as in the one-dimensional
case. Such cohomology groups are provided by modular forms, as we will explain later in Section 8. Let us just say for the moment, that there is a direct relation with elliptic curves, via the
concept of modularity of elliptic curves over Q, that we will now sketch.
Let E be an elliptic curve over Q, given by some Weierstrass equation. Such a Weierstrass
equation can be chosen to have its coefficients in Z. A Weierstrass equation for E with coeffi15

cients in Z is called minimal if its discriminant is minimal among all Weierstrass equations for
E with coefficients in Z; this discriminant then only depends on E and will be denoted discr(E).
In fact, two minimal Weierstrass equations define isomorphic curves in P2Z , the projective plane
over Z. In other words, E has a Weierstrass minimal model over Z, that will be denoted by EZ .
For each prime number p, we let EFp denote the curve over Fp given by reducing a minimal
Weierstrass equation modulo p; it is the fibre of EZ over Fp . The curve EFp is smooth if and
only if p does not divide discr(E). The possible singular fibres have exactly one singular point:
an ordinary double point with rational tangents, or with conjugate tangents, or an ordinary cusp.
The three types of reduction are called split multiplicative, non-split multiplicative and additive,
respectively, after the type of group law that one gets on the complement of the singular point.
For each p we then get an integer ap by requiring the following identity:
p + 1 − ap = #E(Fp ).
This means that for all p, ap is the trace of Fp on the degree one étale cohomology of EFp , with
coefficients in Fl , or in Z/ln Z or in the l-adic numbers Zl . For p not dividing discr(E) we
know that |ap | ≤ 2p1/2 . If EFp is multiplicative, then ap = 1 or −1 in the split and non-split
case. If EFp is additive, then ap = 0. We also define, for each p an element ε(p) in {0, 1} by
setting ε(p) = 1 for p not dividing discr(E) and setting ε(p) = 0 for p dividing discr(E). The
Hasse-Weil L-function of E is then defined as:
LE (s) =

Y

LE,p (s),

LE,p (s) = (1 − ap p−s + ε(p)pp−2s )−1 ,

p

for s in C with <(s) > 3/2 (indeed, the fact that |ap | ≤ 2p1/2 implies that the product converges
for such s). To explain this function more conceptually, we note that for all p and for all l 6= p
we have the identity:
1 − ap t + ε(p)t2 = det(1 − tF∗p , H1 (EF,et , Ql ))
The reader should notice that now we use étale cohomology with coefficients in Ql , the field of
l-adic numbers, and not in Fl . The reason for this is that we want the last identity above to be an
identity between polynomials with integer coefficients, and not with coefficients in Fl .
The function LE was conjectured to have a holomorphic continuation over all of C, and to
satisfy a certain precisely given functional equation relating the values at s and 2 − s. In that
functional equation appears a certain positive integer NE called the conductor of E, composed
of the primes p dividing discr(E) with exponents that depend on the behaviour of E at p, i.e.,
on EZp . This conjecture on continuation and functional equation was proved for semistable E
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(i.e., E such that there is no p where E has additive reduction) by Wiles and Taylor-Wiles, and
in the general case by Breuil, Conrad, Diamond and Taylor; see [34] for an overview of this.
In fact, the continuation and functional equation are direct consequences of the modularity of E
that was proved by Wiles, Taylor-Wiles etc. (see below). The weak Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture says that the dimension of the Q-vector space Q ⊗ E(Q) is equal to the order of
vanishing of LE at 1; see [86], Section 3.5, Part II for more information. Anyway, the function
LE gives us integers an for all n ≥ 1 as follows:
X
LE (s) =
an n−s , for <(s) > 3/2.
n≥1

From these an one can then consider the following function:
fE : H = {τ ∈ C | =(τ ) > 0} → C,

τ 7→

X

an e2πinτ .

n≥1

Equivalently, we have:
fE =

X

an q n ,

with

q : H → C,

τ 7→ e2πiτ .

n≥1

A more conceptual way to state the relation between LE and fE is to say that LE is obtained, up
to elementary factors, as the Mellin transform of fE :
Z ∞
dt
fE (it)ts = (2π)−s Γ(s)LE (s), for <(s) > 3/2.
t
0
After all these preparations, we can finally state what the modularity of E means:
fE is a modular form of weight two for the congruence subgroup Γ0 (NE ) of SL2 (Z).
For some more details on the concept of modular forms we refer to Section 8. At this moment,
we just want to say that the last statement means that fE has, as Mazur says in the Singh’s BBC
documentary on Wiles’s proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem, an enormous amount of symmetry.
This symmetry is with respect to the action of GL2 (Q)+ , the group of invertible 2 by 2 matrices
with coefficients in Q whose determinant is positive, on the upper half plane H. This symmetry
gives, by Mellin transformation, the functional equation of LE . Conversely, it had been proved
in [110] by Weil that if sufficiently many twists of LE by Dirichlet characters satisfy the conjectured holomorphic continuation and functional equation, then fE is a modular form of the type
mentioned.
We now remark that Schoof’s algorithm implies that, for p prime, the coefficient ap in the
P
q-expansion of fE = n≥1 an q n can be computed in time polynomial in log p. One of the aims
of the research project described in this report is to generalise this last fact to certain modular
forms of higher weight. Before we give precise definitions in Section 8, we will discuss a typical
case in the next section.
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5

More historical context: congruences for Ramanujan’s τ function

References for this section are the articles [98], [106] and [19] by Serre, Swinnerton-Dyer and
Deligne.
A typical example of a modular form of weight higher than two is the discriminant modular
form, usually denoted ∆. One way to view ∆ is as the holomorphic function on the upper half
plane H given by:
Y
(5.1)
∆=q
(1 − q n )24 ,
n≥1

where q is the function from H to C given by z 7→ exp(2πiz). The coefficients in the power
series expansion:
X
(5.2)
∆=
τ (n)q n
n≥1

define the famous Ramanujan τ -function.
To say that ∆ is a modular form of weight 12 for the group SL2 (Z) means that for all elements
( ac db ) of SL2 (Z) the following identity holds for all z in H:


az + b
(5.3)
∆
= (cz + d)12 ∆(z),
cz + d
which is equivalent to saying that the multi-differential form ∆(z)(dz)⊗6 is invariant under the
action of SL2 (Z). As SL2 (Z) is generated by the elements ( 10 11 ) and ( 10 −1
0 ), it suffices to check
the identity in (5.3) for these two elements. The fact that ∆ is q times a power series in q means
that ∆ is a cusp form: it vanishes at “q = 0”. It is a fact that ∆ is the first example of a non-zero
cusp form for SL2 (Z): there is no non-zero cusp form for SL2 (Z) of weight smaller than 12, i.e.,
there are no non-zero holomorphic functions on H satisfying (5.3) with the exponent 12 replaced
by a smaller integer, whose Laurent series expansion in q is q times a power series. Moreover,
the C-vector space of such functions of weight 12 is one-dimensional, and hence ∆ is a basis of
it.
The one-dimensionality of this space has as a consequence that ∆ is an eigenform for certain
operators on this space, called Hecke operators, that arise from the action on H of GL2 (Q)+ ,
the subgroup of GL2 (Q) of elements whose determinant is positive. This fact explains that the
coefficients τ (n) satisfy certain relations which are summarised by the following identity of
Dirichlet series (converging for <(s)  0, for the moment, or just formal series, if one prefers
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that):
(5.4)

L∆ (s) :=

X

τ (n)n−s =

Y
(1 − τ (p)p−s + p11 p−2s )−1 .
p

n≥1

These relations:
τ (mn) = τ (m)τ (n)

if m and n are relatively prime

τ (pn ) = τ (pn−1 )τ (p) − p11 τ (pn−2 )

if p is prime and n ≥ 2

were conjectured by Ramanujan, and proved by Mordell. Using these identities, τ (n) can be
expressed in terms of the τ (p) for p dividing n.
As L∆ is the Mellin transform of ∆, L∆ is holomorphic on C, and satisfies the functional
equation (Hecke):
(2π)−(12−s) Γ(12 − s)L∆ (12 − s) = (2π)−s Γ(s)L∆ (s).
The famous Ramanujan conjecture states that for all primes p one has the inequality:
|τ (p)| < 2p11/2 ,

(5.5)

or, equivalently, that the complex roots of the polynomial x2 −τ (p)x+p11 are complex conjugates
of each other, and hence are of absolute value p11/2 . This conjecture was proved by Deligne as
a consequence of his article [19] and his proof of the analog of the Riemann hypothesis in the
Weil conjectures in [20].
Finally, Ramanujan conjectured congruences for the integers τ (p) with p prime, modulo
certain powers of certain small prime numbers. In order to state these congruences we define,
for n ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0:
X
σr (n) :=
dr ,
1≤d|n

i.e., σr (n) is the sum of the rth powers of the positive divisors of n. We will now list the
congruences that are given in the first pages of [106]:
τ (n) ≡ σ11 (n)

mod 211

if n ≡ 1

mod 8

τ (n) ≡ 1217σ11 (n)

mod 213

if n ≡ 3

mod 8

τ (n) ≡ 1537σ11 (n)

mod 212

if n ≡ 5

mod 8

τ (n) ≡ 705σ11 (n)

mod 214

if n ≡ 7

mod 8
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τ (n) ≡ n−610 σ1231 (n)

mod 36

if n ≡ 1

mod 3

τ (n) ≡ n−610 σ1231 (n)

mod 37

if n ≡ 2

mod 3

τ (n) ≡ n−30 σ71 (n)

mod 53

if n is prime to 5

τ (n) ≡ nσ9 (n)

mod 7

if n ≡ 0, 1, 2 or 4

τ (n) ≡ nσ9 (n)

mod 72

if n ≡ 3, 5 or 6

mod 7
mod 7

τ (p) ≡ 0

mod 23

if p is prime and not a square mod 23

τ (p) ≡ 2

mod 23

if p 6= 23 is a prime of the form u2 + 23v 2

τ (p) ≡ −1

mod 23

for other primes p 6= 23

τ (n) ≡ σ11 (n)

mod 691

The reader is referred to [106] for the origin and for proofs of these congruences. There,
Swinnerton-Dyer remarks that the proofs do little explain why such congruences occur. Serre
conjectured an explanation in [98]. First of all, Serre conjectured the existence, for each prime
number l, of a continuous representation:
(5.6)

ρl : Gal(Q/Q) −→ Aut(Vl ),

with Vl a two-dimensional Ql -vector space, such that ρl is unramified at all primes p 6= l, and
such that for all p 6= l the characteristic polynomial of ρl (Frobp ) is given by:
(5.7)

det(1 − xFrobp , Vl ) = 1 − τ (p)x + p11 x2 .

To help the reader, let us explain what unramified at p means, and what the Frobenius elements
Frobp are. For p prime, we let Qp denote the topological field of p-adic numbers, and Qp → Qp
an algebraic closure. The action of Gal(Q/Q) on the set Hom(Q, Qp ) of embeddings of Q into
Qp is transitive, and each embedding induces an injection from Gal(Qp /Qp ) into Gal(Q/Q),
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the image of which is called a decomposition group of Gal(Q/Q) at p. The injections from
Gal(Qp /Qp ) into Gal(Q/Q) and the corresponding decomposition groups at p obtained like this
are all conjugated by the action of Gal(Q/Q). In order to go further we need to say a bit about
the structure of Gal(Qp /Qp ). We let Qunr
p be the maximal unramified extension of Qp in Qp , i.e.,
the composite of all finite extension K of Qp in Qp such that p is a uniformiser for the integral
be the integral closure of Zp in Qunr
closure OK of Zp in K. We let Zunr
p ; it is a local ring,
p
gives a short exact
and its residue field is an algebraic closure Fp of Fp . The sub-extension Qunr
p
sequence:
(5.8)

Ip ,→Gal(Qp /Qp )  Gal(Fp /Fp ).

The subgroup Ip of Gal(Qp /Qp ) is called the inertia subgroup. The quotient Gal(Fp /Fp ) is
canonically isomorphic to Ẑ, the profinite completion of Z, by demanding that the element 1 of
Ẑ corresponds to the Frobenius element Frobp of Gal(Fp /Fp ) that sends x to xp for each x in Fp .
Let now ρl be a continuous representation from Gal(Q/Q) to GL(Vl ) with Vl a finite dimensional Ql -vector space. Each embedding of Q into Qp then gives a representation of Gal(Qp /Qp )
on Vl . Different embeddings give isomorphic representations because they are conjugated by an
element in the image of Gal(Q/Q) under ρl . We now choose one embedding, and call the representation ρl,p of Gal(Qp /Qp ) on Vl obtained like this the local representation at p associated to ρl .
This being defined, ρl is then said to be unramified at a prime p if ρl,p factors through the quotient Gal(Qp /Qp ) → Gal(Fp /Fp ), i.e., if Ip acts trivially on Vl . If ρl is unramified at p, then we
get an element ρl (Frobp ) in GL(Vl ). This element depends on our chosen embedding of Q into
Qp , but its conjugacy class under ρl (Gal(Q/Q)) does not. In particular, we get a well-defined
conjugacy class in GL(Vl ), and so the characteristic polynomial of ρl (Frobp ) is now defined if ρl
is unramified at p.
Continuous representations such as ρl can be reduced modulo powers of l as follows. The
compactness of Gal(Q/Q) implies that with respect to a suitable basis of Vl the representation ρl
lands in GL2 (Zl ), and hence gives representations to GL2 (Z/ln Z) for all n ≥ 0. This reduction
of ρl modulo powers of l is not unique, but the semi-simplification of the reduction modulo l
is well-defined, i.e., two reductions lead to the same Jordan-Hölder constituents. According to
Serre, the congruences above would then be explained by properties of the image of ρl .
For example, if the image of the reduction modulo l of ρl is reducible, say an extension of
two characters α and β from Gal(Q/Q) to F∗l , then one has the identity in Fl , for all p 6= l:
(5.9)

τ (p) ≡ α(Frobp ) + β(Frobp ).

The characters α and β are unramified outside l. By the Kronecker-Weber theorem, the maximal
Abelian subextension of Q → Q that is unramified outside l is the cyclotomic extension gener21

ated by all l-power roots of unity, with Galois group Z∗l . It then follows that α = χnl and β = χm
l
for suitable n and m, where χl is the character giving the action on the lth roots of unity in Q:
∗
for all σ in Gal(Q/Q) and for all ζ in Q with ζ l = 1 one has σ(ζ) = ζ χl (σ) . The identity (5.9)
in Fl above then takes the form:
(5.10)

τ (p) = pn + pm

mod l,

for all p 6= l,

which indeed is of the same form as the congruences mod l for τ (p) listed above. For example,
the congruence mod 691 corresponds to the statement that the reduction modulo l of ρl contains
the two characters 1 and χ11
l .
Deligne, in [19], proved the existence of the ρl , as conjectured by Serre, by showing that
they occur in the degree one l-adic étale cohomology of certain sheaves on certain curves, and
in the degree 11 étale cohomology with Ql -coefficients of a variety of dimension 11. This last
variety is, loosely speaking, the 10-fold fibred product of the universal elliptic curve. Deligne’s
constructions will be discussed in detail in Sections 8 and 9. It should be said that Shimura had
already shown how to construct Galois representations in the case of modular forms of weight
two; in that case one does not need étale cohomology, but torsion points of Jacobians of modular
curves suffice, see [102].
In [106], Swinnerton-Dyer gives results, partly resulting from his correspondence with Serre,
in which the consequences of the existence of the ρl for congruences of τ (p) modulo l are explored. A natural question to ask is if there are primes l other than 2, 3, 5, 7, 23 and 691 modulo
which there are similar congruences for τ (p).
For each p 6= l, τ (p) is the trace of ρl (Frobp ), and the determinant of ρl (Frobp ) equals p11 .
Hence, a polynomial relation between τ (p) and p11 , valid modulo some ln for all p 6= l, is a
relation between the determinant and the trace of all ρl (Frobp ) in GL2 (Z/ln Z). But Chebotarev’s
theorem (see [65], or [9], for example) implies that every element of the image of Gal(Q/Q) in
GL2 (Z/ln Z) is of the form Frobp for infinitely many p. Hence, such a polynomial relation is then
valid for all elements in the image of Gal(Q/Q) in GL2 (Z/ln Z). For this reason, the existence
of non-trivial congruences modulo ln as above for τ (p) depends on this image.
The image of Gal(Q/Q) in Z∗l under det ◦ρl is equal to the subgroup of 11th powers in Z∗l .
To explain this, we note that det ◦ρl is a continuous character from Gal(Q/Q) to Z∗l , unramified
outside l, and such that Frobp is mapped to p11 for all p 6= l; this implies that det ◦ρl is the l-adic
cyclotomic character, giving the action of Gal(Q/Q) on the l-power roots of unity.
In order to state the results in [106], one calls a prime number l exceptional (for ∆) if the
image of ρl , taking values in GL2 (Zl ), does not contain SL2 (Zl ). For l not exceptional, i.e., such
that the image of ρl contains SL2 (Zl ), the image of ρl in GL2 (Zl ) is the subgroup of elements x
such that det(x) is an 11th power in Z∗l . For x in this subgroup, the trace of x modulo l is not
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determined by its determinant modulo l, hence there can be no congruence for τ (p) modulo l as
above.
The Corollary to Theorem 4 in [106] states, among others, that the list of primes that are exceptional for ∆ is {2, 3, 5, 7, 23, 691}. The main tool that is used and that we have not discussed
is the theory of modular forms modulo l, or, equivalently, the theory of congruences modulo l
between modular forms. As a consequence, there are no similar congruences for τ (p) modulo
primes other than the ones listed above. The special form of the congruences modulo 23 is explained by the fact that in that case the image of Gal(Q/Q) in GL2 (F23 ) is dihedral; in the other
cases the residual representation, i.e., the representation to GL2 (Fl ), is reducible. In the case
l = 2, Swinnerton-Dyer has determined the image of Gal(Q/Q) in GL2 (Z2 ) exactly: see the
appendix in [106].
The direction in which we generalise Schoof’s algorithm is to give an algorithm that computes for prime numbers l that are not exceptional for ∆ the field extension Q → Kl that corresponds to the representation of Gal(Q/Q) to GL2 (Fl ) that comes from ∆. The field Kl is given
in the form Q[x]/(fl ). The computation has a running time that is polynomial in l. It is fair
to say that this algorithm makes the mod l Galois representations associated to ∆ accessible to
computation, at least theoretically. As the field extensions that are involved are non-solvable, this
should be seen as a step beyond computational class field theory, and beyond the case of elliptic
curves, in the direction to make the results of Langlands’ program accessible to computations.
As a consequence, one can compute τ (p) mod l in time polynomial in log p and l, by factoring
fl as above mod p and some more computations that will be described later. By doing this for
sufficiently many l, just as in Schoof’s algorithm, one then gets an algorithm that computes τ (p)
in time polynomial in log p.
In principle, the method used here applies to more general modular forms that are eigenforms
P
for the Hecke operators. In particular, if f = n≥1 an (f )q n is a such a form, normalised by the
condition that a1 (f ) = 1, the coefficients ap (f ) with p prime can be computed in time polynomial
in log p. We should mention, however, that the exponent of log p depends on the degree of the
number field E(f ) generated by the an (f ). The reason for that is that for each prime number
l the l-adic Galois representation associated to f takes values in GL2 (Ql ⊗ E(f )), which leads
to residual (mod l) Galois representations with images in GL2 (Fli ) with i depending on how l
decomposes in E. Therefore, the Galois extensions of Q to be computed are of degree about l4d ,
where d = dimQ (E(f )), in the worst case, where l is inert in E. The possibility of using only
the residual representations taking place in various GL2 (Fl ) should be considered. Effective
Chebotarev theorems (see [99]) should then be used to get lower bounds for the number of
maximal ideals of degree one of the ring of integers OE(f ) of E(f ).
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6

Comparison with p-adic methods

Before we start seriously with the theory of modular forms and the Galois representations associated to them in the next sections, we make a comparison between our generalisation of Schoof’s
algorithm and the so-called p-adic methods that have been developed recently by Satoh [94],
Kedlaya [62] (see also [36], and [55]), Wan and Lauder [70], [71], [68] and [69], Fouquet,
Gaudry, Gürel and Harley [43], [48], Denef and Vercauteren [27], Mestre, Lercier and Lubicz [75], Carls (thesis, Groningen and Leiden) and Gerkmann (thesis, Essen). Actually, we
should notice that such a method was already introduced in [60] in 1982, but that this article
seems to have been forgotten (I thank Fre Vercauteren for having drawn my attention to this
article).
In all these methods, one works with fields of small characteristic p, hence of the form Fq
with q = pm and p fixed. All articles cited in the previous paragraph have the common property
that they give algorithms for computing the number of Fq -rational points on certain varieties X
over Fq , using, sometimes indirectly, cohomology groups with p-adic coefficients, whence the
terminology “p-adic methods”.
For example, Satoh [94] uses the canonical lift of ordinary elliptic curves and the action of
the lifted Frobenius endomorphism on the tangent space, which can be interpreted in terms of
the algebraic de Rham cohomology of the lifted curve. Kedlaya [62] uses Monsky-Washnitzer
cohomology of certain affine pieces of hyperelliptic curves. In fact, all cohomology groups used
here are de Rham type cohomology groups, given by complexes of differential forms on certain
p-adic lifts of the varieties in question. Just as an example, let us mention that Kedlaya [62] gives
an algorithm that for fixed p 6= 2 computes the zeta functions of hyperelliptic curves given by
equations:
y 2 = f (x),
where f has arbitrary degree, in time m3 deg(f )4 . The running times of the other algorithms are
all similar, but all have in common that the running time grows at least linearly in p, hence exponentially in log p. The explanation for this is that somehow in each case non-sparse polynomials
of degree at least linear in p have to be manipulated.
Summarising this recent progress, one can say that, at least from a theoretical point of view,
the problem of counting the solutions of systems of polynomial equations over finite fields of a
fixed characteristic p and in a fixed number of variables has been solved. However, if p is not
bounded, then almost nothing is known about the existence of polynomial time algorithms.
A very important difference between the project described here, using étale cohomology with
coefficients in Fl , and the p-adic methods, is that the Galois representations on Fl -vector spaces
that we obtain are global in the sense that they are representations of the absolute Galois group
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of the global field Q. The field extensions such as the Kl = Q[x]/(fl ) arising from ∆ discussed
in the previous section have the advantage that one can choose to do the required computations
over the complex numbers, approximating fl , or p-adically at some suitable prime p, or in Fp
for sufficiently many small p. Also, as we have said already, being able to compute such field
extensions Kl , that give mod l information on the Frobenius elements at all primes p 6= l, is very
interesting. On the other hand, the p-adic methods force one to compute with p-adic numbers,
or, actually, modulo some sufficiently high power of p, and it gives information only on the
Frobenius at p. The main drawback of the étale cohomology with Fl -coefficients seems to be that
the degree of the field extensions as Kl to be dealt with grows exponentially in the dimension
of the cohomology groups; for that reason, we do not know how to use étale cohomology to
compute #X(Fq ) for X a curve of arbitrary genus in a time polynomial in log q and the genus
of X.

7

Modular curves

As a good reference for getting an overview of the theory of modular curves and modular forms
we recommend the article [28] by Fred Diamond and John Im. This reference is quite complete
as results are concerned, and gives good references for the proofs of those results. Moreover, it is
one of the few references that treats the various approaches to the theory of modular forms, from
the classical analytic theory on the upper half plane to the more modern representation theory of
adelic groups. Another good first introduction could be the book [29]. An on-line reference for
some of the theory is [33]. Let us also mention that there is a forthcoming book “Modular forms
and the Ramanujan conjecture” by Brian Conrad, and also the information in the wikipedia is
getting more and more detailed, see:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modular_form.
In this section our aim is just to give the necessary definitions and results for what we need later
(and we need at least to fix our notation). Readers who want more details, or more conceptual
explanations are encouraged to consult [28] and the wikipedia.
7.1 Definition For n an integer greater than or equal to one we let Γ(n) be the kernel of the
surjective morphism of groups SL2 (Z) → SL2 (Z/nZ) given by reduction of the coefficients
modulo n, and we let Γ1 (n) be the inverse image of the subgroup of SL2 (Z/nZ) that fixes the
element (1, 0) of (Z/nZ)2 . Similarly, we let Γ0 (n) be the inverse image of the subgroup of
SL2 (Z/nZ) that fixes the subgroup Z/nZ·(1, 0) of (Z/nZ)2 . Hence the elements of Γ0 (n) are
the ( ac db ) of SL2 (Z) such that c ≡ 0 mod n, those of Γ1 (n) are the ones that satisfy the extra
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conditions a ≡ 1 mod n and d ≡ 1 mod n and those of Γ(n) are the ones that satisfy the extra
condition b ≡ 0 mod n.
The group SL2 (R) acts on the upper half plane H by fractional linear transformations:
!
a b
az + b
·z =
.
cz + d
c d
The subgroup SL2 (Z) of SL2 (R) acts discontinuously in the sense that for each z in H the stabiliser SL2 (Z)z is finite and there is an open neighbourhood U of z such that each translate γU
with γ in SL2 (Z) contains exactly one element of the orbit SL2 (Z)·z and any two translates
γU and γ 0 U with γ and γ 0 in SL2 (Z) are either equal or disjoint. This property implies that
the quotient SL2 (Z)\H, equipped with the quotient topology and with, on each open subset U ,
the SL2 (Z)-invariant holomorphic functions on the inverse image of U , is a complex analytic
manifold of dimension one, i.e., each point of the quotient has an open neighbourhood that is
isomorphic to the complex unit disk. Globally, the well-known j-function from H to C is in fact
the quotient map for this action. One way to see this is to associate to each z in H the elliptic
curve Ez := C/(Z + Zz), and to note that for z and z 0 in H the elliptic curves Ez and Ez0 are
isomorphic if and only if z and z 0 are in the same SL2 (Z)-orbit, and to use the fact that two
complex elliptic curves are isomorphic if and only if their j-invariants are equal.
The quotient Γ(n)\H can be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (E, φ)
where E is a complex elliptic curve and φ : (Z/nZ)2 → E[n] is an isomorphism of groups, compatible with the Weil pairing E[n] × E[n] → µn (C) and the µn (C)-valued pairing on (Z/nZ)2
that sends ((a1 , a2 ), (b1 , b2 )) to ζna1 b2 −a2 b1 , where ζn = e2πi/n .
The quotient Γ0 (n)\H is then identified with the set of pairs (E, G) where E is a complex
elliptic curve, and G ⊂ E a subgroup that is isomorphic to Z/nZ. Equivalently, we may view
φ
Γ0 (n)\H as the set of isomorphism classes of E1 → E2 , where φ is a morphism of complex
elliptic curves, and ker(φ) is isomorphic to Z/nZ.
Finally, the quotient Γ1 (n)\H is then identified with the set of pairs (E, P ) where E is a
complex elliptic curve, and P is a point of order n of E. Explicitly: to each z in H corresponds
the pair (C/(Zz + Z), [1/n]), where [1/n] denotes the image of 1/n in C/(Zz + Z).
In order to understand that the quotients considered above are in fact the complex analytic
varieties associated to affine complex algebraic curves, it is necessary (and sufficient!) to show
that these quotients can be compactified to compact Riemann surfaces by adding a finite number
of points, called the cusps. As the quotient by SL2 (Z) is given by j : H → C, it can be compactified easily by embedding C into P1 (C); the point ∞ of P1 (C) is called the cusp. Another way
to view this is to note that the equivalence relation on H given by the action of SL2 (Z) identifies
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two elements z and z 0 with =(z) > 1 and =(z 0 ) > 1 if and only if z 0 = z + n for some n in Z;
this follows from the identity:


az + b
=(z)
(7.2)
=
=
, for all ( ac db ) in SL2 (R) and z in H.
cz + d
|cz + d|2
Indeed, if moreover c 6= 0, then:
(7.3)

=(z)
=(z)
1
.
≤
= 2
2
2
|cz + d|
(=(cz))
c =(z)

Hence on the part “=(z) > 1” of H the equivalence relation given by SL2 (Z) is given by the action of Z by translation. As the quotient for that action is given by the map q : H → D(0, e−2π )∗ ,
z 7→ exp(2πiz), where D(0, e−2π )∗ is the open disk of radius e−2π , centred at 0, and with 0
removed, we get an open immersion of D(0, e−2π )∗ into SL2 (Z)\H. The compactification is
then obtained by replacing D(0, e−2π )∗ with D(0, e−2π ), i.e., by adding the centre back into the
punctured disk.
Let us now consider the problem of compactifying the other quotients above. Let Γ be one of
the groups considered above, or, in fact, any subgroup of finite index in SL2 (Z). We consider the
morphism f : Γ\H → SL2 (Z)\H = C, and our compactification P1 (C) of C. By construction,
f is proper (i.e., the inverse image of a compact subset of C is compact). Also, we know that
ramification can only occur at points with j-invariant 0 or 1728. Let D∗ be the punctured disk
described above. Then f : f −1 D∗ → D∗ is an unramified covering of degree #SL2 (Z)/Γ if
Γ does not contain −1, and of degree (#SL2 (Z)/Γ)/2 if −1 is in Γ. Up to isomorphism, the
only connected unramified covering of degree n, with n ≥ 1, of D∗ is the map Dn∗ → D∗ , with
Dn∗ = {z ∈ C | 0 < |z| < e−2π/n }, sending z 7→ z n . It follows that f −1 D∗ is, as a covering
of D∗ , a disjoint union of copies of such Dn∗ → D∗ . Each Dn∗ has the natural compactification
Dn := {z ∈ C | |z| < e−2π/n }. We compactify Γ\H by adding the origin to each punctured disk
in f −1 D∗ . The points that we have added are called the cusps. By construction, the morphism
f : Γ\H → SL2 (Z)\H extends to the compactifications. It is a fact that a compact Riemann
surface can be embedded into some projective space, using the theorem of Riemann-Roch, and
that the image of such an embedding is a complex algebraic curve. This means that our quotients
are, canonically, the Riemann surfaces associated to smooth complex algebraic curves.
7.4 Definition For n ≥ 1 we define X(n), X1 (n) and X0 (n) to be the proper smooth complex
algebraic curves obtained via the compactifications of Γ(n)\H, Γ1 (n)\H, and Γ0 (n)\H, respectively. The affine parts obtained by removing the cusps are denoted Y (n), Y1 (n) and Y0 (n).
The next step in the theory is to show that these complex algebraic curves are naturally defined
over certain number fields. Let us start with the X0 (n) and X1 (n), which are defined over Q.
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A simple way to produce a model of X0 (n) over Q, i.e., an algebraic curve X0 (n)Q over Q that
gives X0 (n) via extension of scalars via Q → C, is to use the map:
(j, j 0 ) : H −→ C × C,

z 7→ (j(z), j(nz)).

This map factors through the action of Γ0 (n), and induces a map from X0 (n) to P1 × P1 that is
birational to its image. This image is a curve in P1 ×P1 , hence the zero locus of a bi-homogeneous
polynomial often denoted Φn , the minimal polynomial of j 0 over C(j). One can then check, using
some properties of the j-function, that Φn has integer coefficients. The normalisation of the curve
in P1Q × P1Q defined by Φn is then the desired curve X0 (n)Q . As Φn has coefficients in Z, it even
defines a curve in P1Z × P1Z (here, one has to work with schemes), whose normalisation X0 (n)Z
can be characterised as a so-called coarse moduli space. For this notion, and for the necessary
proofs, the reader is referred to [28, II.8], to [21] and to [61], and to [33]. One consequence of
this statement is that for any algebraically closed field k in which n is invertible, the k-points of
φ
Y0 (n)Z (the complement of the cusps) correspond bijectively to isomorphism classes of E1 → E2
where φ is a morphism of elliptic curves over k of which the kernel is cyclic of order n.
The notion of moduli space also gives natural models over Z[1/n] of X1 (n) and Y1 (n). For
n ≥ 4 the defining property of Y1 (n)Z[1/n] is not hard to state. There is an elliptic curve E over
Y1 (n)Z[1/n] with a point P in E(Y1 (n)Z[1/n] ) that has order n in every fibre, such that any pair
(E/S, P ) with S a Z[1/n]-scheme and P in E(S) of order n in all fibres arises by a unique base
change:
E →
E
↓
↓
S → Y1 (n)Z[1/n]
that is compatible with the sections P and P. The pair (E/Y1 (n)Z[1/n] , P) is therefore called
universal.
The moduli interpretation of X(n) is a bit more complicated, because of the occurrence of the
Weil pairing on E[n] that we have seen above. The curve X(n) has a natural model X(n)Z[1/n,ζn ]
over Z[1/n, ζn ]. The complement of the cusps Y (n)Z[1/n,ζn ] then has an elliptic curve E over it,
and an isomorphism φ between the constant group scheme (Z/nZ)2 and E[n] that respects the
pairings on each side. The pair (E/Y (n)Z[1/n,ζn ] , φ) is universal in the same sense as above. We
warn the reader that the notation X(n) is also used sometimes for the moduli scheme for pairs
(E, φ) where φ does not necessarily respect the pairings on the two sides.
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8

Modular forms

Let us now turn our attention to modular forms. It will be enough for us to work with modular
forms for the congruence subgroups Γ1 (n). Therefore, we restrict ourselves to that case.
8.1 Definition Let n ≥ 1 and k an integer. A (holomorphic) modular form for Γ1 (n) is a holomorphic function f : H → C that satisfies the following properties:
1. for all ( ac db ) in Γ1 (n) and for all z in H: f ((az + b)/(cz + d)) = (cz + d)k f (z);
2. f is holomorphic at the cusps (see below for an explanation).
A modular form is called a cuspform if it vanishes at the cusps.
We still need to explain the condition that f is holomorphic at the cusps. In order to do that,
we first explain what this means at the cusp ∞. That cusp is the point that was added to the
punctured disk obtained by taking the quotient of H by the unipotent subgroup ( 10 ∗1 ), which
acts on H by translations by integers. The coordinate of that disk is q, the map that sends z to
exp(2πiz). Therefore, f admits a Laurent series expansion in q:
X
(8.2)
f=
an (f )q n , called the q-expansion at ∞.
n∈Z

With this notation, f is called holomorphic at ∞ if an (f ) is zero for all n < 0, and f is said to
vanish at ∞ if an (f ) is zero for all n ≤ 0.
To state this condition at the other cusps, we need some description of the set of cusps. First,
we note that P1 (C) − P1 (R) is the same as C − R, and therefore the disjoint union of H and
its complex conjugate (which explains, by the way, that GL2 (R)+ acts by fractional linear transformations on H). We can then consider H ∪ P1 (Q) inside P1 (C), with the SL2 (Z) action on
it. Then the subgroup ( 10 ∗1 ) stabilises the point ∞ = (1 : 0) of P1 (Q), and ∞ can be naturally
identified with the origin that we added to the disk D∗ above, because ∞ is the unique element
of P1 (Q) that lies in the closure of the inverse image “=(z) > 1” of D∗ in H. Then, the images
of the region “=(z) > 1” under the action of elements of SL2 (Z) correspond bijectively to the elements of P1 (Q) (note that SL2 (Z) acts transitively on P1 (Q) = P1 (Z)), and also to the maximal
unipotent subgroups of SL2 (Z) (i.e., the subgroups that consist of elements whose eigenvalues
are 1). It follows that we can identify the set of cusps of X1 (n) with Γ1 (n)\P1 (Q), and that
the images of the region “=(z > 1)” under SL2 (Z) give us punctured disks around the other
cusps. Let γ = ( ac db ) be an element of SL2 (Z). The conditions of holomorphy and vanishing
at the cusp γ∞ = (a : b) are then given in terms of the q-expansion of z 7→ (cz + d)−k f (γz)
at ∞. The group γ −1 Γ1 (n)γ contains the group ( 01 n∗
1 ) (indeed, Γ1 (n) contains Γ(n) and that
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one is normal in SL2 (Z)). Therefore, putting qn : H → C, z 7→ exp(2πiz/n), the function
z 7→ (cz + d)−k f (γz) then has a Laurent series expansion in qn , and one asks that this Laurent series is a power series (for holomorphy) or a power series with constant term zero (for
vanishing).
8.3 Example Some simple examples of modular forms for SL2 (Z) are given by Eisenstein series. For each even k ≥ 4 one has:
Ek = 1 −

2k X
σk−1 (n)q n ,
Bk n≥1

where the Bk are the Bernoulli numbers defined by:
X tk
tet
Bk ,
=
et − 1 k≥0
k!
and where, as before, σr (n) denotes the sum of the rth powers of the positive divisors of n. In
particular, one has the formulas:
E4 = 1 + 240

X

σ3 (n)q n ,

E6 = 1 − 504

n≥1

X

σ5 (n)q n ,

and ∆ =

n≥1

E43 − E62
.
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8.4 Remark Let us note that, from a computational point of view, the coefficients of q p with
p prime of Ek are very easy to compute, namely, up to a constant they are 1 + pk−1 , but that
computing the σk−1 (n) for composite n is equivalent to factoring n. This is a strong indication
that, for computing coefficients an (f ) of a modular form f , there is a real difference between the
case where n is prime and the case where n is composite.
The space of cuspforms of weight k on Γ1 (n) will be denoted Sk (Γ1 (n)). This space can be
interpreted as the space of sections of some holomorphic line bundle ω ⊗k (−Cusps) on X1 (n),
if n ≥ 5 (for n < 4 there are non-trivial stabilisers of the action of Γ1 (n) on H that cause a
problem, and for n = 4 there is a problem at one of the cusps):
(8.5)

Sk (Γ1 (n)) = H0 (X1 (n), ω ⊗k (−Cusps))

if n ≥ 5.

This implies that the spaces Sk (Γ1 (n)) are finite dimensional, and in fact zero if k ≤ 0 because
the line bundle in question then has negative degree. The restriction to Y1 (n) of the line bundle
giving the weight k forms is given by dividing out the action of Γ1 (n) on C × H given by:


az + b
k
a
b
(8.6)
( c d ) : (x, z) 7→ (cz + d) x,
.
cz + d
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The extension of this line bundle over the cusps is then given by decreeing that, at the cusp ∞,
the constant section 1 (which is indeed invariant under the translations z 7→ z + n) is a generator
for the bundle of holomorphic forms, and q times 1 is a generator for the bundle of cusp forms.
The moduli interpretation for Y1 (n) can be extended to the holomorphic line bundles giving
the modular forms as follows. Recall that a point on Y1 (n) is an isomorphism class of a pair
(E, P ) with E a complex elliptic curve and P a point of order n of E. The complex line at (E, P )
of the bundle of forms of weight k is then ω ⊗k
E , the kth tensor power of the dual of the tangent
space at 0 of E. In this way, a modular form f of weight k for Γ1 (n) can be described as follows:
it is a function that assigns to each (E, P ) an element f (E, P ) of ω ⊗k
E , varying holomorphically
with (E, P ), and such that it has the right property at the cusps (being holomorphic or vanishing).
The function f has to be compatible with isomorphisms: if φ : E → E 0 is an isomorphism, and
φ(P ) = P 0 , then f (E, P ) has to be equal to (φ∗ )⊗k f (E 0 , P 0 ). In what follows we will simply
write φ∗ for (φ∗ )⊗k .
The fact that f should be holomorphic can be stated by evaluating it on the family of elliptic
curves that we have over H. Recall that to z in H we associated the pair (C/(Zz + Z), [1/n]).
Let us denote x the coordinate of C, then dx is a generator of the cotangent space at 0 of this
elliptic curve. Then for f a function as above, we can write:
(8.7)

f ((C/(Zz + Z), [1/n])) = Ff (z)(dx)⊗k ,

Ff : H → C.

The function Ff is then required to be holomorphic. The requirement that f is compatible with
isomorphisms means precisely that Ff transforms under Γ1 (n) as in Definition 8.1 above. The
requirement that f vanishes at the cusps is equivalent to the statement that the Laurent expansions
in q 1/n : z 7→ exp(2πiz/n) obtained by evaluating f on all pairs (C/(Zz + Z), (az + b)/n), with
a and b in Z such that (az + b)/n is of order n are in fact power series with constant term zero.
The spaces Sk (Γ1 (n)) are equipped with certain operators, called Hecke operators and diamond operators. These operators arise from the fact that for every element γ of GL2 (Q)+ the
subgroups Γ1 (n) and γΓ1 (n)γ −1 are commensurable, i.e., their intersection has finite index in
each of them. The diamond operators are then the simplest to describe. For each a in (Z/nZ)× ,
Y1 (n) has the automorphism hai given by the property that it sends (E, P ) to (E, aP ). This
action is then extended on modular forms by:
(8.8)

(haif )(E, P ) = f (E, aP ).

Similarly, there are Hecke operators Tm on Sk (Γ1 (n)) for all m ≥ 1, defined by:
(8.9)

(Tm f )(E, P ) =

1 X ∗
φ f (Eφ , φ(P )),
m φ
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where the sum runs over all quotients φ : E → Eφ of degree m such that φ(P ) is of order n.
Intuitively, the operator Tm is to be understood as a kind of averaging operator over all possible
isogenies of degree m, however, the normalising factor 1/m is not equal to the inverse of the
number of such isogenies.
P
Of course, each element f of Sk (Γ1 (n)) is determined by its q-expansion m≥1 am (f )q m at
the cusp ∞. The action of the Hecke operators can be expressed in terms of these q-expansions
(see [28, (12.4.1)]):
X
(8.10)
am (Tr f ) =
dk−1 arm/d2 (hdif ),
0<d|(r,m)
(d,n)=1

for f in Sk (Γ1 (n)), r and m positive integers.
From this formula, a lot can be deduced. It can be seen that the Tr commute with each other
(but there are better ways to understand this). The Z-algebra generated by the Tm for m ≥ 1
and the hai for a in (Z/nZ)× is in fact generated by the Tm with m ≥ 1, i.e., one does not need
the diamond operators, and also by the Tp for p prime and the hai with a in (Z/nZ)× (see [28,
§3.5]). The multiplication rules for the Tm acting on Sk (Γ1 (n)) can be read off from the formal
identity ([28, §3.4]):
X
Y
(1 − Tp p−s + pk−1 hpip−2s )−1 ,
(8.11)
Tm m−s =
m≥1

p

where hpi is to be interpreted as zero when p divides n. The fact that the Hecke and diamond
operators commute means that they have common eigenspaces. Taking m = 1 in (8.10) gives:
(8.12)

a1 (Tr f ) = ar (f ).

It follows that if f is a non-zero eigenvector for all Tr , then a1 (f ) 6= 0, so that we can assume
that a1 (f ) = 1. Then, for all r ≥ 1, ar (f ) is the eigenvalue for Tr . In particular, this means that
the common eigenspaces for the Tr are one-dimensional, and automatically eigenspaces for the
diamond operators. Eigenforms with a1 (f ) = 1 are called normalised eigenforms.
From (8.11) above it follows that for a normalised eigenform f one has:
Y
X
(8.13)
Lf (s) :=
an (f )n−s =
(1 − ap (f )p−s + pk−1 εf (p)p−2s )−1 ,
n≥1

p

where εf : (Z/nZ)× → C∗ is the character via which the diamond operators act on f , with the
convention that εf (p) = 0 if p divides n. In particular, the L-function of a modular form has
such an Euler product expansion if and only if the modular form is an eigenform for all Hecke
operators.
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An element of Sk (Γ1 (n)) that is a normalised eigenform for all Hecke operators is called
a newform if the system of eigenvalues ap (f ), with p not dividing n, does not occur in a level
strictly smaller than n, i.e., in some Sk (Γ1 (m)) with m < n (actually, we will see in a moment
that one only needs to consider the m’s dividing n). The set of newforms in Sk (Γ1 (n)) will be
denoted Sk (Γ1 (n))new .
Now we want to recall briefly how one obtains a basis of Sk (Γ1 (n)) in terms of the sets of
newforms Sk (Γ1 (m))new for m dividing n. For details and references to proofs, see [28, I.6].
First of all, for each n, Sk (Γ1 (n))new is a linearly independent subset of Sk (Γ1 (n)), hence finite.
For m dividing n and for d dividing n/m, we have a map Bn,m,d : X1 (n) → X1 (m), with moduli
interpretation (E, P ) 7→ (E/h(n/d)P i, d0 P ), where dd0 = n/m. For example, this means:
(8.14)

Bn,m,d : (C/(Zz + Z), 1/n) 7→ (C/(Zzd + Z), 1/m),

which means that the cusp ∞ of X1 (n) is mapped to the cusp ∞ of X1 (m). Each such map
Bn,m,d induces by pullback a map:
∗
Bn,m,d
: Sk (Γ1 (m)) → Sk (Γ1 (n)).

(8.15)

In terms of q-expansions at the cusp ∞ we have, for f in Sk (Γ1 (m)):
X
∗
(8.16)
Bn,m,d
f=
ar (f )q dr ,
r≥1

i.e., the effect is just substitution of q by q d . With these definitions, we can describe a basis for
Sk (Γ1 (n)):
a a
∗
Bn,m,d
Sk (Γ1 (m))new is a basis of Sk (Γ1 (n)).
(8.17)
m|n d|(n/m)

In the case where Γ1 (n) is replaced by Γ0 (n), this kind of basis is due to Atkin and Lehner.
In the sequel, we will also make use of a (hermitian) inner product on the Sk (Γ1 (n)): the
Petersson scalar product. It is defined as follows. For f and g in Sk (Γ1 (n)), viewed as functions
on H as in Definition 8.1 one has:
Z
dxdy
(8.18)
hf, gi =
f (z)g(z) y k 2 ,
y
Γ1 (n)\H
where the integral over Γ1 (n)\H means that one can perform it over any fundamental domain.
Indeed, formula 7.2 shows that the function z 7→ f (z)g(z)y k is invariant under Γ1 (n).
We also want to explain the definition of hf, gi in terms of the moduli interpretation
of Sk (Γ1 (n)), if k ≥ 2. For simplicity, let us suppose n ≥ 5 now. Then Sk (Γ1 (n)) is the space
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of global sections of ω ⊗k (−Cusps) on X1 (n). Now we let Ω1 := Ω1X1 (n) denote the line bundle
of holomorphic differentials on X1 (n). Then there is an isomorphism, named after Kodaira and
Spencer:
(8.19)

∼

KS : ω ⊗2 (−Cusps) −→ Ω1 ,

Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism.

Explicitly, for f in S2 (Γ1 (n)), viewed as a Γ1 (n)-invariant section of ω ⊗2 for the family of elliptic
curves over H whose fibre at z is C/(Zz + Z) we have:
KS : f (dx)⊗2 7→ (2πi)−2 f

(8.20)

dq
.
q

Equivalently, for this family of elliptic curves, the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism sends (dx)⊗2 to
(2πi)−2 (dq)/q. Note that indeed (dx)⊗2 and (dq)/q transform in the same way under the action
of SL2 (R). We note that without f being required to vanish at the cusps, KS(f ) could have poles
of order one at the cusps. The factor (2πi)−2 is to make the isomorphism compatible with the
coordinates t = exp(2πix) on C× /hexp(2πiz)i (which is another way to write C/(Zz + Z)),
and the coordinate q = exp(2πiz) on the unit disk. In those coordinates, that have a meaning
“over Z”, which means that formulas relating them are power series (or Laurent series) with
integer coefficients, KS sends ((dt)/t)⊗2 to (dq)/q.
For every complex elliptic curve, the one dimensional complex vector space ω E has the inner
product given by:
Z
i
α β,
(8.21)
hα, βi =
2 E
where we interpret α and β as translation invariant differential forms on E. The factor i/2 comes
from the fact that, for z = x + iy, one has dx dy = (i/2)dz dz. Applying this to the family of
elliptic curves C/(Zz + Z) over H gives an inner product on the line bundle ω on H, and also on
the line bundle ω on Y1 (n) (recall that we are supposing that n ≥ 5). Taking tensor powers and
duals, this induces inner products on ω ⊗k for all k. The Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism (8.20)
gives isomorphisms:
(8.22)

∼

KS : ω ⊗k (−Cusps) −→ Ω1 ⊗ ω ⊗(k−2)

For f and g in Sk (Γ1 (n)), now viewed as sections on X1 (n) of ω ⊗k (−Cusps), one has:
Z
i
(8.23)
hf, gi =
hKS(f ), KS(g)i,
2 X1 (n)
where the inner product on the left hand side is the Petersson scalar product (8.18), and where
⊗(k−2)
⊗(k−2)
for two local sections ω1 ⊗ α1
and ω2 ⊗ α2
of Ω1 ⊗ ω ⊗(k−2) we have defined:
(8.24)

⊗(k−2)

hω1 ⊗ α1

⊗(k−2)

, ω2 ⊗ α2
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i = hα1 , α2 ik−2 ω1 ω2

The operators Tm on Sk (Γ1 (n)) with m relatively prime to n are normal: they commute with
their adjoint. As a consequence, distinct newforms in Sk (Γ1 (n)) are orthogonal to each other.
On the other hand, the basis (8.17) above of Sk (Γ1 (n)) is not orthogonal if it consists of more
than only newforms.
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Galois representations associated to eigenforms

The aim of this section is to describe the construction of the Galois representations associated to
modular forms, as used in the case of ∆ in Section 5. Before giving the construction, let us state
the result, which is due, for k = 2, to Eichler and Shimura [102], to Deligne [19] for k > 2, and
to Deligne and Serre [22] for k = 1. See Section 12.5 in [28]. A long account of the construction
in the case k ≥ 2 is given in the book [11] (now in preparation) by Brian Conrad.
9.1 Theorem Let f be a normalised newform, let n be its level, let k be its weight, and let
ε : (Z/nZ)× → C∗ be its character. Then the subfield K of C generated over Q by the an (f ),
n ≥ 1, and the image of ε is finite over Q. For every prime number l and for any embedding λ
of K into Ql , there is a continuous two-dimensional representation Vλ over Ql of Gal(Q/Q) that
is unramified outside nl and such that for each prime number p not dividing nl the characteristic
polynomial of the Frobenius at p acting on Vλ equals:
det(1 − xFrobp , Vλ ) = 1 − ap (f )x + ε(p)pk−1 x2 .
For k ≥ 2 the representations Vλ can be found in the l-adic étale cohomology in degree k − 1 of
some variety of dimension k −1, or in the cohomology in degree one of some sheaf on a curve, as
we will describe below. The determinant of the action of Gal(Q/Q) on Vλ is easily described. We
χl (σ)
, for all σ in
let χl : Gal(Q/Q) → Z×
l be the l-adic cyclotomic character defined by σ(z) = z
×
Gal(Q/Q) and all z in Q of l-power order. We let ε : Gal(Q/Q) → K × be the composition of
the character ε : (Z/nZ)× → K × with the mod n cyclotomic character Gal(Q/Q) → (Z/nZ)×
given by the action of Gal(Q/Q) on µn (Q). With these definitions, the determinant of the action
of Gal(Q/Q) on Vλ is given by the character εχk−1
. As the image of Gal(Q/Q) under the
l
determinant of Vλ is infinite, its image in GL(Vλ ) is infinite. On the other hand, for k = 1, the
image of Gal(Q/Q) in GL(Vλ ) is finite, and in fact all these representations when λ varies can
be realised over some fixed finite extension of Q. The proof of Theorem 9.1 by Deligne and
Serre in the case k = 1, which uses the result in the case k ≥ 2, is quite different from the case
k ≥ 2. In particular, no direct construction of the Galois representations for forms of weight one
is known. We remark that in the case k = 2 the Vλ occur in the first degree étale cohomology
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with constant coefficients Ql of modular curves, hence can be constructed from l-power torsion
points of Jacobians of modular curves (in fact, of the modular curve X1 (n)).
The representation Vλ is irreducible by a theorem of Ribet, see Theorem 2.3 of [89], and
hence it is characterised by its trace. As the Frobenius conjugacy classes at the primes not dividing nl are dense by Chebotarev’s theorem, the representation Vλ is unique up to isomorphism.
Non-cuspidal eigenforms lead to Galois representations that are reducible; as our interest lies in
going beyond class field theory, we do not discuss this case.
Let us now start the description of the construction, by Deligne, of the representation Vλ
as in Theorem 9.1 above in the case where k ≥ 2. First, if n < 5, we replace n by say 5n
and f by a normalised Hecke eigenform in the 2-dimensional C-vector space generated by f (q)
and f (q 5 ). Then f is no longer a newform, but it is an eigenform, which will be good enough,
and as n ≥ 5 we can view it as a section of the line bundle ω ⊗k (−Cusps) on the smooth complex
projective curve X1 (n). The eigenvalues at primes other than 5 have not been changed by this
operation. As one can compute from the formulas in the previous section, the two possible
eigenvalues for T5 on the space generated by f (q) and f (q 5 ) are the two roots of the polynomial
x2 − a5 (f )x + ε(5)5k−1 , i.e., the two eigenvalues of the Frobenius element at 5 associated to
f if λ does not divide 5. For a detailed computation for this, see Section 4 of [10]; that article
also explains why one should expect the two eigenvalues always to be distinct, and that this is a
theorem if k = 2.
On Y1 (n), we have a universal family (E/Y1 (n), P) of elliptic curves with a given point of
order n. Taking fibre wise the cohomology H1 (Es , Z) gives us a locally constant sheaf on Y1 (n),
denoted R1 p∗ ZE because it is the first higher direct image of the constant sheaf ZE on E via the
morphism p : E → Y1 (n). We define:
(9.2)

Fk := Symk−2 (R1 p∗ ZE ),

where Symk−2 denotes the operation of taking the (k − 2)th symmetric power. The stalks of the
locally constant sheaf R1 p∗ ZE on Y1 (n) are free Z-modules of rank 2. More concretely, the sheaf
R1 p∗ ZE is obtained from the constant sheaf Z2 on H by dividing out the Γ1 (n)-action given by:
     
 


n
n
an + bm aτ + b
(9.3)
γ·
, τ = γ·
, γ·τ =
,
,
m
m
cn + dm cτ + d
where γ = ( ac db ). The sheaf Fk is then obtained by dividing out the Γ1 (n)-action on the constant
sheaf Symk−2 (Z2 ) on H. It is useful to view Z2 as the Z-submodule Zx ⊕ Zy of the polynomial
ring Z[x, y]. The grading Z[x, y] = ⊕i Z[x, y]i by the degree then gives the symmetric powers of
Zx ⊕ Zy:
M
(9.4)
Symk−2 (Z2 ) = Z[x, y]k−2 =
Zxi y j .
i+j=k−2
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We extend the sheaf Fk to X1 (n) by taking the direct image via the open immersion
j : Y1 (n) → X1 (n); this gives us j∗ Fk on X1 (n), again denoted Fk . Outside the cusps, Fk
is locally constant, with stalks free of rank k − 1 as Z-modules. At the cusps, the stalks of Fk are
free of rank one. At the cusp ∞ this follows from the fact that the subring of invariants of Z[x, y]
for the action of ( 10 ∗1 ) is Z[x]. At the other cusps it then follows by conjugating with a suitable
element of SL2 (Z). We note that for k = 2 the sheaf Fk is the constant sheaf Z on X1 (n).
The Eichler-Shimura isomorphism gives a relation between modular forms and the cohomology of Fk . One way to view this, due to Deligne, is as a Hodge structure. More precisely, the
C-vector space C ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk ) carries a Hodge decomposition:
(9.5)

C ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk )−→S
˜ k (Γ1 (n)) ⊕ Sk (Γ1 (n)),

where the two terms on the right are of type (k − 1, 0) and (0, k − 1), respectively. The complex
conjugation on the second term on the right comes from the complex conjugation on the tensor
factor C on the left. A good reference for this decomposition and its properties is [4]; we will not
go into details here. For an account using group cohomology we refer to Section 12.2 of [28].
For k = 2 all of this is quite easy. Via the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism (8.20) it then is the
decomposition:
(9.6)

H1 (X1 (n), C) = H0 (X1 (n), Ω1 ) ⊕ H0 (X1 (n), Ω1 ).

We should mention that instead of working with the sheaf Fk on the curve X1 (n), one can also
work with a constant sheaf on a k − 1-dimensional variety. As before, we let (E, P) denote the
universal object over Y1 (n). Then we let Ek−2 denote the k − 2-fold fibre power of E over Y1 (n);
these are the simplest cases of so-called Kuga-Sato varieties. The Künneth formula gives, for s
in Y1 (n):
(9.7)

Hk−2 (Ek−2
, Z) = H1 (Es , Z)⊗(k−2)  Symk−2 (H1 (Es , Z)) = Fk,s .
s

In view of the Leray spectral sequence for the cohomology H(Ek−2 , Z) of Ek−2 in terms of the
cohomology of the higher derived direct images H(Y1 (n), Rp∗ ZE ) it is then not so surprising
that Sk (Γ1 (n)) can be identified with a piece of Hk−1 (Ek−2 , C), where Ek−2 is a certain smooth
projective model of Ek−2 over X1 (n). Some details for this can be found in [19], and more of
them in [95], and still more in [11]. A very explicit way to describe this identification is the map:

(9.8)

Sk (Γ1 (n)) −→ Hk−1 (Ek−2 , C),

f 7→ (2πi)k−1 f dτ dz1 · · · dzk−2 ,

where τ is the coordinate on H, and the zj are the coordinates on the copies of C using
Eτ = C/(Zτ + Z). It is indeed easy to verify that the differential form on the right is invariant
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under the actions of Z2(k−2) and SL2 (Z), precisely because f is a modular form of weight k
for Γ1 (n). The claim (proved in the references above) is that it extends without poles over Ek−2 .
As it is a holomorphic form of top-degree, it is automatically closed, and hence defines a class in
the de Rham cohomology of Ek−2 , hence in Hk−1 (Ek−2 , C).
There are natural Hecke correspondences on C ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk ) and on Hk−1 (Ek−2 , C),
and the identification of Sk (Γ1 (n)) as a piece of these cohomology groups is compatible with
these correspondences. Let now f be our eigenform in Sk (Γ1 (n)) as above. Then the Hecke
eigenspace in C ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk ) with the eigenvalues am (f ) for Tm is two-dimensional: the
sum of the one-dimensional subspace Cf in Sk (Γ1 (n)) and the one-dimensional subspace Cf 0 in
P
Sk (Γ1 (n)), where f 0 = m≥1 am (f )q m , the Galois conjugate of f obtained by letting complex
conjugation act on the coefficients of f . This element f 0 has eigenvalue am (f ) for Tm , hence f 0
has eigenvalue am (f ) again. The (k − 1)-form corresponding to f 0 is f 0 dτ dz1 · · · dzk−2 , indeed
a form of type (0, k − 1).
We let T denote the Z-algebra in EndC (Sk (Γ1 (n))) generated by the Tm (m ≥ 1) and the hai
(a in (Z/nZ)× ). The fact that the Hecke correspondences act on both sides of the EichlerShimura isomorphism (9.5) implies that the image of H1 (X1 (n), Fk ) in C ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk ) is
a faithful T-module. As this image is free of finite rank as Z-module, T is free of finite rank as
Z-module.
For A a subring of C, we let Sk (Γ1 (n), A) be the sub-A-module of Sk (Γ1 (n)) consisting of
elements g such that am (g) ∈ A for all m ≥ 1. In particular, Sk (Γ1 (n), Z) is the submodule of
forms whose q-expansion has all its coefficients in Z. For example, ∆ belongs to S12 (SL2 (Z), Z).
The Sk (Γ1 (n), A) are T-submodules of Sk (Γ1 (n)); see Propositions 12.3.11 and 12.4.1 of [28].
We have the following pairing between T and Sk (Γ1 (n), Z):
(9.9)

Sk (Γ1 (n), Z) × T −→ Z,

(g, t) 7→ a1 (tg).

This pairing is perfect, in the sense that it identifies each side with the Z-linear dual of the
other; this follows easily from the identity (8.12). It follows that the Z-dual Sk (Γ1 (n), Z)∨ of
Sk (Γ1 (n), Z) is free of rank one as T-module. See [28, 12.4.13]. For any Z-algebra A we let
TA denote A ⊗ T, and T∨A will denote the A-linear dual of TA . It can be proved that T∨Q is free
of rank one as TQ -module, i.e., that TQ is Gorenstein. One proof is by explicit computation,
see Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 of [87]. Another, more conceptual proof, uses the Petersson
inner product, and a so-called Atkin-Lehner pseudo-involution wζn , to show that Sk (Γ1 (n))∨ is
isomorphic as TC -module to Sk (Γ1 (n)) itself; see [28, 12.4.14]. It follows that Sk (Γ1 (n)) is free
of rank one as TC -module, and that Q ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk ) and its dual Q ⊗ H1 (X1 (n), Fk )∨ are
free of rank two as TQ -module. It is this freeness result that will lead to the fact that the Galois
representations we get are two-dimensional.
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The step from the cohomological interpretation of modular forms, given, over the complex
numbers, by the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism (9.5), to two-dimensional l-adic Galois representations is made by comparing the cohomology groups above to their l-adic counterparts for the
étale topology, and noting that p : E → X1 (n) is naturally defined over Z[1/n] as we have seen
at the end of Section 7. From now on we will denote by X1 (n) this model over Z[1/n], and by
X1 (n)(C) the Riemann surface given by X1 (n). For any Z[1/n]-algebra A, X1 (n)A will denote
the A-scheme obtained from X1 (n) by extending scalars via Z[1/n] → A.
We let Fk,l denote the sheaf of Ql -vector spaces Ql ⊗Fk on X1 (n). Then we have a canonical
isomorphism:
(9.10)

H1 (X1 (n)(C), Fk,l ) = Ql ⊗ H1 (X1 (n)(C), Fk ).

The sheaves Fk,l can also be constructed on the étale site X1 (n)et , by taking the first derived
direct image of the constant sheaf Ql on Eet under p : E → Y1 (n), then the (k − 2)th symmetric
power of that and finally the pushforward from Y1 (n) to X1 (n).
The usual comparison theorems (comparing cohomology for étale and Archimedean topology, and étale cohomology over various algebraically closed fields) give:
(9.11)

H1 (X1 (n)(C), Fk,l ) = H1 (X1 (n)C,et , Fk,l ) = H1 (X1 (n)Q,et , Fk,l ).

We put:
(9.12)

Wl := H1 (X1 (n)Q,et , Fk,l )∨ .

By the results and the comparisons above, Wl is, as TQl -module, free of rank 2, and Gal(Q/Q)
acts continuously on it. To be precise: an element σ of Gal(Q/Q) acts as ((id × Spec(σ −1 ))∗ )∨ ,
which is indeed covariant in σ. The fact that the Hecke correspondences exist over Q makes that
the Gal(Q/Q)-action on Wl commutes with the Hecke operators. The choice of a TQl -basis of
Wl gives us a representation:
(9.13)

ρl : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2 (TQl ).

Recall that we have fixed an eigenform f in S(Γ1 (n), C). Sending a Hecke operator to its eigenvalue for f then gives us a morphism of rings:
(9.14)

φf : T −→ C.

We let K(f ) be the image of TQ under φf ; it is the finite extension of Q obtained by adjoining all
coefficients am (f ) of the q-expansion of f . We now view φf as a morphism from T to K(f ). The
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tensor product Ql ⊗ K(f ) is the product of the completions K(f )λ , with λ ranging through the
finite places of K(f ) that divide l. For each such λ we then get a morphism φf,λ : TQl → K(f )λ ,
and a representation:
(9.15)

ρf,λ : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2 (K(f )λ ).

These are the representations mentioned in Theorem 9.1. It may be useful to note that the space
on which the representation is realised is:
(9.16)

Vf,λ := K(f )λ ⊗TQl Wl .

The representations ρf,λ are continuous by construction. The sheaves Fk,l on X1 (n)Z[1/nl] are
“lisse” away from the cusps, and tamely ramified at the cusps, hence, by Proposition 2.1.9 of
[26, XIII, §2], ρf,λ is unramified at all p not dividing nl.
In the case where k = 2 the construction of the ρf,λ is much simpler, because then the sheaf
Fk is the constant sheaf Z on X1 (n)(C). The use of étale cohomology can then be replaced
by Tate modules of the Jacobian variety of X1 (n). We let J := J1 (n) be this Jacobian variety,
actually an Abelian scheme over Z[1/n]. Then we have:
(9.17)

Wl = Q ⊗ lim J(Q)[lm ].
←−
m

The fact that for p a prime not dividing nl the characteristic polynomial of ρf,λ (Frobp ) is as stated
in Theorem 9.1 is obtained by studying the reduction modulo p of the Hecke correspondence Tp ,
i.e., as a correspondence on X1 (nl)Fp , compatibly with the sheaf Fk,l . For details we refer to
Conrad’s book [11] and Deligne’s article [19]. In the case k = 2 this result is known as the
Eichler-Shimura congruence relation, expressing the endomorphism Tp of JFp as F + hpiV ,
where F denotes the Frobenius endomorphism, and V its dual, i.e, the endomorphism satisfying
F V = p = V F in End(JFp ). For details in the case k = 2 we refer to Section 12.5 of [28].
Now that we have sketched the construction of the l-adic Galois representations associated to
modular forms, we mention some more of their properties, that are not mentioned in Theorem 9.1
and in the remarks directly following that theorem.
The fact that Deligne proved the Riemann hypothesis part of Weil’s conjectures in [20] implies very precise bounds on the coefficients of modular forms. The reason for that is that the
roots of the equation x2 − ap (f )x + εf (p)pk−1 are eigenvalues of the Frobenius at p on the space
Hk−1 (Ek−2 Fp ,et , Ql ). We state these bounds, called Ramanujan bounds, in a theorem, due to
Deligne in the case k ≥ 2, and to Deligne-Serre ([22]) in the case k = 1.
9.18 Theorem Let f be a normalised newform, let n be its level and k its weight. Then for p not
dividing n, we have:
(9.19)

|ap (f )| ≤ 2·p(k−1)/2 .
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A slightly weaker result than in the theorem above, stating that, for a given f as above,
|am (f )| = O(mk/2 ), can be obtained in a very elementary way; see [82, Cor. 2.1.6] (the idea
is to use that the function z 7→ |f (z)|(=z)k is bounded on H and to view am (f ) as a residue).
Theorem 9.1 gives us information on the restriction ρf,λ,p of ρf,λ to decomposition groups
Gal(Qp /Qp ) for p not dividing nl. Namely, the theorem says that such restrictions ρf,λ,p are
unramified, and it gives the eigenvalues of ρf,λ,p (Frobp ). Unfortunately, it is not known if
ρf,λ,p (Frobp ) is semi-simple; see [10] for information on this.
We should note that also in the case that p divides nl almost everything is known about ρf,λ,p .
For p not dividing l, this is the very general statement that the “Frobenius semi-simplification”
of ρf,λ,p corresponds, via a suitably normalised local Langlands correspondence, to a certain representation πf,p of GL2 (Qp ) associated to f . This result is due, in increasing order of generality,
to Langlands, Deligne, and Carayol. For details on this the reader is referred to [8], which gives
this result in the more general context of Hilbert modular forms (i.e., Q is replaced by a totally
real number field). The result for p = l uses Fontaine’s p-adic Hodge theory, and is due to Saito
([92] for the case of modular forms, and [93] for the case of Hilbert modular forms).
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Galois representations over finite fields, and reduction to
torsion in Jacobians

We start this section by explaining how to pass from l-adic Galois representations to Galois
representations over finite fields.
P
Let f =
am q m be a (complex) normalised cuspidal eigenform for all Hecke operators
Tm , m ≥ 1, of some level n ≥ 1 and of some weight k ≥ 2. As in Theorem 9.1 we have
the Galois representations ρf,λ , from Gal(Q/Q) to GL2 (Ql ). It follows from the construction
of those representations that there is a finite subextension Ql → E of Ql → Ql such that ρf,λ
takes its values in GL2 (E). (Actually, this can also be deduced from the continuity alone; see the
proof of Corollary 5 in [23] for an argument.) The question as to what the smallest possible E is
can be easily answered. Such an E must contain the traces ap (f ) of the ρf,λ (Frobp ) for all p not
dividing nl. So let K be the extension of Q generated by the ap (f ) with p not dividing n, i.e., K
is the field of definition of the newform corresponding to f . Then E can be taken to be Kλ , the
l-adic completion of K specified by the embedding λ of K into Ql (see Section 12.5 in [28]).
Let now ρf,λ : Gal(Q/Q) → GL2 (E) be a realisation of ρf,λ over E as above. As ρf,λ is
semisimple (it is even irreducible), such a realisation is unique up to isomorphism (because it
is determined by the traces). Let OE be the ring of integers in E, i.e., the integral closure of
Zl in E. As Gal(Q/Q) is compact, it stabilises some OE lattice in E 2 (in the set of lattices,
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the orbits under Gal(Q/Q) are finite, take the intersection of the lattices in one orbit). This
means that, after suitable conjugation (choose such a lattice, and an OE -basis of it), ρf,λ takes
values in GL2 (OE ). We let OE → Fl denote the morphism induced by the given embedding of E
into Ql (we view Fl as the residue field of the subring of integers Zl of Ql ). We can then define the
residual Galois representation ρf,λ to be the semi-simplification of the composed representation
Gal(Q/Q) → GL2 (OE ) → GL2 (Fl ). Another choice of E or of lattice or basis leads to an
isomorphic ρf,λ , but we note that without the operation of semi-simplification this would not be
true (see Chapter III of [100]).
Given f , all but finitely many of the ρf,λ are irreducible. This was proved for f of level
one and with coefficients in Z in Theorem 4 of [106]. The general case follows easily from
Theorem 2.3 of [41], which says that if ρf,λ is reducible with l > k not dividing n, then
ρf,λ = α ⊕ βχlk−1 with α and β unramified outside n, and χl : Gal(Q/Q) → F×
l the mod l
cyclotomic character. Moreover, the proof shows that the set of l such that some ρf,λ is reducible
can be bounded explicitly.
The next question that we want to answer is the following: what is the smallest subfield of
Fl over which ρf,λ can be realised? Just as for ρf,λ itself, that subfield must contain the traces of
the ρf,λ (Frobp ) for all p not dividing nl. That condition turns out to be sufficient, as we will now
show. So we let F be the subfield of Fl that is generated by the images ap (f ) in Fl of the ap (f )
in Zl . Then for any σ in Gal(Fl /F) the conjugate ρσf,λ of ρf,λ and ρf,λ itself are both semisimple
and give the same characteristic polynomials as functions on Gal(Q/Q). Therefore, by a theorem
of Brauer-Nesbitt (see Theorem 30.16 of [16]), ρf,λ is isomorphic to all its conjugates over F. (A
more general statement of this kind is given in Exercise 1 of Section 18.2 of [100].) The fact that
Gal(Fl /F) is equal to Ẑ then implies that ρf,λ can be realised over F. Let us give an argument
for that in terms of matrices, although a much more conceptual argument would be to say that
a “gerbe over a finite field is trivial”. Let σ be the Frobenius element of Gal(Fl /F), and let s
be an element of GL2 (Fl ) such that for all g in the image of ρf,λ we have σ(g) = sgs−1 . Then
take a t in GL2 (Fl ) such that s = σ(t)−1 t. Then all tgt−1 are in GL2 (F). By Brauer-Nesbitt, the
realisation over F is unique.
For a discussion on possible images of ρf,λ we refer the reader to the introduction of [63]
(we note however that for f a “CM-form” infinitely many of the ρf,λ can have dihedral image in
PGL2 (Fl )). In particular, Theorem 2.1 of [90] states that for f not a CM-form only finitely many
of the images of the ρf,λ are exceptional in the sense that they are of order prime to l. For l > 3
such that ρf,λ is irreducible and not exceptional, a result of Dickson, see [24], or [91], says that
the image of ρf,λ is, after suitable conjugation, equal to PGL2 (F) or SL2 (F)/{1, −1} for some
finite extension F of Fl . We note that this field F be smaller that the extension Fl generated by
the traces of ρf,λ (indeed, twisting does not change the projective image, but it can make the field
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generated by the traces bigger).
We will use the easily proved statement that if ρf,λ takes values in GL2 (Fl ), and is irreducible
and not exceptional, then imρf,λ contains SL2 (Fl ), and therefore is the subgroup of elements of
GL2 (Fl ) whose determinant is in the image of the character εf χk−1
.
l
Let us suppose now that ρf,λ is irreducible. The construction of ρf,λ that we recalled in Section 9 implies that the dual of ρf,λ occurs in Hk−1 (Ek−2 Q,et , Fl ), as well as in H1 (X1 (n)Q,et , F k,l ),
where F k,l is defined as Fk,l but with Ql replaced by Fl . Let us now assume that k > 2. Then
both these realisations are difficult to deal with computationally. In the first representation the
difficulty arises from the degree k − 1 étale cohomology; it seems to be unknown how to deal explicitly with elements of such cohomology groups. In the second representation, the elements of
the cohomology group are isomorphism classes of F k,l -torsors, on X1 (n)Q,et . Such torsors can
be described explicitly, as certain covers of X1 (n)Q with certain extra data. The set of such torsors can probably be described by a system of polynomial equations that can be written down in
time polynomial in nl (think of the variables as coefficients of certain equations for the torsors).
But the problem is that, apparently, there are no good methods known to solve these systems of
equations (the number of variables grows too fast with l and the equations are not linear). In
fact, the satisfiability problem SAT, which is known to be NP-complete (Cook’s theorem, see
for example [83], or the wikipedia), is a special case of the problem of deciding whether or not
a polynomial system of equations over F2 has a solution over F2 . We note that the description
of the set of torsors by system of polynomial equations should also work over suitable finite
extensions of finite fields Fp , in time polynomial in l log p.
Another place where ρf,λ occurs is in J1 (nl)(Q)[l], i.e., in the l-torsion of the Jacobian of the
modular curve with level nl, if l + 1 ≥ k and l 6 |n. This means that at the cost of increasing the
level by a factor l, we are reduced to dealing with torsion points on Abelian varieties. Of course,
the l-adic representation ρf,λ does not occur in the Jacobian of any curve, simply because the
Frobenius eigenvalues are Weil numbers of the wrong weight. What happens here for ρf,λ is a
“mod l phenomenon” having to do with “congruences” between modular forms. Before we give
a detailed statement, let us explain why this happens (such explanations date back to the 1960’s;
Shimura, Igusa, Serre,. . . ).
For simplicity, and only during this explanation, we assume that n ≥ 5. Then we have a
universal elliptic curve with a given point of order n over Z[1/nl]-schemes: (E/Y1 (n), P). We
let p : E → Y1 (n) denote the structure morphism. By definition, we have:
(10.1)

F k,l = Symk−2 R1 p∗ Fl .

As explained at the end of Section 3, we have a natural isomorphism:
(10.2)

R1 p∗ Fl = E[l]∨ .
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And by the definition of Y1 (nl), and the Weil pairing, we have an exact sequence on Y1 (nl)et :
(10.3)

0 −→ Fl −→ E[l] −→ µl −→ 0,

where Fl and µl denote the corresponding constant sheaves. It follows that the pullback of
R1 p∗ Fl to Y1 (nl)et has a 2-step filtration with successive quotients Fl and µ∨l . Therefore, F k,l
∨ ⊗j
has a filtration in k − 1 steps, with successive quotients F⊗i
= µ⊗−j
, with i + j = k − 2,
l ⊗ (µl )
l
i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0. In particular, we get a map:
(10.4)
H1 (X1 (n)Q,et , F k,l ) −→ H1 (X1 (nl)Q,et , F k,l ) −→ H1 (X1 (nl)Q,et , Fl ) = J1 (nl)(Q)[l]∨ .
This map explains that our representation ρf,λ is likely to occur in J1 (nl)(Q)[l]. A better way
to analyse this map is in fact by studying the direct image of the constant sheaf Fl via the map
X1 (nl) → X1 (n). A recent detailed treatment of this method, and precise results can be found
in [112].
Another way to show that ρf,λ occurs in J1 (nl)(Q)[l] is to study modular forms mod l of level
nl and of weight 2. This is more complicated than the modular forms that we have seen before,
as it uses the study of the reduction mod l of the modular curve X1 (nl), which is not smooth. The
study of these reductions has its roots in Kronecker’s congruence relation. The most complete
modern accounts of such material are given in the article [21] by Deligne and Rapoport and in
the book [61] by Katz and Mazur. A construction of ρf,λ in J1 (nl)(Q)[l], following suggestions
from Serre, was given by Gross in [50].
We are now in a position to state the following theorem, that, combining Gross’s result with
a so-called multiplicity one theorem, gives us a useful realisation of ρf,λ . The theorem is case 1
of Theorem 9.2 of [32], to which we refer for the proof. As it is nowadays customary to say, it is
a result due to “many people” (mainly Mazur, Ribet, Gross (and Edixhoven for the multiplicity
one part)).
P
m
10.5 Theorem Let f =
be a complex normalised cuspidal eigenform of weight
m≥1 am q
k > 2 and level n. Let l > k be a prime number and let λ be an embedding of Q into Ql .
Assume that the residual representation ρf,λ from Gal(Q/Q) to GL2 (Fl ) is irreducible. Let T be
the Hecke algebra of J1 (nl), i.e., the subring of End(J1 (nl)) generated by all Tm with m ≥ 1,
and all hai with a in (Z/nlZ)× . Then there is a unique morphism of rings T → Fl such that
for all m ≥ 1 the operator Tm is mapped to am . The image of T is the subextension F of Fl
generated by the am . Let mf,λ be the kernel of T → Fl , and let Vf,λ ⊂ J1 (nl)(Q) denote the
kernel of mf,λ , i.e., the F-vector space of elements x in J1 (nl)(Q) such that tx = 0 for all t
in mf,λ . Then Vf,λ is 2-dimensional, and realises ρf,λ over F. Under the morphism T → Fl , hai
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×

×

is sent to ε(a)ak−2 , where ε : (Z/nZ)× → Fl is the character ε from (Z/nZ)× to Z associated
to f , composed with the reduction map Z → Fl , and where ak−2 denotes the k − 2nd power of
the image of a under Z/nlZ → Fl .
As we want to describe Vf,λ explicitly, we will need a bound on the amount of Hecke operators
needed to describe T and its ideal mf,λ . We start by quoting a result of Jacob Sturm (see [105]).
10.6 Theorem (Sturm) Let N ≥ 1 be an integer, Γ a subgroup of SL2 (Z) containing Γ(N ),
f and g modular forms on Γ of weight k, with coefficients in a discrete valuation ring R contained
P
in C. Let F be the residue field of R, and suppose that the image
an q n in F [[q 1/N ]] of the
q-expansion of f − g has an = 0 for all n ≤ k[SL2 (Z) : Γ]/12. Then an = 0 for all n, i.e., f and
g are congruent modulo the maximal ideal of R.
This result of Sturm gives as a direct consequence a bound for up to where one has to take Ti
so that one gets a system of generators of the Hecke algebra as Z-module, for a given level and
weight. This has been written down for the Hecke algebras associated to modular forms for the
groups Γ0 (N ) by Agashe and Stein, in an appendix to [67]; see also William Stein’s home page.
We want to use it in the case of the groups Γ1 (N ), and therefore give the result here.
10.7 Theorem Let N ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1 be integers, and let T be the Hecke algebra associated to Sk (Γ1 (N )), i.e., T is the Z-submodule of EndC (Sk (Γ1 (N ))) generated by all Tn ,
n ≥ 1, and all hai, a in (Z/N Z)× . Then T is generated, as Z-module, by the Ti with
1 ≤ i ≤ k[SL2 (Z) : Γ1 (N )]/12.
Proof The argument is the same as the one used by Agashe and Stein. Let S := Sk (Γ1 (N ), Z).
We have: S = T∨ , and T = S ∨ (see 9.9). Then Sturm’s result says that for each prime number p,
the elements Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ k[SL2 (Z) : Γ1 (n)]/12, generate Fp ⊗ S ∨ , and hence they generate
Fp ⊗ T. So, indeed, these Ti generate T as a Z-module.

We can now state a complement to Theorem 10.5.
10.8 Proposition In the situation of Theorem 10.5, the Hecke algebra T is generated, as Zmodule, by the Ti with 1 ≤ i ≤ [SL2 (Z) : Γ1 (nl)]/6.
We remark that, still in the same situation, giving generators of mf,λ is then a matter of simple
linear algebra over Fl in a vector space of suitably bounded dimension. In the particular case of
the modular form ∆ we have proved the following result (we state it here because it gives the
subspace V∆,l so explicitly).
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10.9 Theorem Let l > 12 be prime with l 6∈ {23, 691}. Let:
V∆,l :=

\

ker(Ti − τ (i), J1 (l)(Q)[l]).

1≤i≤(l2 −1)/6

Then V∆,l is a 2-dimensional Fl -vector space realising the irreducible Galois representation ρ∆,l .
For p 6= l prime, hpi acts on V∆,l as multiplication by p10 .
We also state the following definition and theorem here, because the result, to be used later, is
directly related to Theorem 10.5. The theorem is due, again, to “many people”, just as Theorem 10.5 itself.
10.10 Definition Let N ≥ 1, and let Z[ζN ] be the subring of C generated by a root of unity of
order N . To a pair (E/S/Z[1/N, ζN ], P ) consisting of an elliptic curve E over a Z[1/N, ζN ]scheme S, together with a point P in E(S) that is of order N everywhere on S, we associate
another such pair (E 0 /S 0 /Z[1/N, ζN ], P 0 ) as follows. Let β : E → E 0 be the isogeny whose
kernel is the subgroup of E generated by P . Let β ∨ : E 0 → E be the dual of β (see Section 2.5
of [61]). Let P 0 be the unique element of ker(β ∨ )(S) such that eβ (P, P 0 ) = ζN , where eβ is the
perfect µN -valued pairing between ker(β) and ker(β) as described in Section 2.8 of [61]. This
construction induces an automorphism of the modular curve X1 (N )Z[1/N,ζN ] , called an “AtkinLehner pseudo-involution”.
10.11 Theorem In the situation of Theorem 10.5 the completion Tmf,λ of T at mf,λ is Gorenstein, i.e., the Zl -linear dual of Tmf,λ is free of rank one as Tmf,λ -module. For all r ≥ 1, the
(Z/lr Z) ⊗ Tmf,λ -module J1 (nl)(Q)[lr ]mf,λ is free of rank 2.
For any t in T we have t∨ = wtw−1 , where t∨ is the dual of t as endomorphism of the selfdual Abelian variety J1 (nl)Q(ζnl ) , and where w is the endomorphism of J1 (nl)Q(ζnl ) induced via
Picard functoriality by the automorphism wζnl of X1 (nl)Q(ζnl ) .
For r ≥ 0, let (·, ·)r denote the Weil pairing on J1 (nl)(Q)[lr ], and let h·, ·ir denote the pairing
defined by:
hx, yir = (x, w(y))r .
Then h·, ·ir is a perfect pairing on J1 (nl)(Q)[lr ] for which the action of T is self-adjoint. In
particular, h·, ·ir induces a perfect pairing on J1 (nl)(Q)[lr ]mf,λ .


Proof See Sections 6.4 and 6.8 of [32].
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11

Strategy for computing residual Galois representations

P
Let f = m≥1 am q m be a complex normalised cuspidal newform of weight k > 2 and level n.
(We could also treat the easier case of weight 2, by the same method, but that would lead to more
notation.) We let E ⊂ Q be the subfield generated by all am , m ≥ 1. For each finite place λ of E
we let Fλ denote the finite extension of Fl (where l is the prime of Q “under λ”) that is generated
by the reductions am , m ≥ 1. We then have the residual Galois representations as explained in
the previous section:
ρλ : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2 (Fλ )
We assume in this section, from now on, that f is not a CM-form, and we exclude the finitely
many exceptional λ, i.e., the λ such that ρλ is reducible or such that the image imρλ of ρλ is of
order prime to l. In particular, if Fλ = Fl then imρλ contains SL2 (Fl ).
We let Kλ ⊂ Q be the field “cut out by ρλ ”, i.e., the finite Galois extension of Q contained
in Q consisting of the elements of Q that are fixed by all elements in ker(ρλ ). Then we have, by
definition, the following factorisation of ρλ :
ρλ : Gal(Q/Q)  Gal(Kλ /Q),→GL2 (Fλ ).
Our aim is then to compute these residual representations ρλ , in time polynomial in #Fλ . We
recall that f is now fixed and that λ varies. By computing ρλ we mean giving a monic polynomial
in Q[T ] that is the minimal polynomial of some generator t of Kλ , and giving the elements σ of
Gal(Kλ /Q) by giving their matrices with respect to the Q-basis of Kλ consisting of the first so
many powers of t, together with the element ρλ (σ) of GL2 (Fλ ).
Theorem 10.5 tells us that ρλ is realised by the 2-dimensional Fλ -vector space Vλ contained in
J1 (nl)(Q)[l] as the set of elements annihilated by all elements of the kernel mλ of the morphism
T  Fλ that sends Tm to am . Therefore, the field Kλ is the compositum of the fields of definition
of the elements of Vλ . The crucial step in computing ρλ is to compute the extension Kλ by giving
the minimal polynomial of some suitable generator. Instead of giving such a polynomial for the
whole Galois extension Kλ , we can also give one for a suitable subextension, from which Kλ
can then be computed as the splitting field. In order to describe such a subfield it is good to
use the modern version of Galois theory that says that the functor A 7→ HomQ (A, Q) is an antiequivalence from the category of finite separable Q-algebras to that of finite discrete (continuous)
Gal(Q/Q)-sets. An inverse is given by the map that sends X to HomGal(Q/Q) (X, Q), the Qalgebra of functions f from X to Q such that f (gx) = g(f (x)) for all g in Gal(Q/Q) and all
x in X. Under this correspondence, fields correspond to transitive Gal(Q/Q)-sets, and the field
Kλ corresponds to an orbit in the Gal(Q/Q)-set Isom(F2λ , Vλ ) of Fλ -bases of Vλ .
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Instead of looking at such a Gal(Q/Q)-set, we look at Vλ − {0} and let Kλ0 denote the
Q-algebra that corresponds to it; it is the product of the fields that correspond to the Gal(Q/Q)orbits in Vλ − {0}. As Kλ0 ⊗ Kλ0 corresponds to (Vλ − {0})2 , which contains the set of Fλ -bases
of Vλ , Kλ is one of the factors of the decomposition of Kλ0 ⊗ Kλ0 as a product of fields. If the
minimal polynomial of a generator of Kλ0 is known, then we get the field Kλ using factoring
algorithms. See [72], [73] and [64] for the fact that such factoring can be done in polynomial
time. We note that if Fλ = Fl then Vλ − {0} is a transitive Gal(Q/Q)-set, and hence Kλ0 is a
field.
We wish to produce a generator of Kλ0 , and its minimal polynomial over Q. This means that
we must produce a Q-valued function k on Vλ − {0} such that k(gx) = g(k(x)) for all x in
Vλ − {0} and all g in Gal(Q/Q). Such a function is a generator of Kλ0 if and only if it does
not arise from a strictly smaller quotient of Vλ − {0} (such quotients correspond to subalgebras),
hence, equivalently, if and only if k is injective. The minimal polynomial over Q of such a
generator k is given as follows:
Y
(11.1)
Pλ (T ) =
(T − k(x)).
x∈Vλ −{0}

The question is now how we are going to produce such a generator. A direct way would be
to compute the elements of Vλ in J1 (nl)(Q), by writing down polynomial equations in a suitable
coordinate system that is defined over Q, and solving them, using computer algebra. This is
essentially how Schoof’s algorithm deals with elliptic curves. However, the dimension of J1 (nl)
is quadratic in l. Writing down equations in polynomial time still seems possible. But we do not
know of a way of solving the equations in a time that is not exponential in the dimension.
It is at this point that Jean-Marc Couveignes suggested a decisive idea: to use numerical computations to approximate the coefficients of a minimal polynomial Pλ as above, in combination
with a bound on the height of those coefficients. We recall that the (standard, logarithmic) height
of a rational number a/b, with a and b integers that are relatively prime, is log max{|a|, |b|} (a
variant would be log(a2 + b2 )). This rational number x = a/b is known if we know an upper
bound h for its height, and an approximation y of it (in R, say), with |x − y| < e−2h /2. Indeed,
if x0 = a0 /b0 also has height at most h, and x0 6= x, then:
(11.2)

|x − x0 | =

a a0
ab0 − ba0
1
− 0 =
≥ 0 ≥ e−2h .
0
b
b
bb
|bb |

We also note that there are good algorithms to deduce x from such a pair of an approximation y
and a bound h (continued fractions).
The question is now: how we are going to implement this suggestion of Couveignes? The
basic idea in doing this is to not work on the Abelian variety J1 (nl) but rather on the product
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X1 (nl)gl of copies of X1 (nl), where gl is the genus of X1 (nl). To compare the two, we first
choose an effective divisor D = P1 + · · · + Pgl on X1 (nl)Q , and we consider the well-known
map:
(11.3)

X1 (nl)gl −→ J1 (nl),

(Q1 , . . . , Qgl ) 7→ [Q1 + · · · + Qgl − D].

To understand the definition of this map rigorously, one must use the interpretation of X1 (nl)
as its functor of points with values in Z[1/nl]-schemes, and that of J1 (nl) as the degree zero
part of the relative Picard functor Pic0X1 (nl)/Z[1/nl] . For the necessary background on this, see
Chapters 8 and 9 of [6]. The divisor D is rational over Q, and it extends uniquely over Z[1/nl]
to an effective relative Cartier divisor of degree gl on X1 (nl). The points Pi of which D is the
sum need not be rational over Q.
The inverse image of a point x in J1 (nl)(Q) under the map (11.3) can be described as follows.
Let Lx denote a line bundle of degree zero on X1 (nl)Q that corresponds to x (x is an isomorphism
class of such line bundles). Then the inverse image of x is the set of (Q1 , . . . , Qgl ) such that Lx
has a rational section whose divisor is Q1 +· · ·+Qgl −D, or, equivalently, the set of (Q1 , . . . , Qgl )
such that there is a nonzero section of Lx (D) with divisor Q1 + · · · + Qgl .
When x runs through J1 (nl)(Q), the classes of the Lx (D) run through Picgl (X1 (nl)Q ). The
function on J1 (nl)(Q) that assigns to x the dimension h0 (Lx (D)) of the space of global sections
of Lx (D) is semi-continuous in the sense that for each i the locus of x where h0 (Lx (D)) ≥ i
is closed (the condition h0 (Lx (D)) ≤ i need not be closed). On a non-empty open subset
of J1 (nl)(Q) this value is one, as can be seen using the theorem of Riemann-Roch, and Serre
duality. This means that for x outside a proper closed subset of J1 (nl)(Q), the inverse image
in X1 (nl)gl (Q) of x consists of the gl -tuples obtained by permutation of coordinates of a single
(Q1 , . . . , Qgl ). Another way to express this is to say that the map (11.3) above factors through
the symmetric product X1 (nl)(gl ) and that the map from X1 (nl)(gl ) to J1 (nl) is birational (i.e.,
an isomorphism on suitable non-empty open parts).
It is then reasonable to assume that we can take D such that for all x in Vλ − {0} there is, up
to permutation of the coordinates, a unique Q = (Q1 , . . . , Qgl ) in X1 (nl)gl (Q) that is mapped
to x via the map (11.3). On the other hand, on a curve of high genus such as X1 (nl) it is not
clear how to make a large supply of inequivalent effective divisors D on X1 (nl)Q . We will see
in the next section that we can indeed find a suitable divisor, supported on the cusps, and defined
over Q(ζl ), on the X1 (5l), which will suffice for treating the modular form ∆. In situations where
such a cuspidal divisor cannot be found, one could try at random P1 , . . . , Pg in X1 (nl)(K),
corresponding to elliptic curves lying in one isogeny class, with complex multiplications, for
example by Q(i). Then K is a solvable Galois extension of Q, which makes it sufficiently
disjoint from the extension Kλ so that Kλ can be reconstructed from the compositum KKλ . If
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one chooses the Pi reasonably, the degree of K and the logarithm of the discriminant of K are
polynomial in l.
Let us now assume that we have a divisor D as described above. Then we choose a nonconstant function:
f : X1 (nl)Q  P1Q ,

(11.4)

that will have to satisfy some conditions that will be given in a moment.
With these two choices, D and f , and a choice of d ∈ {1, . . . , gl }, we get an element
kD,f,d of the Q-algebra Kλ0 corresponding to Vλ − {0} as follows. For x in Vλ − {0} we let
Dx0 = Qx,1 + · · · + Qx,gl be the unique effective divisor of degree gl such that:
x = [Dx0 − D],

(11.5)
and we put:
(11.6)

kD,f,d : Vλ − {0} −→ Q,

x 7→ Σd (f (Qx,1 ), . . . , f (Qx,gl )),

where Σd is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree d in gl variables. (If the complexity
of evaluating the Σd becomes a problem, we will replace them by the power sums of the same
degree.) Obviously, one condition that f must verify is that all the Dx0 are disjoint from the locus
of poles of f . This condition will not be guaranteed to hold later when we treat ∆, but then it
will be possible to omit the Qx,i at which f has a pole from the sum in (11.6) (f will have its
poles at certain cusps). For the moment, let us just assume that this condition is satisfied. Then
1
the f∗ Dx0 are effective divisors of degree gl on AQ
.
0
We will choose f in such a way that the f∗ Dx are distinct (one way to achieve this is to make
sure that this holds after reduction at a suitable prime number p); we assume now that this is so.
The gl th symmetric product of A1Q , that parametrises effective divisors of degree gl on A1Q , is, as
1 gl
) , given by the map:
a quotient of the product (AQ
(11.7)

Σ : (A1Q )gl → AgQl ,

(y1 , . . . , ygl ) 7→ (Σ1 (y1 , . . . , ygl ), . . . , Σgl (y1 , . . . , ygl )).
gl

The Q-point of Agl corresponding to f∗ Dx0 is the point kD,f (x) ∈ Q whose coordinates are
the kD,f,d (x), 1 ≤ d ≤ gl . This means that these kD,f,d together generate Kλ0 . A suitable linear
combination:
X
(11.8)
k :=
ad kD,f,d
d

with “small” ad in Z is then a generator of Kλ0 .
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Finally, we want to have control on the heights of the coefficients of the minimal polynomial
of k, because these heights determine the required precision of the approximations of those
coefficients that we must compute. The whole strategy depends on the possibility to choose, for
all λ, a divisor D and a function f , such that those heights grow at most polynomially in #Fλ .
Using a great deal of machinery from Arakelov theory, we will show (at least in the case of ∆)
that any reasonable choices of D and f will lead to an at most polynomial growth of those heights.
Intuitively, and completely non-rigorously, one can believe that this should work, because of the
following argument. Our x are torsion points, so that their Néron-Tate height is zero. As x
and D determine Dx0 , the height of Dx0 should be not much bigger than the height of D. As
we choose D ourselves, it should have small height. Finally, the height of kD,f,d should be not
much bigger than the sum of those of f and the Dx0 . Turning these optimistic arguments into
rigorous statements implies a lot of work (that will in fact occupy most of the rest of this text).
An important problem here is that in Arakelov theory many results are available that deal with a
single curve over Q, but in our situation we are dealing with the infinitely many curves X1 (nl)
as l varies.
A few words about the numerical computations involved. What we need is that these can be
done in a time that is polynomial in #Fλ and the number of significant digits that one wants for
the coefficients of Pλ . It is not at all obvious that this can be done, as the genus of X1 (nl) and
hence the dimension of J1 (nl) are quadratic in l.
One way to do the computations is to use the complex uniformisations of X1 (nl)(C)
and J1 (nl)(C). The Riemann surface X1 (nl)(C) can be obtained by adding finitely many cusps
(the set Γ1 (nl)\P1 (Z)) to the quotient Γ1 (nl)\H (see Section 7). This means that X1 (nl)(C)
is covered by disks around the cusps, which are well suited for computations (functions have qexpansions, for example). In order to describe J1 (nl)(C) as Cgl modulo a lattice, we need a basis
of the space of holomorphic differential forms H0 (X1 (nl)(C), Ω1 ). The basis that we work with
is the one provided by Atkin-Lehner theory, as given in (8.17); we write it as ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωgl ).
Then we have the following complex description of the map (11.3):
(11.9)

X1 (nl)(C)gl

/ / J1 (nl)(C)

Cgl /Λ

(Q1 , . . . , Qgl ) 

/ [Q1 + · · · + Qg − P1 − · · · − Pg ]
l
l

Qi
gl R
P
(ω1 , . . . , ωgl ),
i=1 Pi

where Λ is the period lattice of this basis, i.e., the image of H1 (X1 (nl)(C), Z) under integration
of the ωi . This map can be computed up to any desired precision by formal integration of power
series on the disks mentioned above. The coefficients needed from the power series expansions
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of the ωi can be computed using the method of modular symbols, as has been implemented
by William Stein in Magma (see William Stein’s home page). We note that modular symbols
algorithms can be used very well to locate Vλ inside l−1 Λ/Λ, hence in J1 (nl)(C). A strategy to
approximate a point Qx = (Qx,1 , . . . , Qx,gl ) as above for a nonzero x in Vλ is to lift the straight
line that one can draw in Cgl /Λ from 0 to x (within a suitable fundamental domain for Λ) to a
path in X1 (nl)(C)gl starting at (P1 , . . . , Pgl ). In practice this seems to work reasonably well, see
Section 24. A theoretical difficulty with this approach is that one needs to bound from below the
distance to the ramification locus of X1 (nl)(gl ) → J1 (nl).
We note that Couveignes has another approach to the computational issue over the complex
numbers; see [13]. Unfortunately, we cannot use the results of [13] in our situation, as those
results are concerned with the Jacobians of the modular curves X0 (p) for p prime.
Another way to do the “approximation” is to compute the minimal polynomial Pλ of k modulo many small primes p. Indeed, the map (11.3) can be reduced mod p. In this case one has no
analytic description of the curve and its Jacobian, but one can make random points in J1 (nl)(Fq )
for a suitable finite extension Fp → Fq . Such random points can then be projected, using Hecke
operators, into Vλ . Elements of J1 (nl)(Fq ) can be represented by divisors on X1 (nl)Fq , and all
necessary operations can be done in polynomial time. This approach is the one taken in [14]; we
will explain it in detail in Section 21.
Finally, in case one has a natural rigid analytic uniformisation at some prime p, one may want
to use that. For the modular curves that we are dealing with this is not the case, but the closely
related Shimura curves associated to quaternion algebras over Q do admit such uniformisations
at the primes where the quaternion algebra is ramified (as was proved by Cerednik, Drinfeld,
see [5]).

12

Construction of a suitable cuspidal divisor on X1(5l)

In this section we put ourselves in the situation where we want to compute the residual representation ρl of Gal(Q/Q) to GL2 (Fl ) associated to the cuspform ∆. We assume that l is not
exceptional, so that the image of ρl contains SL2 (Fl ). We let Vl denote the representation ρl
viewed as a 2-dimensional Fl -vector space with Gal(Q/Q)-action. By Theorem 10.9 Vl is naturally embedded in J1 (l)(Q).
As explained in the previous section, we would like to have an effective divisor D on X1 (l)Q
of degree the genus of X1 (l) such that for all non-zero x in the submodule Vl of J1 (l)(Q) we
have h0 (Lx (D)) = 1. It would be nice to have a cuspidal divisor (i.e., a divisor supported on the
cusps) with this property. The first complication is that the cusps are not all rational over Q: half
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of them have the maximal real subfield of Q(ζl ) as field of definition. Moreover, even working
with all the cusps, we have not succeeded to find a suitable cuspidal divisor D. On the other
hand, below we will give explicitly a cuspidal divisor D on the curve X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) that has the
property that h0 (Lx (D)) = 1 for each x in J1 (5l)(Q) that specialises to 0 at some place of Q
over l. In particular, D has the required property for Vl embedded in J1 (5l)(Q) in an arbitrary
way (this will be shown in the next section). We have chosen to work with X1 (5l), but the same
method will work for modular curves corresponding to some level structure if the prime to l part
of the level structure is fine, and of genus zero.
For the rest of this section, our assumptions are the following: l is a prime number, not equal
to 5. We let X := X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) over Q(ζl ). References for facts about X that we use can be found
in [50], and also in [32]; they are derived from results in [21] and in [61].
The curve X0 (5)Q has 2 cusps, both Q-rational, called 0 and ∞ (after the points of P1 (Q)
of which they come). The cusp ∞ has as moduli interpretation the degenerate elliptic curve
(generalised elliptic curve in the terminology of [21]): the 1-gon, equipped with the unique
subgroup of order 5 of Gm . The cusp 0 corresponds to the 5-gon, equipped with a subgroup of
order 5 that meets all 5 components. The group F×
5 acts (as diamond operators) on X1 (5), with
quotient X0 (5); the subgroup {h±1i} acts trivially, and the quotient F×
5 by this subgroup acts
faithfully. The inverse images of 0 and ∞ both consist of two cusps. Those over 0 are Q-rational
(the subgroup of order 5 of the 5-gon is the constant groupscheme Z/5Z), whereas those over ∞
√
are conjugated over Q( 5). We fix one Q-rational cusp c of X1 (5).
The group F×
l acts faithfully, and in fact, even freely, on X. The set of cusps of X over the
cusp c of X1 (5) form two F×
l -orbits, corresponding to the type of degenerate elliptic curve that
they correspond to: 5-gon or 5l-gon. The orbit corresponding to the 5-gon consists of points
rational over Q(ζl ), all conjugates of each other. The orbit corresponding to the 5l-gon consists
of Q-points.
We let J denote the Jacobian of X. What we want is an effective divisor D of degree g on X
(with g the genus of X), supported on the cusps over c, such that for all x in J(Q) that specialise
to 0 at some place of Q over l we have h0 (XQ , Lx (D)) = 1. For the notion of specialisation we
use Néron models; the reader is referred to [6] for this notion. For x in J(K) with K ⊂ Q a finite
extension of Q(ζl ), and λ a place of Q over l, we say that x specialises to 0 at λ if x, viewed as
element of JOK (OK ), with JOK the Néron model of J over OK , specialises to 0 at the place of
K given by λ. For K ⊂ K 0 a finite extension we have J(K) ⊂ J(K 0 ), hence we can also view
x as element of J(K 0 ). The notion of x specialising to zero is the same for K and K 0 , because
JZ[ζl ] is semi-stable at l.
The moduli interpretation of X gives a semi-stable model XZ[ζl ,1/5] over Z[ζl , 1/5], described
in [50] for example. A result of Raynaud identifies the connected component of the Néron model
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JOK with the connected component of the Picard scheme of XOK (see Section 9.5 of [6]). This
means that for x in J(K) specialising to 0 at λ the line bundle Lx on XK associated to x can be
extended uniquely over the local ring OK,λ to a line bundle Lx on XOK,λ such that the restriction
Lx of Lx to the special fibre XFλ is trivial. The divisor D on XK extends, by taking the Zariski
closure, to an effective Cartier divisor on XOK,λ .
We now note that h0 (XK , Lx (D)) is at least one, by Riemann-Roch, and that h0 (XK , Lx (D))
is at most h0 (XFλ , Lx (D)) by semi-continuity of cohomology of coherent sheaves. As
Lx (D)) = O(D), it now suffices to take D such that h0 (XFl , O(D)) = 1. We do this by
looking at the geometry of XFl . As Z[ζl ] has a unique morphism to Fl , the curve XFl does not
depend on K. The scheme of cusps of XZl [ζl ] is finite étale over Zl [ζl ], hence the cusps lying over
c specialise injectively to XFl .
The curve XFl is the union of two irreducible components, X1 and X2 , say, both isomorphic
to the Igusa curve of level l over X1 (5) over Fl , that meet transversally in the set Σ of supersingular points. We will take D = D1 + D2 , with D1 on X1 and D2 on X2 ; note that the cusps
are disjoint from Σ, so D lies in the smooth locus of XFl . In order to simplify, we let X and D
denote XFl and D, from now on.
We let ΩX be the dualising sheaf on X (see Section 8 of [50], or [78]). By Riemann-Roch,
what we want is that h1 (X, O(D)) = 0, and hence, by Serre duality, that h0 (X, ΩX (−D)) = 0.
In other words, a regular differential on X that vanishes on D must be zero. Restriction to X1
gives a short exact sequence:
(12.1)

0 → H0 (X2 , Ω1X2 /Fl (−D2 )) → H0 (X, ΩX (−D)) → H0 (X1 , Ω1X1 /Fl (Σ − D1 )) → 0.

Hence, it suffices to take D1 such that H0 (X1 , Ω1X1 /F (Σ − D1 )) = 0 and D2 such that
l
H0 (X2 , Ω1X2 /F (−D2 )) = 0. Let us now first see of which degrees d1 and d2 we want to take
l
D1 and D2 . Let g1 and g2 be the genera of X1 and X2 (note: they are equal). Then we have that
g = g1 + g2 + #Σ − 1, and g = deg D = d1 + d2 . As the stack [Γ1 (5)] has degree 24 over
[Ell], the degree of the sheaf ω on it is one (see Corollary 10.13.12 of [61]). Therefore, the Hasse
invariant has exactly l − 1 zeros on X1 (5) over Fl and therefore we have:
(12.2)

#Σ = l − 1.

Applying Hurwitz’s formula to the covering X1 → X1 (5)Fl , which is totally ramified over Σ and
unramified outside it, gives:
1
(12.3)
2g1 − 2 = −2(l − 1) + (l − 1)(l − 2),
g1 = (l − 2)(l − 3).
2
This implies that we want to take:
1
1
(12.4)
d1 = g1 + #Σ − 1 = (l − 1)(l − 2), d2 = g2 = (l − 2)(l − 3).
2
2
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Now we use equations to compute. We choose a coordinate x on X1 (5)Fl such that Σ does
not contain 0 or ∞ and such that 0 is the (rational) cusp 0 of X1 (5)Fl . Let f be the monic
polynomial in x whose roots are the elements of Σ, with multiplicity one. Then X1 and X2 are
both isomorphic to the cover of X1 (5)Fl given by the equation y l−1 = f . Here we use that the
action of F∗l on the tangent spaces of X1 at the elements of Σ are all given by the same character.
We compute a basis of H0 (X1 , Ω1X1 /F (Σ)). On X1 we have:
l

(12.5)

−y l−2 dy = f 0 dx.

Hence (dx)/y l−2 = −(dy)/f 0 is a generating section of Ω1X1 /F on the affine part given by our
l
equation. Hence (dx)/y l−1 is generating section of Ω1X1 /F (Σ) on the affine part, and it is F∗l l
invariant. At each point of X1 over the point where x has its pole, both x and y have a simple
pole, and (dx)/y l−1 has order −2 + l − 1 = l − 3. So we have a basis:
M
(12.6)
H0 (X1 , Ω1X1 /Fl (Σ)) =
Fl xi y j · (dx)/y l−1 .
i+j≤l−3

Note that this agrees with the fact that d1 = 12 (l − 1)(l − 2).
We can now say how to choose D1 . At each of the l − 1 points where x has a zero we
must give a multiplicity. Here is how we do it: just distribute the multiplicities (0, 1, . . . , l − 2)
over these points. Then one directly sees that any linear combination of our basis elements that
vanishes on D1 is zero.
Now we do D2 . A basis is the following:
M
(12.7)
H0 (X2 , Ω1X2 /Fl ) =
Fl xi y j · (dx)/y l−2 .
i+j≤l−4

We note that this agrees with g2 = (l − 3)(l − 2)/2. So, for D2 , just distribute the multiplicities
(0, 0, 1, . . . , l − 3) over the points where x has a zero.
We summarise our results. As the action of F×
5 permutes the two Q-rational cusps of X1 (5),
our arguments above work for both of them.
12.8 Theorem Let l be a prime number not equal to 5. Let c be one of the two Q-rational cusps
of X1 (5). Then the cusps of X1 (5l) over c are Q(ζl )-rational, and consist of two F×
l -orbits, on
×
which Fl acts freely. Let D1 be a divisor on X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) obtained by distributing the multiplicities
(0, 1, . . . , l − 2) over one of these two orbits. Let D2 be the divisor obtained by distributing the
multiplicities (0, 0, 1, . . . , l − 3) over the other orbit. Then D := D1 + D2 has degree equal to
the genus of X1 (5l) and has the property that for any Q-point x of the Jacobian of X1 (5l) that
specialises to 0 at some place over l we have h0 (X1 (5l)Q , Lx (D)) = 1.
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13

The exact setup for computing Ramanujan’s τ -function

In Section 11 we described our strategy for computing the residual Galois representations associated to a fixed newform. That strategy depends on properties of divisors D and functions f to be
chosen, on modular curves of varying level. These D and f must satisfy a number of conditions.
In general we do not know how to choose divisors D of which we can prove, without a computer
computation, that they have the required property. This is the main reason for which we will now
restrict ourselves to just the case of the discriminant newform ∆ of weight 12. The aim of this
section is to describe exactly our strategy for computing the residual representations Vl in this
case. We assume from now on that l ≥ 13 and that l is not exceptional for ∆ (i.e., l 6= 23 and
l 6= 691).
Theorem 10.9 tells us that Vl occurs in J1 (l)(Q)[l], and describes it in terms of Hecke operators. Theorem 12.8 gives us a divisor D on X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) that we want to use. Therefore, we want
to embed Vl into J1 (5l)(Q)[l].
Let π : X1 (5l) → X1 (l) be the standard map (i.e., the one that forgets the 5-part of the level
structure, the one denoted B5l,l,1 in Section 8). Then the degree of π is 52 − 1 = 24, which is
prime to l. This implies that π∗ π ∗ is multiplication by 24 on J1 (l), and that π ∗ is injective on
J1 (l)(Q)[l]. We have a projector:
(13.1)

1 ∗
π π∗ : J1 (5l)(Q)[l]  π ∗ J1 (l)(Q)[l] ⊂ J1 (5l)(Q)[l].
24

We will consider Vl embedded in J1 (5l)(Q)[l] via its embedding into J1 (l)(Q)[l], followed by π ∗ .

13.2 Proposition Let D be a divisor on X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) as given in Theorem 12.8. Then for every x
in Vl we have h0 (X1 (5l)Q , Lx (D)) = 1.
Proof In view of Theorem 12.8, it suffices to show that for each x in Vl there is a place of Q
over l at which x specialises to 0. The notion of specialisation is explained in Section 12. Let
JZ[ζl ] denote the Néron model of J := J1 (5l) over Z[ζl ]. Then Vl is the group of Q-points of a
groupscheme (even a Fl -vector space scheme) VQ(ζl ) in JQ(ζl ) . Let V be the Zariski closure of
VQ(ζl ) in JZ[ζl ] . Then it is shown in Section 12 of [50] and in Section 6 of [32] that VZl [ζl ] is finite
locally free over Zl [ζl ], and that the rank of the local part of VZl [ζl ] is l if l 6 |τ (l) and l2 if l|τ (l).
(We note that it does not matter if we take Zariski closure in J1 (l) or in J1 (5l), as π ∗ gives a closed
immersion of the l-torsion of J1 (l) over Zl into that of J1 (5l).) This means that at each place
of Q over l there is a non-zero x in Vl that specialises to 0. Under our assumptions, the image of
Gal(Q/Q(ζl )) acting on Vl is SL(Vl ). Hence Gal(Q/Q(ζl )) acts transitively on Vl − {0}. Hence
for each x in Vl − {0} there are places of Q over l where x specialises to 0.
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The fact that our divisor D lives on X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) , and not on X1 (5l)Q , forces us to work over
Q(ζl ), and not over Q, as in Section 11.
0
denote the extension of Q(ζl )
We let Xl denote X1 (5l)Q and gl its genus, and we let Kl,Q(ζ
l)
that corresponds to the transitive Gal(Q/Q(ζl ))-set Vl − {0}.
P
For each x in Vl − {0} there is a unique effective divisor Dx0 = i Qx,i of degree gl on Xl,Q
such that x = [Dx0 − D]. The uniqueness of Dx0 implies that:
(13.3)

0
Dgx
= gDx0 ,

for all g in Gal(Q/Q(ζl )).

We write each Dx0 as:
(13.4)

Dx0 = Dx00 + (Dx0 )rest ,

where (Dx0 )rest is supported on the cusps of Xl,Q and where Dx00 is disjoint from the cusps. As the
cusps of Xl,Q form a Gal(Q/Q)-stable subset of Xl,Q we have:
(13.5)

00
Dgx
= gDx00 ,

for all g in Gal(Q/Q(ζl )).

P
In particular, the Dx00 all have the same degree, dl , say, and we write Dx00 = i≤dl Qx,i .
Any choice of f : Xl,Q(ζl )  P1Q(ζl ) whose poles are supported on the cusps then gives us
0
, with 1 ≤ d ≤ dl , defined as:
elements kD,f,d of Kl,Q(ζ
l)
X
(13.6) kD,f,d : Vl − {0} → Q, x 7→ Σd (f (Qx,1 ), . . . , f (Qx,dl )), where Dx00 =
Qx,i ,
1≤i≤dl

and where, as before, Σd denotes the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree d.
The next issue that we address is the choice of f ; we want the divisors f∗ Dx00 on A1Q(ζl ) to be
distinct.
We start by giving an explicit description of the curve Y1 (5) over Z[1/5]. In order to do
that, we determine a universal triple (E/S, P ) where E/S is an elliptic curve over an arbitrary
scheme, and P in E(S) is everywhere of order 5, i.e., for every Spec(A) → S with A nonzero, the image of P in E(A) has order 5. The base of this triple is the open part Y1 (5)0 of the
model Y1 (5) over Z (constructed in Chapter 8 of [61]) where the P has order 5 (i.e., Y1 (5)0 is the
complement of the irreducible component of Y1 (5)F5 where the point P generates the kernel of
Frobenius). The equation of this universal triple can also be found on page 7 of Tom Fischer’s
thesis, see [42].
13.7 Proposition Let E/S be an elliptic curve, and P ∈ E(S) a point that is everywhere of
order 5. Then (E/S, P ) arises via a unique base change from the following triple:


Y (5)0 = Spec(Z[b, 1/discr(E)]), discr(E) = −b5 (b2 + 11b − 1)

 1
E : y 2 + (b + 1)xy + by = x3 + bx2


 P = (0, 0).
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The j-invariant of E is given by:
j(E) = −(b4 + 12b3 + 14b2 − 12b + 1)3 /b5 (b2 + 11b − 1).
Proof Our proof is modelled on Section 2.2 of [61]; basic properties of Weierstrass equations
for elliptic curves are used without being mentioned.
Let (E/S, P ) be given, with P everywhere of order 5. Choose a parameter t at 0, up to
order 2, i.e., a trivialisation of ωE/S . Note: we are working locally on S, here; in the end, as we
will succeed in making things unique, our construction will be global. Note: t is unique up to
t0 = ut, with u ∈ R× (S = Spec(R) now).
Choose x a global function on E − 0(S) such that x = t−2 + · · · . Then x is unique up to
x0 = x + a, a ∈ R. Make x unique by demanding that x(P ) = 0 (this is alright because 0 and P
are disjoint).
Choose y = t−3 + · · · regular on E − 0(S). Then y is unique up to y 0 = y + ax + b. Make
y unique by demanding that y(P ) = 0 and that the tangent of E at P is the line given by the
equation y = 0. (Indeed, use b (uniquely) to get y(P ) = 0, then note that the tangent at P is
nowhere the line given by x = 0 because P is nowhere annihilated by 2).
We have 5·P ≡ 5·0, hence there is a unique f on E − 0(S) of the form
f = xy + αy + βx2 + γx + δ
such that the divisor of f is 5·P − 5·0. The conditions that x and y have order one and two,
respectively, at 0 imply that γ = δ = 0. The equation for E is of the form:
y 2 + a1 xy + a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 ,
because the usual coefficients a4 and a6 are zero. We also see that a3 is a unit because E is
smooth at (0, 0). The coefficient a2 is a unit, because P is nowhere annihilated by 3.
Now we try to get rid of u (the ambiguity in the choice of t). If t0 = u−1 t, then a0i = ti ai ,
hence we can make t unique by demanding that a2 = a3 . We do that, and then we have the
following equations.
The elliptic curve E and the point P are given by:
y 2 + axy + by = x3 + bx2 ,

P = (0, 0).

The function f with divisor 5·P − 5·0 is given by:
f = xy + αy + βx2 .
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Here we know that b, α and β are in R× , because vP (x) = 1 and vP (y) = 2 everywhere
on S. Now we have to compute what it means that vP (f ) = 5. This means that the intersection
multiplicity of the two curves E and V (f ) at (0, 0) is 5. A systematic way to compute that is to
do successive blow-ups; that works nicely, but we will not do that here. A much faster way to
do the computation is to take suitable linear combinations of the equations for E and f directly.
One finds the equations:
β = −α, a = α−1 b + 1, α = 1.

The reason we give such a detailed description of Y1 (5) is that it gives us functions on all the
Y1 (5l), at least over Z[1/5l], as stated in the following proposition.
13.8 Proposition Let l 6= 5 be prime. Let E/Y1 (5)0 be the elliptic curve given in Proposition 13.7. Then Y1 (5l) and E[l] − {0} agree over Z[1/5l]. In particular, b, x and y generate the
coordinate ring of Y1 (5l) over Z[1/5l].
Proof This is standard. The first part follows immediately from the universality of Y1 (5)0 and
the fact that E[l] is finite étale over Y1 (5)0 away from characteristic l. The second statement
follows from the fact that E[l] − {0} is a closed subscheme of the affine scheme E − {0}.

Using these functions b, x and y, we can now say how we will choose the function f .
We let D00 be the sum of all the Dx00 . Then D00 is an effective divisor on Xl,Q , disjoint from
the cusps, of degree dl (l2 − 1). We then take a suitable “small” linear combination
(13.9)

f := αb + βx + γy

with α, β and γ in Z[ζl ], such that under f all geometric points of D00 have distinct images. Finding such α, β and γ will be done via reduction modulo a suitable small finite place of Q(ζl ). The
choice of f implies that the divisors f∗ Dx00 on A1Q(ζl ) are distinct, for x running through Vl − {0}.
dl

Equivalently, this means that the l2 − 1 points kD,f (x) in Q with coordinates kD,f,d (x) are
0
distinct. This means that the kD,f,d together generate Kl,Q(ζ
. Then a suitable Z[ζl ]-linear coml)
bination:
X
(13.10)
k :=
ad kD,f,d
1≤d≤dl
0
will be a generator of Kl,Q(ζ
over Q(ζl ). Finding such ad can be done using reduction modl)
ulo the same finite place as the one that was used to find f . Indeed, the condition on such an
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dl

a = (a1 , . . . , adl ) is that it must avoid the hyperplanes of Q orthogonal to the differences between the kD,f (x). Over Q(ζl ), this means that a must avoid the subspaces (defined over Q(ζl ))
obtained by intersecting each of these hyperplanes with all their Gal(Q/Q(ζl ))-conjugates. We
let:
(13.11)

Pl :=

Y

(T − k(x)) in Q(ζl )[T ]

x∈Vl −{0}

be the minimal polynomial over Q(ζl ) of k.

14

Very short introduction to heights and Arakelov theory

In the previous section it has been explained how the computation of the residual Galois representations Vl associated to ∆ should proceed. The essential step is to approximate the minimal
polynomial Pl of (13.11) with sufficient precision so that Pl itself can be obtained. The topic to
be addressed now is to bound from above the precision that is needed for this. This means that
we must bound the heights of the coefficients of Pl . As was hinted to in Section 11, we get such
bounds using Arakelov theory, a tool that we discuss in this section. It is not at all excluded that
a direct approach to bound the coefficients of Pl , thus avoiding the complicated theory that we
use, could work. On the other hand, it is clear that the use of Arakelov theory provides a way to
split the work to be done in smaller steps, and that the quantities occurring in each step are intrinsic in the sense that they do not depend on coordinate systems or other choices that one could
make. We also want to point out that our method does not depend on cancellations of terms in
the estimates that we will do; all contributions encountered can be bounded appropriately.
A good reference for a more detailed introduction to heights is Chapter 6 of [12]. Good
references for the Arakelov theory that we will use are [39] and [84].

14.1

Heights on Q and Q

The definition of the height of an element of Q has already been given in Section 11; for x = a/b
with a and b 6= 0 relatively prime integers, we have h(x) = log max{|a|, |b|}. We will now give
an equivalent definition in terms of absolute values |·|v on Q associated to all places v of Q, the
finite places, indexed by the prime numbers, and the infinite place denoted ∞.
The absolute value |·|∞ is just the usual absolute value on R, restricted to Q. We note that R
is the completion of Q for |·|∞ . For p prime, we let vp be the p-adic valuation:
(14.1.1)

vp : Z −→ Z ∪ {∞},
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sending an integer to the maximal number of times that it can be divided by p. This valuation vp extends uniquely to Q subject to the condition that vp (xy) = vp (x) + vp (y); we have
vp (a/b) = vp (a) − vp (b) for integers a and b 6= 0. We let |·|p denote the absolute value on Q
defined by:
|x|p = p−vp (x) ,

(14.1.2)

|0|p = 0.

The completion of Q with respect to |·|p is the locally compact topological field Qp . An important
property of these absolute values is that all together they satisfy the product formula:
Y

(14.1.3)

|x|v = 1,

for all x in Q× .

v

With these definitions, we have:
(14.1.4)

h(x) =

X

log max{1, |x|v },

for all x ∈ Q,

v

where v ranges over the set of all places of Q (note that almost all terms in the sum are equal
to 0).
The height function on Q generalises as follows to number fields. First of all, for a local field
F we define the natural absolute value |·| on it by letting, for x in F × , |x|F be the factor by which
all Haar measures on F are scaled by the homothecy y 7→ xy on F . For example, for F = C
we have |z|C = zz = |z|2 , the square of the usual absolute value. Let now K be a number field.
By a finite place of K we mean a maximal ideal of OK . An infinite place of K is an embedding
of K into C, up to complex conjugation. For each place v of K, let Kv be its completion at v;
as Kv is a local field, we have the natural absolute value |·|v := |·|Kv on Kv and on K. In this
case, the product formula is true (this can be shown easily by considering the adèles of K, see
Chapter IV, Section 4, Thm 5 of [111]). The height function on Q also generalises to K:
(14.1.5)
X
X
X
hK (x) :=
log max{1, |x|v } =
log max{1, |x|v } +
log max{1, |σ(x)|},
v

v finite

σ : K→C

for all x ∈ K. This function hK is called the height function of K. For K → K 0 an extension
of number fields, and for x in K, we have hK 0 (x) = (dimK K 0 )hK (x). Therefore one has the
absolute height function h on Q defined by:
(14.1.6)

h : Q → R,

h(x) =

where K ⊂ Q is any number field that contains x.
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hK (x)
,
dimQ K

14.2

Heights on projective spaces and on varieties

For n ≥ 0 and for K a number field, we can define height functions on Pn (K) by:
hK ((x0 : · · · : xn )) :=

(14.2.1)

X

log max{|x0 |, . . . , |xn |},

h(x) =

v

hK (x)
,
dimQ K

where v ranges through the set of all places of K. We note that it is because of the product formula that hK (x) is well-defined, and that this definition is compatible with our earlier definition
of the height and absolute height on K if we view K as the complement of ∞ in P1 (K). The
functions h on Pn (K) for varying K naturally induce the absolute height function on Pn (Q).
A fundamental result, not difficult to prove, but too important to omit here (even though we
will not use it), is Northcott’s finiteness theorem.
14.2.2 Theorem (Northcott) Let n, d and C be integers. Then
{x ∈ Pn (Q) | h(x) ≤ C and dimQ (Q(x)) ≤ d}
is a finite set.
For a proof the reader is referred to Chapter 6 of [12], or to Section 2.4 of [98].
For any algebraic variety X embedded in a projective space PnK over some number field K,
we get height functions hK on X(K) and h on X(Q) by restricting those from Pn to X.

14.3

The Arakelov perspective on height functions

We have just defined height functions hK and h on a variety X over a number field K, embedded
into some projective space PnK . Such an embedding determines a line bundle L on X: the
restriction of the line bundle O(1) of PnK that corresponds to homogeneous forms of degree 1,
in the variables x0 , . . . , xn , say. The embedding of X into PnK is given by the global sections
s0 , . . . , sn of L obtained by restricting the global sections x0 , . . . , xn to X. Now any finite set of
generating global sections t0 , . . . , tm of L determines a morphism f : X → Pm
K , inducing height
0
functions hK,f and hf via pullback along f . For f and f two such morphisms, the difference
|hf − hf 0 | is bounded on X(Q) (see Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 6 of [12]). For this reason, one
usually associates to a line bundle L on a variety X a class of height functions fL , i.e., an element
in the set of functions X(Q) → R modulo bounded functions; this map is then a morphism of
groups on Pic(X): fL1 ⊗L2 ≡ fL1 + fL2 . However, in our situation, we cannot permit ourselves
to work just modulo bounded functions on each variety, as we have infinitely many curves X1 (l)
to deal with.
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There is a geometric way to associate to a line bundle a specific height function, not just a
class of functions modulo bounded functions. For this, the contributions from the finite as well as
the infinite places must be provided. Those from the finite places come from a model of X over
the ring of integers OK of K, i.e., an OK -scheme XOK whose fibre over K is X, together with
a line bundle L on XOK whose restriction to X is the line bundle that we had. The OK -scheme
XOK is required to be proper (e.g., projective). The contributions from the infinite places are
provided by a hermitian metric (or inner product) on L, a notion that we will briefly explain.
A hermitian metric on a locally free OX -module of finite rank E consists of a hermitian metric
h·, ·ix on all C-vector spaces x∗ E, where x runs through X(C) = {x : Spec(C) → X}. Each x
in X(C) induces a morphism Spec(C) → Spec(K), i.e., an embedding of K into C. Therefore,
X(C) is the disjoint union of the complex analytic varieties Xσ , indexed by the σ : K → C. A
hermitian metric on E consists of hermitian metrics on all the holomorphic vector bundles Eσ that
E induces on the Xσ . The metrics to be used are required to be continuous, i.e., for U open in X
and s and t in E(U ), the function x 7→ hs(x), t(x)ix on U (C) must be continuous. Actually, the
metrics that we will use will live on non-singular X, and will be required to be smooth (infinitely
differentiable). Another condition that is usually imposed is a certain compatibility between the
metrics at a point x in X(C) and its complex conjugate x. We do not give this condition in detail,
but note that it will be fulfilled by the metrics that we will use. It is also customary to denote
a hermitian metric h·, ·i by its norm k·k, given by ksk2 = hs, si. Indeed, a suitable polarisation
identity expresses the hermitian metric in terms of its norm. A pair (E, k·k) of a locally free
OXOK -module with a hermitian metric k·k is called a metrised vector bundle on XOK . Metrised
vector bundles can be pulled back via morphisms f : WOK → XOK between OK -schemes of the
type considered.
An important example of the above is the case where X = Spec(K), just a point, and
XOK = Spec(OK ). A metrised line bundle (L, k·k) then corresponds to an invertible OK module, L, say, with hermitian metrics on the Lσ := C ⊗σ,OK L. The Arakelov degree of (L, k·k)
is the real number defined by:
X
(14.3.1)
deg(L, k·k) = log #(L/OK s) −
log kskσ ,
σ : K→C

where s is any nonzero element of L (independence of the choice of s follows from the product
formula). This definition should be compared to that of the degree of a line bundle on a smooth
projective curve over a field: there one takes a rational section, and counts zeros and poles. The
first term in (14.3.1) counts the zeros of s at the finite places. Interpreting this term in terms of
valuations, and then norms, at the finite places, then leads to the second term which “counts”
the “zeros” (or minus the “poles”, for that matter) at the infinite places. For a finite extension
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K → K 0 , and (L, k·k) on Spec(OK ) as above, the pullback (L0 , k·k) to Spec(OK 0 ) has degree
dimK K 0 times that on Spec(OK ).
We can now give the definition of the height given by a proper OK -scheme X together with
a hermitian line bundle (L, k·k). Let x be in X(K). Then, by the properness of X over OK , x
extends uniquely to an OK -valued point, also denoted x, and one defines:
hK (x) := deg x∗ (L, k·k).

(14.3.2)

The same method can be applied to get an absolute height h : X(Q) → R. For K → K 0 a finite
extension, each x in X(K 0 ) extends uniquely to an x in X(OK 0 ), and one defines:
(14.3.3)

h(x) :=

deg x∗ (L, k·k)
.
dimQ K 0

It is not hard to verify that this height function h is in the class (modulo bounded functions)
that is associated to XK and LK (without metric); see Proposition 7.2 of Chapter 6 of [12], or
Theorem. 4.5 of Chapter V in [37]. In fact, for X = PnOK , and L = O(1) with a suitable metric,
the height h just defined is equal to the one defined in (14.2.1).

14.4

Arithmetic Riemann-Roch and intersection theory on arithmetic surfaces

The context in which we are going to apply Arakelov theory is that of smooth projective curves X
over number fields K. In [3] Arakelov defined an intersection theory on the arithmetic surfaces
associated to such curves, with the aim of proving certain results, known in the case of functions fields, in the case of number fields. The idea is to take a regular projective model X over
B := Spec(OK ) of X, and try to develop an intersection theory on the surface X , analogous to
the theory that one has when K is a function field. If K is a function field over a finite field k, say,
one gets a projective surface X over k, fibred over the nonsingular projective curve B over k that
corresponds to K. On such a projective surface, intersecting with principal divisors gives zero,
hence the intersection pairing factors through the Picard group of X , the group of isomorphism
classes of invertible OX -modules. In the number field case one “compactifies” B by formally
adding the infinite places of K; the product formula then means that principal divisors have degree zero. Instead of the Picard group of X , one considers the group of isomorphism classes
of certain metrised line bundles on X , as defined above. In [39], see also Chapters II, III and I
of [107], Faltings extended Arakelov’s work by establishing results such as a GrothendieckRiemann-Roch theorem in this context. Since then, Arakelov theory has been generalised by
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Gillet and Soulé (see [103] and [40]). Below, we will use the theory as given in [39] and Chapter II of [107]. We start with some preparations concerning Riemann surfaces. The aim of this
subsection is to give the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem as stated and proved by Faltings.
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g > 0. The space of holomorphic differentials
0
H (X, Ω1X ) carries a natural hermitian inner product:
Z
i
ω ∧ η.
(14.4.1)
(ω, η) 7→
2 X
Let (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) be an orthonormal basis with respect to this inner product. This leads to a
positive (1, 1)-form µ on X given by:
(14.4.2)

g
i X
ωk ∧ ωk ,
µ=
2g k=1

R
independent of the choice of orthonormal basis. Note that X µ = 1. We refer to [3] for a
proof of the following proposition. Denote by C ∞ the sheaf of complex valued C ∞ -functions
on X, and by A1 the sheaf of complex C ∞ 1-forms on X. Recall that we have a tautological
differential operator d : C ∞ → A1 . It decomposes as d = ∂ + ∂ where, for any local C ∞
function f and any holomorphic local coordinate z, with real and imaginary parts x and y, one
has ∂f = 12 ( ∂f
− i ∂f
) · dz and ∂f = 21 ( ∂f
+ i ∂f
) · dz.
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
14.4.3 Proposition For each a in X, there exists a unique real-valued ga,µ in C ∞ (X − {a}) such
that the following properties hold:
1. we can write ga,µ = log |z − z(a)| + h in an open neighbourhood of a, where z is a local
holomorphic coordinate and where h is a C ∞ -function;
2. ∂∂ga,µ = πiµ on X − {a};
R
3. X ga,µ µ = 0.
We refer to µ and the ga,µ as the Arakelov (1, 1)-form and the Arakelov-Green function, respectively. We note that Stokes’ theorem implies ga,µ (b) = gb,µ (a) for all a and b in X. The ArakelovGreen functions determine certain metrics, called admissible metrics, on all line bundles OX (D),
where D is a divisor on X, as well as on the holomorphic cotangent bundle Ω1X . To start, consider line bundles of the form OX (a) with a a point in X (the general case with D follows by
taking tensor products). Let s be the tautological section of OX (a), i.e. the constant function 1.
We define a smooth hermitian metric k·kOX (a) on OX (a) by putting log kskOX (a) (b) = ga,µ (b)
for any b in X. By property 2 of the Arakelov-Green function, the curvature form of OX (a) is
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equal to µ. Second, it is clear that the functions ga,µ can be used to put a hermitian metric on the
line bundle OX×X (∆X ), where ∆X is the diagonal on X × X, by putting log ksk(a, b) = ga,µ (b)
for the tautological section s of OX×X (∆X ). Restricting to the diagonal we have a canonical
∼
adjunction isomorphism OX×X (−∆X )|∆X −→ Ω1X . We define a hermitian metric k·kAr on Ω1X
by insisting that this adjunction isomorphism be an isometry. It is proved in [3] that this gives a
smooth hermitian metric on Ω1X , and that its curvature form is a multiple of µ. From now on we
will work with these metrics on OX (P ) and Ω1X (as well as on tensor product combinations of
them) and refer to them as Arakelov metrics. A metrised line bundle L in general is called admissible if, up to a constant scaling factor, it is isomorphic to one of the admissible bundles OX (D),
or, equivalently, if its curvature form curv(L) is a multiple of µ. Note that then necessarily we
have curv(L) = (deg L) · µ by Stokes’ theorem.
For any admissible line bundle L, Faltings defines a certain metric on the determinant of cohomology λ(L) = det H0 (X, L) ⊗ det H1 (X, L)∨ of the underlying line bundle. This metric is the unique metric satisfying a set of axioms. We recall these axioms
∼
(cf. [39], Theorem 1): (i) any isometric isomorphism L1 −→ L2 of admissible line bundles
∼
induces an isometric isomorphism λ(L1 ) −→ λ(L2 ); (ii) if we scale the metric on L by a
factor α, the metric on λ(L) is scaled by a factor αχ(L) , where χ(L) = deg L − g + 1
is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of L; (iii) for any divisor D and any point P on X,
the exact sequence 0 → OX (D − P ) → OX (D) → P∗ P ∗ OX (D) → 0 induces an
∼
isometry λ(OX (D)) −→ λ(OX (D − P )) ⊗ P ∗ OX (D); (iv) for L = Ω1X , the metric on
R
λ(L) ∼
= det H0 (X, Ω1X ) is defined by the hermitian inner product (ω, η) 7→ (i/2) X ω ∧ η
on H0 (X, Ω1X ). In particular, for an admissible line bundle L of degree g − 1, the metric on the
determinant of cohomology λ(L) is independent of scaling.
It was proved by Faltings that we can relate the metric on the determinant of cohomology to
theta functions on the Jacobian of X. Let Hg be the Siegel upper half space of complex symmetric
g-by-g-matrices with positive definite imaginary part. Let τ in Hg be the period matrix associated
to a symplectic basis of H1 (X, Z) and consider the analytic Jacobian Jτ (X) = Cg /(Zg + τ Zg )
P
associated to τ . On Cg one has a theta function ϑ(z; τ ) = n∈Zg exp(πit nτ n + 2πit nz), giving
rise to a reduced effective divisor Θ0 and a line bundle O(Θ0 ) on Jτ (X). Now consider on the
other hand the set Picg−1 (X) of divisor classes of degree g − 1 on X. It comes with a canonical
subset Θ given by the classes of effective divisors. A fundamental theorem of Abel-Jacobi∼
Riemann says that there is a canonical bijection Picg−1 (X) −→ Jτ (X) mapping Θ onto Θ0 . As a
result, we can equip Picg−1 (X) with the structure of a compact complex manifold, together with
a divisor Θ and a line bundle O(Θ).
The function ϑ is not well-defined on Picg−1 (X) or Jτ (X). We can remedy this by putting
kϑk(z; τ ) = (det =(τ ))1/4 exp(−π t y(=(τ ))−1 y)|ϑ(z; τ )|, with y = =(z). One can check that
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∼

kϑk descends to a function on Jτ (X). By our identification Picg−1 (X) −→ Jτ (X) we obtain
kϑk as a function on Picg−1 (X). It can be checked that this function is independent of the choice
of τ . Note that kϑk gives a canonical way to put a metric on the line bundle O(Θ) on Picg−1 (X).
∼
For any line bundle L of degree g − 1 there is a canonical isomorphism λ(L) −→ O(−Θ)[L], the
fibre of O(−Θ) at the class in Picg−1 (X) determined by L. Faltings proves that when we give
both sides the metrics discussed above, the norm of this isomorphism is a constant independent
of L; he writes it as exp(δ(X)/8). This invariant appears in the Noether formula, see below.
We will now turn to intersections on an arithmetic surface. For us, an arithmetic surface is a
proper, flat morphism p : X → B with X a regular scheme, with B the spectrum of the ring of
integers OK in a number field K, and with generic fibre a geometrically connected and smooth
curve X/K. We say that X is of genus g if the generic fibre is of genus g. We will always assume
that p is a semi-stable curve, unless explicitly stated otherwise. After extending the base field if
necessary, any geometrically connected, smooth proper curve X/K of positive genus with K a
number field is the generic fibre of a unique semi-stable arithmetic surface.
An Arakelov divisor on X is a finite formal integral linear combination of integral closed subP
schemes of codimension 1 of X plus a contribution σ ασ ·Fσ running over the complex embeddings of K. Here ασ is a real number, and the symbols Fσ correspond to the compact Riemann
surfaces Xσ obtained by base changing X/K to C via σ. We have an R-valued intersection product (·, ·) for such divisors, respecting linear equivalence. The notion of principal divisor is given
as follows: let f be a non-zero rational function in K(X), then (f ) = (f )fin + (f )inf with (f )fin
R
P
the usual Weil divisor of f on X , and with (f )inf = σ vσ (f )·Fσ with vσ (f ) = − Xσ log |f |σ µσ .
For a list of properties of this intersection product we refer to [3], [39] or Chapter II of [107].
It is proved in [3] that the group of linear equivalence classes of Arakelov divisors is canonic ) of isometry classes of admissible line bundles on X . By an
cally isomorphic to the group Pic(X
admissible line bundle on X we mean the datum of a line bundle L on X , together with admissible metrics on the restrictions Lσ of L to the Xσ . In particular we have a canonical admissible
line bundle ωX /B whose underlying line bundle is the relative dualising sheaf of p. In many
situations it is convenient to treat intersection numbers from the point of view of admissible line
bundles.
For example, if P : B → X is a section of p, and D is a divisor on X , the pull-back P ∗ OX (D)
is a metrised line bundle on B, and we have (D, P ) = deg P ∗ OX (D), where the degree deg of
a metrised line bundle is as defined in (14.3.1). As a second example, we mention that by
definition of the metric on ωX /B , we have for each section P : B → X of p an adjunction
formula (P, P + ωX /B ) = 0.
For an admissible line bundle L on X , we have the notion of determinant of cohomology
on B, in this context denoted by det Rp∗ L (see Chapter II of [107]). By using the description
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above for its metrisation over the complex numbers, we obtain the determinant of cohomology
on B as a metrised line bundle. One of its most important features is a metrised Riemann-Roch
formula (cf. [39], Theorem 3), also called arithmetic Riemann-Roch formula:
1
(14.4.4)
deg det Rp∗ L = (L, L ⊗ ωX−1/B ) + deg det p∗ ωX /B
2
for any admissible line bundle L on X .
The term deg det p∗ ωX /B is also known as the Faltings height of X, the definition of which
we will now recall. We let JK be the Jacobian variety of X, and J its Néron model over B. Then
we have the locally free OK -module Cot0 (J) := 0∗ Ω1J/OK of rank g, and hence the invertible
OK -module of rank one
g
^
ωJ :=
0∗ Cot0 (J).
For each σ : K → C we have the scalar product on C ⊗OK ωJ given by
Z
g
g(g−1)/2
hω|ηiσ = (i/2) (−1)
ω ∧ η.
Jσ (C)

The Faltings height hK (X) is then defined to be the Arakelov degree of this metrised line bundle:
(14.4.5)

hK (X) = deg(ωJ ),

and the absolute Faltings height (also called stable Faltings height) habs (X) of X is defined as:
(14.4.6)

habs (X) = [K : Q]−1 deg(ωJ ).

We remark that the stable Faltings height of X does not change after base change to larger number
fields; that is why it is called stable. Therefore, habs (X) can be computed from any model of X
over a number field as long as that model has stable reduction over the ring of integers of that
number field.
As X → B is semi-stable, a result of Raynaud gives that the connected component of 0 of J
is the Picard scheme Pic0X /B , whose tangent space at 0 is R1 p∗ OX . Therefore, Cot0 (J) is the
same as p∗ ω, as locally free OK -modules. A simple calculation (see lemme 3.2.1 in Chapter I
of [107]) shows that, with these scalar products, ωJ and det p∗ ω are the same as metrised OK modules. Therefore we have:
(14.4.7)

hK (X) = deg(ωJ ) = deg det p∗ ω.

One may derive from (14.4.4) the following projection formula: let E be a metrised line
bundle on B, and L an admissible line bundle on X . Then the formula:
(14.4.8)

deg det Rp∗ (L ⊗ p∗ E) = deg det Rp∗ L + χ(L) · deg E

holds. Here again χ(L) is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of L on the fibres of p.
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15

Applying Arakelov theory

In this section we start applying Arakelov theory in order to derive a bound for the height of the
coefficients of the polynomials Pl as in (13.11). We proceed in a few steps. The first step, taken
in Section 15.1, is to relate the height of the f (Qx,i ) as in Section 13 to intersection numbers
on Xl . The second step, taken in Section 15.2, is to get some control on the difference of the
divisors D and Dx0 as in (11.5). Certain intersection numbers concerning this difference are
bounded in Theorem 15.2.5, in terms of a number of invariants in the Arakelov theory on modular
curves Xl . These invariants will then be bounded in terms of l in Sections 16, 17, and 18. Finally,
in Section 19, the height of the coefficients of the Pl will be bounded.

15.1

Relating heights to intersection numbers

We pick up the notation as at the end of Section 13, so we have a modular curve Xl = X1 (5l)Q(ζl ) ,
Pl
Qx,i on Xl that
non-constant morphisms b, x, y : Xl → P1Q(ζl ) , and certain divisors Dx00 = di=1
have support outside the cusps. It is our objective in this subsection to link the absolute height
h(f (Qx,i )) of an f (Qx,i ), where f is either b, x or y, to certain quantities coming from Arakelov
intersection theory.
15.1.1 Theorem There are integers c1 and c2 such that the following holds. Let l > 5 be a prime.
Let K be a number field containing Q(ζ5l ) and such that Qx,i is defined over K. Let X be the
minimal regular model of Xl over K. Take f ∈ {b, x, y}. Then we have:
!
X
1
h(f (Qx,i )) ≤
(Qx,i , f ∗ ∞)X + c1 l2
sup gσ + c2 l .
[K : Q]
Xσ
σ
Here σ runs through the embeddings of K into C and gσ is the Arakelov-Green function on Xl,σ .
In the next sections we shall derive polynomial bounds for the terms (Qx,i , f ∗ ∞)X and
P
σ supXσ gσ in the above estimate.
Theorem 15.1.1 will be derived from Theorem 15.1.2 below, which states a fairly general
result. We start with a definition. Let K be a number field and consider P1OK . For any section P
∗
in P1OK (OK ) we define by (P , ∞)P1 the degree (see (14.3.1)) of P OP1 (∞), where OP1 (∞) has
the Fubini-Study metric, i.e. the metric k · kP1 given by:
k1kP1 (x0 : x1 ) :=

|x0 |
(|x0 |2 + |x1 |2 )1/2

over P1C . Here 1 is the tautological section of OP1 (∞).
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15.1.2 Theorem Let X be a geometrically irreducible, smooth and complete curve over a number field K and let X be a semi-stable model of X over the ring of integers OK of K. Suppose that we have a non-constant morphism f : X → P1K and a K-rational point Q of X
with f (Q) 6= ∞. Assume the following: both the zero divisor div(f )+ and the polar divisor
div(f )− of f on X have as their support only K-rational closed points, and the Zariski closure
of Supp(div(f )+ ) ∪ Supp(div(f )− ) in X is étale over OK . For any closed point s of Spec(OK ),
denote by ms (f ) the supremum of the multiplicities of div(f )− on X along the irreducible components of the fibre at s of X . Then we have the inequality:
X
X
sup gσ +
ms (f ) log #k(s) .
(f (Q), ∞)P1 ≤ (Q, f ∗ ∞)X + deg f
Xσ

σ

s

Here the first sum runs over the embeddings of K into C, and the second sum runs over the
closed points of Spec(OK ).
Proof Note that the locus of indeterminacy of f on X consists of finitely many closed points.
This implies that there exists a blow-up X̃ → X of X such that f extends to a regular map
f : X̃ → P1OK . For any such X̃ we have by construction:
∗

(f (Q), ∞)P1 = deg f (Q) (OP1 (∞), k · kP1 )
∗

= deg Q f ∗ (OP1 (∞), k · kP1 )
∗

= deg Q (OX̃ (f ∗ ∞), k · kP1 ) .
If we let k · kX denote the canonical Arakelov metric on OX (f ∗ ∞) then we can write:
k · k P1
)
k · kX
X
k · k P1
∗
log((
)(Qσ ))
= deg Q (OX̃ (f ∗ ∞), k · kX ) −
k
·
k
X
σ
X
k
·
k
X
)(Qσ )) .
= (Q, f ∗ ∞)X̃ +
log((
1
k
·
k
P
σ

∗

∗

deg Q (OX̃ (f ∗ ∞), k · kP1 ) = deg Q (OX̃ (f ∗ ∞), k · kX ·

k·kX
A bound for log(( k·k
)(Qσ )) follows by testing on the tautological section 1, giving:
1
P

log k1kX (Qσ ) − log k1kP1 (Qσ ) = gσ (f ∗ ∞, Qσ ) −

1
log(|f (Q)|2 + 1) ≤ (deg f ) sup gσ .
2
Xσ

This accounts for the second term in the bound of the theorem. We are finished once we
P
prove that (Q, f ∗ ∞)X̃ − (Q, f ∗ ∞)X is bounded by s ms (f ) log #k(s) for a particular choice
of X̃ . (The usual projection formula shows that in fact (Q, f ∗ ∞)X̃ is independent of the choice
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of X̃ .) On any X̃ we write f ∗ ∞ as a sum f ∗ ∞ = (f ∗ ∞)hor + (f ∗ ∞)vert of a horizontal and
a vertical part. Note that (f ∗ ∞)hor = f ∗ ∞, Zariski closure now taken in X̃ . Since the local intersection multiplicities of Q and f ∗ ∞ do not go up when passing from X to X̃ , we
have (Q, (f ∗ ∞)hor )X̃ = (Q, f ∗ ∞)X̃ ≤ (Q, f ∗ ∞)X and thus we are reduced to proving that
P
(Q, (f ∗ ∞)vert )X̃ is bounded from above by s ms (f ) log #k(s) for a particular choice of X̃ .
We exhibit a specific blow-up, and we calculate which multiplicities f acquires along the
irreducible components of the vertical fibres of this blow-up. Note that the locus of indeterminacy
of f on X consists precisely of the closed points of X where an irreducible component from the
zero divisor div(f )+ of f on X and an irreducible component from its polar divisor div(f )−
meet. Now since by assumption the Zariski closure of Supp(div(f )+ ) ∪ Supp(div(f )− ) in X is
étale over OK , an intersection of two irreducible components C and C 0 of X that have different
sign in div(f ) on X can only occur when at least one of C, C 0 is vertical. In such points where
this happens we have to perform a sequence of successive blowings-up until a component arises
with multiplicity 0 for f , so that the components with positive multiplicities and the components
with negative multiplicities are separated from each other.
We begin by observing that it will cause no harm if we pass to a finite extension K → K 0 .
Indeed, both the left hand side and the right hand side of the inequality that we wish to prove get
multiplied by [K 0 : K] if we do this. Here is why: for the terms (f (Q), ∞)P1 and (Q, f ∗ ∞) the
scaling by a factor [K 0 : K] follows from general properties of the Arakelov intersection product,
cf. [39], p. 404 for example. (Note that it is understood that over K 0 , intersection products are
P
taken on the minimal resolution of the pullback of the model X .) That the term σ supXσ gσ
scales by a factor [K 0 : K] is obvious. Finally, fix a closed point s of Spec(OK ) and let s0 be
any closed point of Spec(OK 0 ) above it. Denoting by es0 the ramification index of s0 over s and
by fs0 the degree of the residue field extension of s0 over s, we see that for any s0 above s, the
integer ms (f ) gets multiplied by es0 , and the number log #k(s) gets multiplied by fs0 . Using that
P
0
0
s0 es0 fs0 = [K : K], the sum running over the closed points s above s, we see finally that also
P
the term s ms (f ) log #k(s) gets multiplied by [K 0 : K].
Starting with X over OK , we first do the following. Let x be a closed point on X that
is the intersection of a vertical component C and a horizontal component C 0 having non-zero
multiplicities m and m0 for f that have different sign. After blowing up in x, we obtain an
exceptional divisor E whose multiplicity for f is m + m0 . We have two distinguished points
on E, one lying on the strict transform of C, and one lying on the strict transform of C 0 . At
exactly one of them there is a sign change for the multiplicities, or m + m0 = 0. If a sign change
happens at the double point lying on the strict transform of C 0 , then we repeat the process. If a
sign change happens at the double point lying on the strict transform of C or if m + m0 = 0, we
stop, and continue with a new point x0 , if available.
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We end up with a blow-up X 0 → X such that an intersection of two irreducible components C, C 0 that have different sign in div(f ) on X 0 only occurs for C, C 0 both vertical. For this,
we did not yet need to extend the ground field K. In order to continue, we note the following.
Suppose that we have a closed point x on the model X 0 of X over OK which is a double point
of a vertical fibre, and two irreducible components C, C 0 of that vertical fibre pass through x,
having non-zero multiplicities m and m0 for f that differ in sign. Assume that K → K 0 is a
Galois extension that ramifies over the image of x in Spec(OK ), with a ramification index e that
is a multiple of m−m0 . In passing to the minimal resolution X̃ of XO0 K 0 , the point x gets replaced
by a chain of e − 1 projective lines of self-intersection −2. The multiplicities of f along these
components change in e steps from em to em0 , so that the steps are m − m0 and a multiplicity 0
will appear somewhere, because m − m0 is a divisor of em.
Thus we see how we can reach our goal: take a Galois extension K → K 0 that ramifies as
specified above over the images in Spec(OK ) of the double points where components meet with
a different sign for f . (This is always possible.) By our remarks above, it suffices to prove the
inequality over K 0 . By construction, the morphism f extends over the model X̃ that arises in
this way. Moreover, it follows from the construction that for s0 a closed point of Spec(OK 0 ) and
s its image in Spec(OK ) we have ms0 (f ) ≤ es0 ms (f ). Hence the sum of the local intersection
numbers (Q, (f ∗ ∞)vert )s0 for all s0 over s is bounded from above by [K 0 : K]ms (f ) log #k(s).
This is what we needed to prove.

Proof [Proof of Theorem 15.1.1] If for P in P1OK we put h0 (P ) = (P, ∞)/[K : Q] then we
have h(P ) ≤ h0 (P ). In order to bound h0 (P ) from above we want to apply Theorem 15.1.2. It
follows from the definitions of the morphisms b, x and y that for each f ∈ {b, x, y} both the zero
divisor div(f )+ and the polar divisor div(f )− of f on Xl have as their support only K-rational
closed points, namely, cusps. In particular, we never have f (Qx,i ) = ∞, by construction of Dx00 .
We have also seen that the Zariski closure in X of Supp(Cusps) is étale over OK , and hence the
same holds for the Zariski closure in X of Supp(div(f )+ ) ∪ Supp(div(f )− ). Theorem 15.1.2
now gives us that:
!
X
X
1
h(f (Qx,i )) ≤
(Qx,i , f ∗ ∞)X + deg f
sup gσ +
ms (f ) log #k(s)
[K : Q]
σ Xσ
s
with ms (f ) the supremum of the multiplicities of div(f )− on X along the irreducible components
of the fibres of X at s. We are done if we can prove that deg f is bounded by a constant times l2 ,
P
1
and that [K:Q]
s ms (f ) log #k(s) is bounded by a constant times l. For this we need information
on the divisors div(b), div(x) and div(y) on X .
We start with working over Q(ζ5l ). From the discussion in Section 12 we recall that there
is a fine moduli scheme Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] over Z[ζ5l ] of elliptic curves with balanced level structure
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(terminology from [61]). Let E(5l) → Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] be the universal elliptic curve and let P5 ,
Pl be the tautological points of order 5 and l. From Section 13 we recall the elliptic curve
E → Y1 (5)0 with Y1 (5)0 = Spec(Z[b, 1/discr(E)]). The elliptic curve E(5l) → Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ,1/5]
arises from E → Y1 (5)0 by a unique base change. Via Pl the scheme Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ,1/5] is mapped
into E, and thus we get the functions b, x and y on it. We claim that they are invertible regular functions on Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ,1/5] . Indeed, first of all b is invertible on Y1 (5)0 , hence it is invertible on Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ,1/5] . Next, x and y have polar divisor on E supported on the image of the
zero-section (with multiplicity 2 and 3, respectively), and their zero divisors are certain linear combinations of points of order 5 on E (to be precise, div(x)+ = (0, 0) + (0, −b) and
div(y)+ = 2 · (0, 0) + (−b, 0)). Looking at the image under Pl of Y1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ,1/5] in E, we see
that it is disjoint from both the zero-section and the points of order 5. We conclude that div(b),
div(x) and div(y) on X1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] are certain linear combinations of the irreducible components
of the closed subschemes Cusps, X1 (5l)F5 [ζl ] and X1 (5l)Fl [ζ5 ] . In order to find these linear combinations, we just consider our functions one by one and examine their multiplicities along the
irreducible components that we have isolated.
We start with b, and calculate its multiplicities along the irreducible components of Cusps
first. It is sufficient to study the situation over C, and here we can make a beginning by looking
at div(b) on X1 (5)C . From the equations in Proposition 13.7 we obtain that over the cusp 0
of X0 (5)C lie two cusps, say c1 and c2 , with c1 , say, corresponding to the 5-gon with the tautological point of order 5 being on a component adjacent to the connected component of 0, and the
other, c2 , corresponding to the 5-gon with the tautological point of order 5 being on a component
that is not adjacent to the connected component of 0. We have div(b) = ±(c1 − c2 ) on X1 (5)C ;
we could compute the exact sign but that is not important for us. Now note that the universal
elliptic curve E → Y1 (5)C extends naturally to a generalised elliptic curve π : E → X1 (5)C .
The inclusion Y1 (5l)C → E given by the map Pl extends to a map ϕ : X1 (5l)C → E, and the
composite π · ϕ is just the forgetful map X1 (5l)C → X1 (5)C . Pulling back the divisor c1 − c2 we
get plus or minus the divisor of b on X1 (5l)C ; the multiplicities are just the ramification indices
above the cusps c1 and c2 . Since these are in {1, l}, we obtain that the multiplicities of b along
the irreducible components of Cusps are just 1 or l in absolute value.
Next we calculate the multiplicities of b along the irreducible components of X1 (5l)F5 [ζl ]
and X1 (5l)Fl [ζ5 ] . The structure of a connected component of the scheme X1 (5l)F5 [ζl ] is as follows:
it consists of two components, one having an open part where P5 has order 1, and one component
having an open part where P5 has order 5. These two components intersect (transversally) in the
supersingular points. A similar description, with the roles of 5 and l interchanged, holds for the
connected components of the scheme X1 (5l)Fl [ζ5 ] .
We denote by Γ the union of the components over F5 where P5 has order 1. By construction
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of the scheme Y1 (5)0 there is a forgetful map X1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] − Γ − Supp(Cusps) → Y1 (5)0 . Since
b is invertible on Y1 (5)0 , the same holds for b along the irreducible components of X1 (5l)F5 [ζl ]
and X1 (5l)Fl [ζ5 ] , except possibly for the components in Γ. But the multiplicity of b along such a
component is then also zero, as can be seen by the following argument. Let C ∪C 0 be a connected
component of X1 (5l)F5 [ζl ] , with the irreducible component C corresponding to P5 having order 1.
All the horizontal components of div(b) on X1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] specialise to C 0 . We know that b has
multiplicity 0 along C 0 and hence it restricts to a non-trivial rational function, also denoted b,
on C 0 . The degree of b on C 0 is zero, or equivalently m(C 0 , C) + (C 0 , div(b)hor ) = 0, where m is
the multiplicity of b along C. Now, since (C 0 , div(b)hor ) is zero and (C 0 , C) isn’t, we get m = 0.
We continue with the functions x and y. Again we start with the cusps, and again it will be
sufficient to work over C. The functions x and y have some multiplicities along the irreducible
components of the fibres of E → X1 (5)C above the cusps, but note that these do not depend
on l. Let a be an upper bound for the absolute values of these multiplicities. By an argument
analogous to the argument above with b, we find that the cusps of X1 (5l)C arise in the divisors
of x and y on X1 (5l)C with multiplicities that are bounded in absolute value by a·l.
Next we study x and y on a connected component of X1 (5l)Fl [ζ5 ] . Write the connected component as C ∪ C 0 , where Pl has order 1 on C and order l on C 0 . Along C 0 the multiplicity of both
x and y is zero. Indeed, the image of the generic point of C 0 in E is a point of order l, which is
disjoint from the 5-torsion, the locus where x and y have their zeroes and poles.
The difficult part lies in dealing with the other component C. We claim that the multiplicity
of x along C is −2, and that the multiplicity of y along C is −3. We reason as follows. Let
η be the generic point of C and write A for the local ring OX1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] ,η . Then A is a discrete
valuation ring with uniformiser ζl − 1. The multiplicities of x and y along C are the valuations of
d
sh the completion of the strict Henselisation of A. We have our elliptic
x and y. We denote by A
d
sh , and it has ordinary reduction at the residue field. The l-divisible groups E[l ∞ ]
curve E over A
d
sh are isomorphic, and thus, by completing along the zero-section, the formal
and µl∞ over A
groups of E and Gm are isomorphic. Under this isomorphism, the point Pl of order l is identified
with ζl on Gm . Moreover, a formal uniformiser u of E at the zero-section is identified with a
uniformiser t − 1 at 1 on Gm , where t is the standard coordinate on Gm . Combining, we find that
the valuations of x and y with respect to ζl − 1 are just the valuations of x and y with respect
to t − 1, that is, with respect to u. But we know that these valuations are −2 and −3, respectively.
This proves our claim.
Finally we consider x and y on a connected component of X1 (5l)F5 [ζl ] . Again write the
connected component as C ∪ C 0 , where P5 has order 1 on C and order 5 on C 0 . Along C 0 the
multiplicity of both x and y is just zero: indeed, the section Pl has image in E/Y1 (5)0 and there
it is not equal to a 5-torsion point, so that x and y are regular along the image.
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Again most of the work is to be done for the other component C. What we will do is just
give an estimate for the multiplicities of x and y along C, using classical intersection theory in
the fibre C ∪ C 0 . Say we start with the function x; the case of y will be just analogous. We know
that x has multiplicity 0 along C 0 , and hence it restricts to a non-trivial rational function, also
denoted x, on C 0 . The degree of x on C 0 is zero, or equivalently m(C 0 , C) + (C 0 , div(x)hor ) = 0,
where m is the multiplicity of C for x. Earlier we have defined a to be the maximum of the
absolute values of the multiplicities of x and y along the irreducible components of the fibres
of E → X1 (5)C above the cusps of X1 (5)C ; we concluded then that the multiplicity of a cusp
of X1 (5l) in div(x) or div(y) is bounded in absolute value by a·l. The number of cusps on
X1 (5l)C is also linear in l, say bounded by c·l. We conclude that (using classical local intersection
numbers) the term (C 0 , div(x)hor ) is bounded from above, in absolute value, by ac·l2 . On the
other hand, the term (C 0 , C) is bounded from below by the number of supersingular j-invariants
in Fl , and this, in turn, is bounded from below by d·l for some positive number d. Combining we
find that |m| ≤ (ac/d)·l.
All in all we conclude that the absolute values of the multiplicities of the irreducible components in div(b), div(x) and div(y) on X1 (5l)Z[ζ5l ] are bounded by a constant times l, and those in
P
1
characteristic l are at most 3. The same holds then for [K:Q]
s ms (f ) log #k(s) in the situation
of the theorem. Since the number of cusps is bounded by a constant times l, we get that deg f is
bounded by a constant times times l2 . This completes the proof of Theorem 15.1.1.


15.2

Controlling Dx0 − D

In this subsection, the hypotheses are as follows (unless stated otherwise). We let K be a number
field, OK its ring of integers, B := Spec(OK ), p : X → B a regular, split semi-stable curve
over B whose generic fibre X → Spec K is geometrically irreducible and of genus g ≥ 1. We
let D be the closure in X of an effective divisor of degree g (also denoted D) on X. We let x be
a K-rational torsion point of the Jacobian of X, i.e., a torsion element of Pic(X), which has the
property that there is a unique effective divisor Dx0 on X such that x = [Dx0 − D]. Finally, we let
P : B → X be a section of p, i.e., an element of X (B).
We denote by Φx,P the unique finite vertical fractional divisor Φ (i.e., with rational coefficients that are not necessarily integral) on X such that P (B) is disjoint from the support of Φ
and (Dx0 − D − Φ, C) = 0 for all irreducible components C of finite fibres of p. It is not difficult
to see that such a Φ exists and that it is unique. We denote by δs the number of singular points in
the geometric fibre at a closed point s of B.
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15.2.1 Theorem The OB -module R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) is a torsion module on B, and we have:
1
1X
(Dx0 , P ) + log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) + (ωX /B , ωX /B ) +
δs log #k(s)
8
8 s
1
1
= (D, P ) − (D + Φx,P , D + Φx,P − ωX /B ) + deg det p∗ ωX /B
2
2
XZ
g
+
log kϑk(Dx0σ − Q) · µσ (Q) + [K : Q] log(2π).
2
Xσ
σ
Here s runs over the closed points of B, and σ runs through the complex embeddings of K.
c ).
We derive Theorem 15.2.1 from three lemmas. For the moment we work in Q ⊗Z Pic(X
15.2.2 Lemma The admissible line bundles OX (Dx0 − D) ⊗ p∗ P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D)∨ and OX (Φx,P )
are numerically equivalent. That is, for any admissible line bundle F on X we have:
(OX (Dx0 − D) ⊗ p∗ P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D)∨ , F ) = (OX (Φx,P ), F ).
Proof In this proof we just write Φ for Φx,P . We denote the first line bundle in the lemma by Ψ.
Since Dx0 − D is torsion, there is a positive integer N such that Ψ⊗N is trivial on the generic fibre
as a classical line bundle (that is, without taking the metrics into account). We have a canonical
∼
isomorphism P ∗ Ψ −→ OB on B. Combining, we find that Ψ⊗N has a rational section s with
divX (s) vertical and with P ∗ s 7→ 1. The latter condition implies that P intersects to zero with
divX (s) for the Arakelov intersection product. On the other hand, as p∗ P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D)∨ is
trivial on the fibres of p over finite places of B, we have (N (Dx0 − D) − divX (s), C) = 0 for all
irreducible components C of fibres of p. Hence in fact Φ = N1 divX (s). To prove the lemma, it
∼
suffices now to prove that Ψ⊗N −→ OX (divX (s)) given by s 7→ 1, with 1 the tautological section,
is an isometry. Because of admissibility, it suffices to check that this is so when restricted to P ;
∼
but here we get the canonical isomorphism P ∗ Ψ −→ OB . This is indeed an isometry by the
definition of Ψ.

15.2.3 Lemma Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 1. Let D0 be an effective divisor on X of degree g satisfying h0 (D0 ) = 1. Then the determinant of cohomology λ(OX (D0 ))
of D0 is identified with H 0 (X, OX (D0 )). Further, the formula:
Z
δ(X)
+
log kϑk(D0 − Q) · µX (Q) = 0
log k1k +
8
X
holds for the length (with respect to Faltings’ metrisation of the determinant of cohomology) of
the tautological section 1 of H 0 (X, OX (D0 )).
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Proof Since h0 (D0 ) = 1, the set of points Q on X such that h0 (D0 − Q) > 0 is finite. Let Q be
a point with h0 (D0 − Q) = 0. According to the axioms for the metrisation of the determinant of
cohomology, the exact sequence:
0 → OX (D0 − Q) → OX (D0 ) → Q∗ Q∗ OX (D0 ) → 0
gives rise to an isometry:
∼

λ(OX (D0 )) −→ λ(OX (D0 − Q)) ⊗ Q∗ OX (D0 ) ∼
= O(−Θ)[OX (D0 − Q)] ⊗ Q∗ OX (D0 ).
Taking the norm on left and right of a tautological section we obtain:
k1k = exp(−δ(X)/8) · kϑk(D0 − Q)−1 · G(D0 , Q).
Taking logarithms and then integrating against µX (Q) gives the result.



15.2.4 Lemma (Noether formula) We have:
X
X
12 deg det p∗ ωX /B = (ωX /B , ωX /B ) +
δs log #k(s) +
δ(Xσ ) − 4g[K : Q] log(2π) ,
s

σ

the first sum running over the closed points of B, the second sum running over the complex
embeddings of K.


Proof See [39] and [85].

Proof [Proof of Theorem 15.2.1] The fact that R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) is a torsion module follows since
generically h1 (Dx0 ) = 0. So let us turn to the formula. We start by noting that
(Dx0 − D, P ) = deg P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D).
According to Lemma 15.2.2, the admissible line bundles OX (Dx0 ) ⊗ p∗ P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D)∨ and
OX (D + Φx,P ) are numerically equivalent. By the Riemann-Roch theorem we then have:
1
deg det Rp∗ (OX (Dx0 )⊗p∗ P ∗ OX (Dx0 −D)∨ ) = (D+Φx,P , D+Φx,P −ωX /B )+deg det p∗ ωX /B .
2
By the projection formula for the determinant of cohomology we can write the left-hand side as:
deg det Rp∗ (OX (Dx0 ) ⊗ p∗ P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D)∨ ) = deg det Rp∗ OX (Dx0 ) − deg P ∗ OX (Dx0 − D) .
Since p∗ OX (Dx0 ) is canonically trivialised by the function 1, the term deg det Rp∗ OX (Dx0 ) can
be computed as:
X
deg det Rp∗ OX (Dx0 ) = −
log k1kσ − log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ),
σ
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where for each complex embedding σ, the norm k1kσ is the length of the tautological section 1
of λ(OXσ (Dx0 )) = H 0 (OXσ (Dx0 )). By Lemma 15.2.3 we can then write:
XZ
X
0
deg det Rp∗ OX (Dx ) =
log kϑkσ (Dx0σ −Q)·µσ (Q)+
δ(Xσ )/8−log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) .
σ

Xσ

σ

Combining everything gives:
1
(Dx0 − D, P ) = − (D + Φx,P , D + Φx,P − ωX /B ) − deg det p∗ ωX /B
2
XZ
X
+
log kϑk(Dx0σ − Q) · µσ (Q) +
δ(Xσ )/8 − log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) .
σ

Xσ

σ

We obtain the required formula upon eliminating
Lemma 15.2.4.

P

σ

δ(Xσ )/8 with the Noether formula,


15.2.5 Theorem We have an upper bound:
X
1
(Dx0 , P ) + log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) ≤ − (D, D − ωX /B ) + 2g 2
δs log #k(s)
2
s∈B
X
g
log kϑkσ,sup + [K : Q] log(2π)
+
2
σ
+

1
deg det p∗ ωX /B + (D, P ) ,
2

where s runs through the closed points of B, and where the supnorm kϑkσ,sup is taken
over Picg−1 (Xσ ).
The upper bound follows directly from Theorem 15.2.1 by using Lemma 15.2.6 below and the
fact that (ωX /B , ωX /B ) ≥ 0 (cf. Thm. 5 of [39]).
15.2.6 Lemma We have an upper bound:
X
1
1
− (D + Φx,P , D + Φx,P − ωX /B ) ≤ − (D, D − ωX /B ) + 2g 2
δs log #k(s) ,
2
2
s∈B
with s running through the closed points of B.
Proof In this proof we just write Φ for Φx,P . By definition we have (Dx0 − D − Φ, Φ) = 0, or
in other words, (Φ, Φ) = (Dx0 − D, Φ). Using this we can write
1
1
1
− (D + Φ, D + Φ − ωX /B ) = − (D, D − ωX /B ) + (Φ, ωX /B − D − Dx0 ) .
2
2
2
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P
Write Φ = C Φ(C) · C and for any finite fibre Fs of p put As := supC |Φ(C)| with C running through the irreducible components of Fs . Since ωX /B , D and Dx0 intersect any irreducible
component C with non-negative multiplicity, we find
!
X
X
1
1
(Φ, ωX /B − D − Dx0 ) ≤
As Fs , ωX /B + D + Dx0 ≤ 2g
As log #k(s) .
2
2
s
s
We are going to prove that As ≤ gδs , and then we are done. So let s be a finite place of B. Let
S0 be the set of irreducible components of Fs , and let S1 be the set of double points on Fs . Let
Γs be the dual graph of Fs (thus, the set of vertices of Γs corresponds to S0 , the set of edges
corresponds to S1 , and the graph is defined by the incidence relations). Choose an orientation
on Γs . This gives rise to the usual source and target maps s and t : S1 → S0 . Consider the
boundary and coboundary maps d∗ = t∗ − s∗ : QS1 → QS0 and d∗ = t∗ − s∗ : QS0 → QS1 .
Then d∗ d∗ : QS0 → QS0 is given by minus the intersection matrix of Fs . In particular, the map
d∗ d∗ sends Φ to the map u : C 7→ −(Φ, C) = (D − Dx0 , C). The kernel of d∗ d∗ consists exactly
of the constant functions, and the image consists of the orthogonal complement of the constant
functions. Now consider the graph Γs as an electric circuit, where each edge has a resistance
of 1 Ohm. By Ohm’s law and by spelling out the maps d∗ and d∗ we see that if we let at each
P
vertex C a current of u(C) Ampère enter the circuit, subject to the condition that C u(C) = 0,
the potentials ϕ(C) at each vertex C will be given, up to addition of a constant function, by
a solution of the equation d∗ d∗ ϕ = u. Hence Φ is the potential corresponding to the current
C 7→ (D − Dx0 , C), normalised by the condition that Φ(CP ) = 0 with CP the component that
P specialises to. We must bound the |Φ(C)| for C varying over S0 . The worst case that may
happen is that Γs is a chain, with D0 and D specialising entirely to the beginning and end point,
respectively. In this case, the biggest potential difference is g · (#S0 − 1) in absolute value, so
that we arrive at |Φ(C)| ≤ g · (#S0 − 1). Now note that Γs is connected and that X/K has split
semi-stable reduction. This gives #S0 − 1 ≤ δs and hence |Φ(C)| ≤ gδs , as required.


16

Bounding the height of X1(pl)

As before, for l > 5 prime, we let Xl be the modular curve X1 (5l), over a suitable base that will
be clear from the notation. We let gl denote the genus of Xl ; we have gl > 1. A model Xl,Z is
given by [61], as well as a model Xl,Z[ζ5l ] that is semi-stable. The aim of this section is to prove a
suitable bound for the stable Faltings height of Xl (see 14.4.5). We will in fact give such a bound
for the modular curves X1 (pl) with p and l distinct primes. Before we get to that, we prove some
intermediate results, that will also be important in the next section.
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16.1 Lemma Let N ≥ 1 be an integer, and let
a a
∗
B2 (N ) :=
BN,M,d
S2 (Γ1 (M ))new
m|N d|(N/M )

be the basis of S2 (Γ1 (N )) as explained in (8.17). Let f =
of B2 (N ). Then we have for all n ≥ 1:

P

n≥1

an (f )q n be an element

|an (f )| ≤ 2n.
∗
Proof As an (BN,M,d
f ) = an/d (f ) (see 8.16), it suffices to treat the case that f is a newform of
some level M dividing N . We use the Weil bounds on the ap (f ) for all primes p. We recall from
Section 1.8 of [22] that we have an equality of formal Dirichlet series:
X
Y
Y
an (f )n−s =
(1 − ap (f )p−s )−1
(1 − αp p−s )−1 (1 − βp p−s )−1
n≥1

p-M

p|M

√
with the following properties. For p - M we have |αp | = |βp | = p. For p|M we have:


ap (f ) = 0
if p2 |M ,




 ap (f ) = 0
if εf factors through (Z/(M/p)Z)× ,

|ap (f )| = p1/2 if εf does not factor through (Z/(M/p)Z)× ,




 |a (f )| = 1
if p2 |M and εf factors through (Z/(M/p)Z)× .
p
Using that:
(1 − ap (f )p−s )−1 =

X

ap (f )k p−sk ,

k≥0

and that:
(1 − αp p−s )−1 (1 − βp p−s )−1 = (

X

X
αpk p−sk )(
βpk p−sk )

k≥0

k≥0

√
we find that for arbitrary n we have |an (f )| ≤ σ0,p (n) n, where σ0,p (n) is the number of positive
divisors of n that are prime to p, and a simple estimate leads to |an (f )| ≤ 2n.

The following lemma states a very well known lower bound for the Petersson norm of a normalised cuspform.
16.2 Lemma Let N ≥ 1 and let ω = f dq/q be the holomorphic 1-form on X1 (N )(C) associated
P
to a cusp form f = n an (f )q n in S2 (Γ1 (N )) with a1 (f ) = 1. Then we have:
Z
i
2
kωk =
ω ∧ ω ≥ πe−4π .
2 X1 (N )
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P
Proof We have ω = n≥1 an (f )q n dq/q in the coordinate q = e2πiz , where z is the standard
coordinate on the upper half plane H. If we let x and y be the real and imaginary parts of z we
have:
i
ω ∧ ω = 4π 2 |f |2 dx dy
2
Let F be the region in H given by the conditions |x| < 1/2 and y > 1. Then:
Z
2
kωk ≥
4π 2 |f (z)|2 dxdy
F
Z 1/2
Z ∞
X
2
2πi(m−n)x
= 4π
am (f )an (f )
e
e−2π(m+n)y dy
m,n≥1

= 4π 2

X

−1/2

1

|an (f )|2 e−4πn /4πn .

n≥1

Taking only the first term (note that a1 (f ) = 1) we obtain kωk2 ≥ πe−4π .



We now specialise to a slightly less special case than our curves Xl : the curves X1 (pl) with p
and l two distinct prime numbers. We call an Atkin-Lehner basis for Ω1 (X1 (pl)) any basis of
Ω1 (X1 (pl)) given by an ordering of the set B2 (pl). We start by describing, in a notation that is
slightly different from the one used in (8.14), the degeneracy maps that are used for the definition
of B2 (pl). This time, we call them source and target maps:


sl : X1 (pl) → X1 (p), (E, P, L) 7→ (E, P )




 tl : X1 (pl) → X1 (p), (E, P, L) 7→ (E/hLi, P )

sp : X1 (pl) → X1 (l),




 t : X (pl) → X (l),
p
1
1

(E, P, L) 7→ (E, L)
(E, P, L) 7→ (E/hP i, L)

where (E, P, L) denotes an elliptic curve E with a point P of order p and a point L of order l.
Note that sl and tl have degree l2 − 1, and that sp and tp have degree p2 − 1. For any integer
M ≥ 1 we denote by Ω1 (X1 (M ))new the set of holomorphic 1-forms in Ω1 (X1 (M )) of the form
f dq/q with f in S2 (X1 (M ))new . Our next goal is to get information on the Gram matrix of an
Atkin-Lehner basis of Ω1 (X1 (pl)). As described above, the contribution to Ω1 (X1 (pl)) of each
f in S2 (Γ1 (pl))new is the subspace Cf dq/q. The contribution of an f in S2 (Γ1 (p))new is the
2-dimensional space generated by s∗l f dq/q and t∗l f dq/q, and, of course, each f in S2 (Γ1 (l))new
contributes the 2-dimensional space generated by s∗p f dq/q and t∗p f dq/q.
16.3 Lemma For f in S2 (Γ1 (l))new and ω = f dq/q we have:
hs∗p ω, s∗p ωi = (p2 − 1)kωk2 ,
ht∗p ω, t∗p ωi = (p2 − 1)kωk2 ,
hs∗p ω, t∗p ωi = (p − 1)ap (f )kωk2 .
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We have similar equalities with p and l switched.
Proof The first two equalities are clear. As to the latter, note first that
Z
Z
Z
i
i
i
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
hsp ω, tp ωi =
s ω ∧ tp ω =
sp,∗ (sp ω ∧ tp ω) =
ω ∧ sp,∗ t∗p ω .
2 X1 (pl) p
2 X1 (l)
2 X1 (l)
Next note that sp : X1 (pl) → X1 (l) and tp : X1 (pl) → X1 (l) factor through the forget map
X1 (pl) → X1 (l; p) where the latter curve corresponds to the moduli problem (E, P, G) with
P of order l and G a subgroup of order p. This forget map has degree p − 1, and the correspondence on X1 (l) induced by X1 (l; p) is the standard Hecke correspondence Tp . We find that
sp,∗ t∗p ω = (p − 1)Tp∗ ω. By the standard relation between eigenvalues and q-coefficients we have
Tp∗ ω = ap (f )ω, so finally:
Z
i
∗
∗
ω ∧ (p − 1)Tp∗ ω = (p − 1)ap (f )kωk2
hsp ω, tp ωi =
2 X1 (l)


as required.

16.4 Corollary Let p and l be two distinct primes. The structure of the Gram matrix (hωi , ωj i)i,j
of holomorphic 1-forms associated to an Atkin-Lehner basis for Ω1 (X1 (pl)) is as follows.
Two subspaces associated to distinct elements of the union of S2 (Γ1 (pl))new , S2 (Γ1 (l))new and
S2 (Γ1 (p))new are orthogonal to each other, hence the Gram matrix decomposes into blocks corresponding to these subspaces. The contribution of an element f in S2 (Γ1 (pl))new is the 1-by-1
block kf dq/qk2 . The contribution of an element f in S2 (Γ1 (l))new is the 2-by-2 block:
!
p
+
1
a
(f
)
p
,
(p − 1)kf dq/qk2
ap (f ) p + 1
where the norm kf dq/qk2 is taken on X1 (l)). The contribution of an element f in S2 (Γ1 (p))new
is the 2-by-2 block:
!
a
(f
)
l
+
1
l
(l − 1)kf dq/qk2
,
al (f ) l + 1
where the norm kf dq/qk2 taken on X1 (l).
16.5 Corollary The determinant of the Gram matrix of the holomorphic 1-forms associated to
an Atkin-Lehner basis for Ω1 (X1 (pl)) is bounded below by (πe−4π )g/2 .
Proof By the Weil bounds, the determinant of a 2-by-2 block as in Corollary 16.4 is bounded
below by kf dq/qk2 . We obtain our corollary by invoking Lemma 16.2.
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16.6 Corollary The Arakelov (1,1)-form µ on X1 (pl) is given by:
X
i
µ=
ω∧ω
2gkωk2
ω


X (i/2g) (p + 1)s∗p ω ∧ s∗p ω + (p + 1)t∗p ω ∧ t∗p ω − ap (f )s∗p ω ∧ t∗p ω − ap (f )t∗p ω ∧ s∗p ω
+
,
(p − 1)kωk2 ((p + 1)2 − |ap (f )|2 )
ω


X (i/2g) (l + 1)s∗l ω ∧ s∗l ω + (l + 1)t∗l ω ∧ t∗l ω − al (f )s∗l ω ∧ t∗l ω − al (f )t∗l ω ∧ s∗l ω
+
(l − 1)kωk2 ((l + 1)2 − |al (f )|2 )
ω
the first sum running over Ω1 (X1 (pl))new , the second sum running over Ω1 (X1 (l))new , the third
sum running over Ω1 (X1 (p))new .
Proof Consider first an arbitrary compact Riemann surface X and let ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) be an
arbitrary basis of Ω1 (X). Let a be the g-by-g matrix given by ai,j = hωi , ωj i. Note that a = at .
Let b = at,−1 , the inverse of the transpose of a. Then we claim that the Arakelov (1, 1)-form on
X can be written as:
i X
µ=
bi,j ωi ∧ ωj .
2g i,j
To see this, note that for ω an orthonormal basis this is the correct expression, and that changing
to ω 0 = ω·g with any invertible g does not change µ, as one may directly calculate.
In our case, the basis (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) that we take is an Atkin-Lehner basis as above. Using
Corollary 16.4 one obtains the expression that we gave.

We remark that Abbes and Ullmo have determined the Arakelov (1, 1)-form on X0 (n) for all
square free n ≥ 1 such that X0 (n) has genus at least one in [1]. It should not be hard to
generalise their result to X1 (n) for square free n.
Now we arrive at the main result of this section. We recall that the Faltings height of a curve,
and its stable or absolute version, have been briefly described in (14.4.6).
16.7 Theorem For the stable Faltings height of X = X1 (pl), for distinct prime numbers p and l,
one has:
habs (X) = O((pl)2 log(pl)).
Proof This proof is an adaptation of an argument in Section 5 of [10] where the case X0 (p)
with p prime was treated. We may and do assume that X1 (pl) has genus at least one.
We start with a general observation. For XK a curve over a number field, and K → L a finite
extension, we claim that:
[L : Q]−1 hL (XL ) ≤ [K : Q]−1 hK (XK ).
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This inequality simply results from the fact that for the Néron models of the Jacobians the identity
morphism on the generic fibres extends to a morphism:
(JOK )OL −→ JOL .
Because of this observation it suffices to establish the bound of the theorem for the hQ (Xµ (pl)Q ),
where Xµ (pl)Q denotes the modular curve corresponding to elliptic curves with an embedding
of µpl . The reason for considering this variant of X1 (pl) is that the cusp ∞ of Xµ (n) is Qrational for all n. Of course, X1 (n)Q and Xµ (n)Q become isomorphic over Q(ζn ). For more
details about these Xµ (n) we refer to sections 9.3 and 12.3 of [28]. We let X be the model
over Z of XQ obtained by normalisation of the j-line P1Z in the function field of XQ . As X is
proper over Z, the Q-rational point ∞ extends to an element ∞ in X(Z), which is known to lie
in the open part X sm of X where the structure morphism to Spec(Z) is smooth.
We let J be the Néron model over Z of the Jacobian of the curve XQ . Then, by the defining
property, the embedding of XQ into JQ that sends ∞ to 0 extends to a morphism from X sm
to J. This morphism induces via pullback of differential forms a morphism from Cot0 (J) to
S(Z), the sub-Z-module of Ω1 (XQ ) of forms whose q-expansion at ∞ has coefficients in Q
(see around (9.9)). As Cot0 (J) and S(Z) are both Z-structures on Ω1 (X(C)), we have (see
around (14.4.5)):
hQ (XQ ) = deg(

g
^

0∗ Cot0 (J)) = − log Vol((R ⊗ Cot0 (J))/ Cot0 (J))

≤ − log Vol(R ⊗ S(Z)/S(Z)),
where the volume form on R ⊗ Cot0 (J) comes from integration over J(C), and that on R ⊗ S(Z)
from integration over X(C).
Let T ⊂ End(J) be the Hecke algebra, generated by all Ti , i ≥ 1, and the hai, a in (Z/plZ)× .
We have a perfect pairing (see (9.9)):
T × S(Z) → Z,

(t, ω) 7→ a1 (tω).

Using the duality we can write:
− log Vol(R ⊗ S(Z)/S(Z)) = log Vol(R ⊗ T/T)
where in the latter the volume form is dual to the earlier one. Now consider an Atkin-Lehner
basis (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) of Ω1 (X)C . Let Vol0 denote the volume with respect to the volume form on
R ⊗ T induced by the one on C ⊗ S(Z) for which the basis (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) is an orthonormal basis.
Then we have:
1
log Vol(R ⊗ T/T) = log Vol0 (R ⊗ T/T) − log det(hωi , ωj i) .
2
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By Corollary 16.5 we have:
− log det(hωi , ωj i) ≤ g(4π − log π)/2 = O((pl)2 ).
It remains to bound log Vol0 (R ⊗ T/T). Let Γ be the set of integers i ≥ 1 such that there exists
an ω in Ω1 (X(C)) with a zero of exact order i − 1 at ∞. We can write Γ = {i1 , . . . , ig } with:
1 = i1 < i2 < . . . < ig < 2g − 2.
It follows that the Z-submodule T0 of T generated by the Tij has finite index. We thus find:
log Vol(R ⊗ T/T) ≤ log Vol0 (R ⊗ T0 /T0 ) −

1
log det(hωi , ωj i) .
2

Now we have g = r1 + 2r2 , where r1 is the number of elements of our basis (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) of
C ⊗ T∨ that are fixed by the complex conjugation. We let:
φ : R ⊗ T −→ Rr1 × Cr2 × Cr2 −→ Rr1 × Cr2
be the map obtained from our basis (each ωi gives t 7→ a1 (tωi )), composed with the projection.
We view Rr1 × Cr2 as Rg by decomposing each factor C as R ⊕ Ri. Then we have:
Vol0 (R ⊗ T/T0 ) = 2r2 | det(φ(Ti1 ), . . . , φ(Tig ))|.
By construction, each φ(Tij )k is the real or imaginary part of some aij (ωl ).
Lemma 16.1 we have:
|φ(Tij )k | ≤ 2ij .
We obtain:

Hence by

g
Y
√
| det(φ(Ti1 ), . . . , φ(Tig ))| ≤
(2ij g) ≤ (4g 2 )g .
j=1

Hence, finally:
log Vol0 (R ⊗ T/T) ≤ r2 log 2 + g(log 4 + 2 log g).
Noting that r2 ≤ g/2 and that g = O((pl)2 ) completes our proof.

17



Bounding the theta function on Picg−1(X1(pl))

The aim of this section is to give a bound for the supnorm of the theta function that occurs in
Theorem 15.2.5.
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17.1 Theorem For X = X1 (pl), with p and l distinct primes for which the genus of X1 (pl) is at
least one, we have log kϑksup = O((pl)6 ) .
We need two lemmas, which are possibly of independent interest.
17.2 Lemma Let X = V /Λ be a principally polarised complex Abelian variety and let
H : V × V → C be its Riemann form. Let λ1 , . . . , λ2g be the successive minima of the lattice Λ, with norm defined by kxk2 = H(x, x). Then for any symplectic basis (e1 , . . . , e2g ) of Λ
one has
p
(2g)! V2g
det =(τ ) ≤ g
λg+1 · · · λ2g ,
2 Vg
where τ is the period matrix in Hg corresponding to (e1 , . . . , e2g ). Here Vn denotes the volume
of the unit ball in Rn with its standard euclidean inner product.
Proof We start by considering the lattice M = Z · e1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Z · eg in the real subvector space
W = R · e1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ R · eg of V . Denote by µ1 , . . . , µg the successive minima of M , where
the norm is given by restricting H to W (note that M is isotropic for the symplectic form, so
that H takes real values on W ). We have (H(ei , ej ))i,j = (=(τ ))−1 , so that the volume (with
respect to the inner product on W given by H) of W/M is equal to (det =(τ ))−1/2 , and hence
by Minkowski’s second fundamental inequality:
µ1 · · · µg ≤ 2g

(det =(τ ))−1/2
.
Vg

On the other hand we have:
µ1 · · · µg ≥ λ1 · · · λg = (λ1 · · · λ2g ) · (λg+1 · · · λ2g )−1
and since the volume of V /Λ is 1 we obtain by Minkowski’s first fundamental inequality:
λ1 · · · λ2g

22g 1
≥
.
(2g)! V2g

Combining we find a lower bound:
µ1 · · · µg ≥

22g 1
· (λg+1 · · · λ2g )−1 .
(2g)! V2g

Combining this with the upper bound for µ1 · · · µg we obtain the required formula.



17.3 Lemma Let N ≥ 3 be an integer. The group Γ1 (N ) is generated by its elements g whose
entries are bounded from above in absolute value by N 6 /4.
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Proof We first note the following: let G be a group, and let S ⊂ G be a set of generators. Let
X be a transitive G-set and let x be in X. For each y in X, let gy be an element of G such that
−1
sgy , for s in S and y in X, form a system of
gy x = y; we demand that gx = 1. Then the gsy
generators for the stabiliser Gx of x. To see this, first replace S by S ∪ S −1 . Let g be in Gx .
Write g = sn · · · s1 with si in S. Then we can write:
sg
s g · · · gs−1
g = sn · · · s1 = gs−1
n y n n yn
1 y1 1 y1

with yi = (si−1 · · · s1 )x.

The equality holds because si yi = yi+1 , and gy1 = 1 and gsn yn = 1. Now we apply this
to our case. We take G = SL2 (Z), and we take X to be the subset of (Z/N Z)2 consisting
of the elements of order N . This is a transitive G-set. We let x = (1, 0); then Gx is identified
with Γ1 (N ). Let S be the set consisting of ( 10 11 ) and ( 11 01 ) and their inverses. Then S generates G.
We now apply the previous argument to find generators of Γ1 (N ). So let y = (a, b) be in X.
Then, thinking of Z/N Z as the product of its local rings, we see that there is a u in Z with
|u| ≤ N/2 and a + bu in (Z/N Z)× . Put a1 := a + bu and b1 := b. Then:
!
! !
a1
1 u
a
=
.
b1
0 1
b
Next, there is a v in Z with |v| ≤ N/2 and b1 + a1 v = 1 mod N , i.e.:
!
!
!
a1
1 0
a1
=
mod N.
1
v 1
b1
Finally, let w be in Z with |w| ≤ N/2 and with image a1 in Z/N Z. Then one has:
!
!
!
!
! !
a
1 −u
1 0
1 w
0 −1
1
=
mod N.
b
0 1
−v 1
0 1
1 0
0
Writing out, we have:
!
!
!
!
1 −u
1 0
1 w
0 −1
=
0 1
−v 1
0 1
1 0

w − u(1 − vw) −1 − uv
1 − vw
v

!

so that we can put:
gy = g(a,b) =

!
w − u(1 − vw) −1 − uv
.
1 − vw
v

The absolute values of the coefficients of g(a,b) are smaller than N 3 /4, if N ≥ 3, and the lemma
follows.
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Proof [Proof of Theorem 17.1] Recall that kϑk(z; τ ) is given by:
kϑk(z; τ ) = (det =(τ ))1/4 exp(−π t y(=(τ ))−1 y)|ϑ(z; τ )|,
where y = =(z) and where τ is a period matrix in the Siegel upper half plane Hg corresponding
to X. We first deal with the factor det =(τ ) and for this we invoke Lemma 17.2. Choose once
more an Atkin-Lehner basis (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) for Ω1 (X). Using the dual basis in Ω1 (X)∨ we write:
Z
g
g
J(X) = C /Λ with Λ = Image(H1 (X, Z) → C : γ 7→ (ω1 , . . . , ωg )).
γ

The polarisation form for J(X) is given by:
(z, w) 7→ t z · (hωi , ωj i)−1
i,j · w.
Denote by k · kP the corresponding norm on Cg . We also consider the standard hermitian inner
product on Cg , which is just (z, w) 7→ t z · w. Here we denote the corresponding norm by k · kE .
From the next two lemmas we obtain
(λg+1 · · · λ2g )2 ≤ ge4π (pl)46 /π

g

and hence, by Lemma 17.2, the estimate:
log(det =(τ )) = O((pl)2 log(pl)).

17.4 Lemma The lattice Λ is generated by its elements x with kxk2E ≤ g·(pl)46 .
Proof For the moment put N = pl. Following the natural surjections:
Γ1 (N )  Γ1 (N )ab = H1 (Y1 (N ), Z)  H1 (X1 (N ), Z)
we see that any set of generators for Γ1 (N ) gives generators for H1 (X1 (N ), Z). We will take
generators for Γ1 (N ) as given by Lemma 17.3. In particular, the absolute values of their coefficients are bounded by N 6 /4. We have to see now what this implies for kxkE for corresponding
elements x of Λ. Concretely, choose a g = ( ac db ) in Γ1 (N ). The image in Λ can be given as
follows: choose any z in H and any path in H from z to gz. This gives us a loop in X1 (N ), and
the class of that loop is the image of g in H1 (X1 (N ), Z). In order to get to Λ we compute the
periods of (ω1 , . . . , ωg ) around this loop. We want to get bounds for these periods. In order to do
this, note first that we can assume that c 6= 0. Indeed, the g with c = 0 are unipotent, hence have
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trivial image in H1 (X1 (N ), Z). Now we make the following choices: first we take a z in H with
=(z) = =(gz). Since =(gz) = |cz + d|−2 =(z) this implies |cz + d| = 1, i.e. z = −d/c + i/|c|.
Second, the path that we take is the straight line from z to gz. We have |c| ≥ N because g is
in Γ1 (N ). Using furthermore that the absolute values of the coefficients of g are bounded by
N 6 /4 we get |gz − z| ≤ |az + b| + |z| ≤ N 11 /10. For the period of an element ω = f dq/q of
the Atkin-Lehner basis we obtain from this that:
Z gz
Z gz
2πN 11
ω =
f (dq)/q ≤
kf k,
10
z
z
where kf k denotes the supnorm of f on the straight line from z to gz. When writing
P
f = n≥1 an (f )q n we have |an (f )| ≤ 2n by Lemma 16.1. Noting furthermore that that we
have =z = |c|−1 ≥ 4/N 6 it follows that:
kf k ≤ 2

X

ne−8πN

−6 n

=

2r
,
(1 − r)2

Z

gz

n≥1

Hence:
6

2

kf k ≤ (N /4π) ,

and
z

6

where r = e−8π/N .

2π 11
N
f (dq)/q ≤
10



N6
4π

2

≤ N 23


and the lemma follows.
17.5 Lemma For any x in Cg we have the estimate kxk2P ≤ (e4π /π)kxk2E .

Proof By Lemma 16.4 the matrix (hωi , ωj i)−1 is almost diagonal, having in fact diagonal elements 1/kωk2 corresponding to newforms ω on X1 (pl), and 2-by-2 blocks corresponding to
newforms ω on X1 (l) and X1 (p), these blocks being:
!
p
+
1
−a
(ω)
1
p
,
2
2
2
(p − 1)kωk ((p + 1) − |ap (ω)| ) −ap (ω) p + 1
and similarly for X1 (p). A short calculation shows that for any (z1 , z2 ) in C2 one has:
!
!

p + 1 −ap (ω)
z1
1
2
2
(z
,
z
)
≤
|z
|
+
|z
|
,
1
2
1
2
(p − 1)((p + 1)2 − |ap (ω)|2 )
−ap (ω) p + 1
z2
and similarly for X1 (p), so that all in all one gets:
k(z1 , . . . , zg )k2P ≤

|z1 |2
|zg |2
+
·
·
·
+
.
kω1 k2
kωg k2

The lemma follows by the lower bound from Lemma 16.2.
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Next we consider the factor exp(−π t y(=(τ ))−1 y)|ϑ(z; τ )|. Since in our previous estimates the
choice of τ was irrelevant, it will cause no loss of generality here if we restrict to τ lying in the
so-called Siegel fundamental domain Fg , which is the set of τ = x + iy satisfying the conditions:
1. for each entry xij of x one has |xij | ≤ 21 ,
2. for all τ in Fg and all γ in Sp(2g, Z) one has det =(γ · τ ) ≤ det =(τ ),
3. y is Minkowski reduced, i.e. for each ξ = (ξ1 , . . . , ξg ) ∈ Zg and each i
such that ξi , . . . , ξg are non-zero, one has ξ y t ξ ≥ yii and moreover, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ g − 1 one has yi,i+1 ≥ 0.
It is well known that Fg contains at least one representative from each Sp(2g, Z)-orbit on Hg .
We claim that for τ in Fg the estimate:
exp(−π t y(=(τ ))−1 y)|ϑ(z; τ )| ≤ 23g

3 +5g

holds, for all z in Cg . Thus, this factor gives us a contribution O((pl)6 ). In order to prove the
estimate, write y = =(z) = (=(τ )) · b with b in Rg . Then it is easy to see that:
X
exp(−π t (n + b)(=(τ ))(n + b)) .
exp(−π t y(=(τ ))−1 y)|ϑ(z; τ )| ≤
n∈Zg

Since the =(τ ) are Minkowski reduced we have, for any m in Rg (cf. [57], V §4):
t

m=(τ )m ≥ c(g)

g
X

m2i (=(τ ))ii


with

c(g) =

i=1

Moreover, we have (=(τ ))i,i ≥
X

√

4
g3

g−1  g(g−1)/2
3
.
4

3/2 for i = 1, . . . , g. From this we derive:

exp(−π t (n + b)(=(τ ))(n + b)) ≤

n∈Zg

X

exp −

n∈Zg
g

≤

YX

g
X

!
πc(g)(ni + bi )2 (=(τ ))i,i

i=1

exp(−πc(g)(ni + bi )2 (=(τ ))i,i )

i=1 ni ∈Z
g
Y

2
1 − exp(−πc(g)(=(τ ))ii )
i=1

g
2
g
≤2 1+ √
.
3πc(g)
≤

From this and the formula for c(g) the required estimate follows and the proof of Theorem 17.1
is finished.
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Upper bounds for Arakelov Green functions on the X1(pl)

The aim of this section is to give an upper bound for the Arakelov Green functions on the curves
X1 (pl) that will enable us to bound from above the contributions of the intersection numbers in
the right hand side of the inequality in Theorem 15.2.5. As the Xl (C) are compact, it is clear
that for each l such an upper bound exists, but we need such upper bounds that grow as most as
a power of l.
In order to establish such upper bounds we will use a result of Franz Merkl on Green functions
on arbitrary Riemann surfaces that is given in the next subsection. The bound for the Arakelov
Green functions on the modular curves X1 (pl) will then be given in the second subsection of this
section.
Instead of using the result of Merkl for our work we could certainly also have used recent
work by Jorgenson and Kramer in [59]. The results of Jorgenson and Kramer date back to the
same time as those of Merkl (early Spring 2004). We chose to use Merkl’s results because his
approach is more elementary, and we had the details earlier than those of Jorgenson and Kramer.

18.1

An upper bound for Green functions on Riemann surfaces, by Franz
Merkl

The contents of this section have been provided by Franz Merkl, already in February 2004.
We begin with explaining the setup and the results of this subsection. Let X be a compact
R
Riemann surface, endowed with a 2-form µ ≥ 0 that fulfills X µ = 1. Let ∗ denote rotation by
90◦ in the cotangential spaces (with respect to the holomorphic structure); in a coordinate z this
means ∗dz = −idz, ∗dz̄ = idz̄. In particular, the Laplace operator on real C ∞ functions on X
¯ For a, b ∈ X, let ga,b denote the (unique) solution on X (in the
can be written as d ∗ d = 2i∂ ∂.
sense of distributions) of:
d ∗ dga,b = δa − δb
with the normalising condition:
Z
ga,b µ = 0.
X

Furthermore, let:

Z
ga,µ (x) :=

ga,b (x) µ(b).
b∈X

Then we have:
d ∗ dga,µ (x) = δa − µ
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in the sense of distributions, and:

Z
ga,µ µ = 0.
X

We consider an atlas of X consisting of n local coordinates:
z (j) : U (j) → C,

j = 1, . . . , n,

such that each range z (j) [U (j) ] contains the closed unit disk. For any radius 0 < r ≤ 1 and
(j)
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define the disk Ur = {P ∈ U (j) | |z (j) (P )| < r}. We fix a radius
0 < r1 < 1 once and for all. Our aim is to prove the following result.
(j)

18.1.1 Theorem Assume that the open sets Ur1 with j in {1, . . . , n} cover X. Next, assume
that c1 is a positive real number such that for all j in {1, . . . , n} we have:
(j)

µ ≤ c1 |dz (j) ∧ dz̄ (j) | on U1 .
Finally, assume that for all j and k in {1, . . . , n}:
sup
(j)

(k)

U1 ∩U1

dz (j)
≤M
dz (k)

holds with some constant M ≥ 1. Then for some positive constants c7 , c9 , c10 and c11 , depending
only on r1 , we have, for all a in X:
ga,µ ≤ n(c10 + c1 c11 + c7 log M ) +

log 2
2π

(j)

and, for all j such that a ∈ Ur1 :
lim ga,µ (x) −

x→a

1
log M
log |z (j) (x) − z (j) (a)| ≤ n(c10 + c1 c11 + c7 log M ) +
+ c9 .
2π
2π

We start by considering just one coordinate z = z (j) for a fixed j. To simplify the notation in
this section, we drop the superscript (j) in U = U (j) , z = z (j) , and so on. We fix three radii
0 < r1 < r2 < r3 < 1 once and for all. The radii r2 and r3 should depend only on r1 ; e.g.
r2 = (2r1 + 1)/3, r3 = (r1 + 2)/3 is an admissible choice. Furthermore, we fix a partition of
unity: let χ : X → [0, 1] be a C ∞ function with χ = 0 on X − U1 , χ = 1 on Ur2 , and set
χc = 1 − χ. More specifically, we take χ = χ̃(|z|) on U1 with a smooth function χ̃ : R → [0, 1]
such that χ̃(r) = 0 for r ≥ 1, and χ̃(r) = 1 for r ≤ r2 . The shape function χ̃ may be taken
independently of X and the choice of the coordinate z, only depending on r2 .
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We shall use the 2-norm of a (real valued) 1-form ω over a measurable set Y ⊆ X defined
by:
1/2

Z
kωkY :=

ω ∧ ∗ω

 Z
1/2
= 2i ω1,0 ∧ ω0,1
,

Y

Y

where ω = ω1,0 + ω0,1 is the decomposition of ω in its components in T(1,0) X and T(0,1) X. In the
case Y = X, we just write kωk for kωkX .
Given a and b in Ur1 , we define the following function, having logarithmic singularities in a
and b:
1
(z − z(a))(z(a)z − 1)
fa,b :=
log
on U1 .
2π
(z − z(b))(z(b)z − 1)
Note that the singularities at 1/z(a) and 1/z(b) do not lie within the unit disk. We note that:
d ∗ dfa,b = δa − δb
holds on U1 in the sense of distributions, and that fa,b fulfills Neumann boundary conditions
on ∂U1 . To see this, note that the meromorphic function on U1 :
(z − z(a))(z(a)z − 1)
(z − z(b))(z(b)z − 1)

=

(z − z(a))( z1 − z(a))
(z − z(b))( z1 − z(b))

takes positive real values on ∂U1 .
Finally, for a ∈ Ur1 , we set:
la :=

1
χ log |z − z(a)|
2π

on U1 , extended by 0 to X.
Our first step in the proof of Theorem 18.1.1 is the following key lemma.
18.1.2 Lemma For a and b in Ur1 , the supremum supX |ga,b − la + lb | is bounded by a constant
c2 = c4 + c1 c5 , with c4 , c5 depending only on r1 .
18.1.3 Remark Note that ga,b −la +lb has removable singularities at a and b, since the logarithmic
singularities cancel. The constant c2 is uniform in the choice of the Riemann surface X, and
uniform in the choice of a, b ∈ Ur1 . The choice of the coordinate z influences c2 only via the
dependence of c1 on the choice of z. The radii r2 , r3 and the shape function χ̃ are viewed as
r1 -dependent parameters; this is why we need not emphasise in the lemma that c2 also depends
on these quantities.
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Proof (of Lemma 18.1.2) We define the 2-form:
ua,b := d ∗ d(χc fa,b ) on U1 − Ur1
and extend it by 0 to the whole surface X. Note that ua,b is supported in U1 − Ur2 , since χc varies
only there, and since fa,b is harmonic. Consider the variational principle on square integrable
1-forms:
!
kωk2 = minimal
with the constraint:
d ∗ ω = ua,b
in the sense of distributions. Writing the constraint with test functions, we see that the minimisation problem is taken over the following closed affine linear subspace of L2 (X, T ∗ X):
Z
Z
2
∗
gua,b for all g ∈ C ∞ (X)}.
dg ∧ ∗ω =
V = {ω ∈ L (X, T X) : −
X

X

The space V is nonempty, since ω̃a,b ∈ V holds for the following 1-form:
(
d(χc fa,b ) on U1 − Ur1 ,
ω̃a,b =
0
otherwise.
Indeed, using Stokes’ theorem, we have:
Z
Z
−
dg ∧ ∗ω̃a,b = −
dg ∧ ∗ω̃a,b
X
U1
Z
Z
=−
g ∗ ω̃a,b +
∂U1

g d ∗ ω̃a,b .

U1

The first summand in the last expression vanishes by the Neumann boundary conditions of
χc fa,b = fa,b on ∂U1 , and the second summand equals:
Z
Z
g d ∗ ω̃a,b =
gua,b
U1

X

by the definition of ua,b .
Our minimisation problem has a unique solution ωa,b ∈ V . It fulfills:
Z
(18.1.4)
ωa,b ∧ σ = 0 for all closed C ∞ 1-forms σ.
X

Indeed: if dσ = 0, then ωa,b + t ∗ σ ∈ V holds for all t ∈ R, since ωa,b ∈ V and
d ∗ (∗σ) = −dσ = 0. Thus:
Z
d
2
= −2
ωa,b ∧ σ.
0 = kωa,b + t ∗ σk
dt
X
t=0
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In particular,
Z
ωa,b ∧ dg = 0
X

for all g ∈ C ∞ (X), i.e. dωa,b = 0 in the sense of distributions. Since d ∗ ωa,b = ua,b and
dωa,b = 0, we get that ωa,b is smooth by elliptic regularity, and then (18.1.4) implies that ωa,b is
exact:
ωa,b = dg̃a,b
for some g̃a,b ∈ C ∞ (X); see for example [Fo], Corollary 19.13. We normalise g̃a,b such that:
Z
(18.1.5)
g̃a,b µ = 0,
X

to make it uniquely determined.
Now we remark that:

Z
ga,b = g̃a,b + χfa,b −

χfa,b µ.
X

Indeed, first of all:
d ∗ dga,b = δa − δb .
R
This is clear outside the support of χ, since there ga,b = g̃a,b − X χfa,b µ is harmonic. On U1 , we
have:
d ∗ dga,b = ua,b − ua,b + δa − δb = δa − δb ;
note that d ∗ d(χc fa,b ) = ua,b holds on U1 , since fa,b is harmonic on U1 ∩ Supp(χc ). Furthermore:
Z
ga,b µ = 0
X

holds by construction.
The function:
(1)

ga,b = g̃a,b + χfa,b
is harmonic on X − {a, b}, and:
(2)

ga,b = g̃a,b − χc fa,b
is harmonic on U1 ; in particular both functions are harmonic on the annulus A := U1 − Ur2 . Now
for every harmonic function g on A, we have a bound:
max g − min g ≤ c3 kdgkA
∂Ur3

∂Ur3

with some positive constant c3 depending only on r2 and r3 ; note that the circle ∂Ur3 is relatively
(2)
compact in the annulus A. We bound kdga,b kA from above:
(2)

kdga,b kA ≤ kdg̃a,b kA + kd(χc fa,b )kA .
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We estimate the first summand as follows, using that ωa,b = dg̃a,b solves the above variational
problem:
kdg̃a,b kA ≤ kdg̃a,b k = kωa,b k ≤ kω̃a,b k = kω̃a,b kA = kd(χc fa,b )kA ;
we used that ω̃a,b is supported in A. Thus we have:
(2)

kdga,b k ≤ 2kd(χc fa,b )kA ,
which is bounded by a constant, uniformly in a and b in Ur1 .
(1)
(1)
(2)
This also allows us to estimate ga,b : on A, we know ga,b = ga,b + fa,b , hence:
(1)

(2)

kdga,b kA ≤ kdga,b kA + kdfa,b kA ≤ 2kd(χc fa,b )kA + kdfa,b kA .
Both summands on the right hand side are bounded by constants, only depending on r1 and r2 ,
but uniformly in a and b in Ur1 . To summarise, we have shown that:
(j)

(j)

max ga,b − min ga,b
∂Ur3

∂Ur3

(1)

(j = 1, 2) are uniformly bounded by a constant depending only on r1 , r2 , and r3 . However, ga,b
(2)
is harmonic on X − Ur3 , and ga,b is harmonic on Ur3 , which both have the same boundary ∂Ur3 .
Thus, by the maximum principle,
(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

max ga,b − min ga,b = max ga,b − min ga,b

X−Ur3

X−Ur3

∂Ur3

∂Ur3

and:
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

max ga,b − min ga,b = max ga,b − min ga,b .
Ur3

∂Ur3

Ur3

∂Ur3

Furthermore, maxX−Ur3 |χfa,b | and maxUr3 |χc fa,b | are bounded, uniformly in a and b in Ur1 , by a
(1)

(2)

constant only depending on r1 and r3 . Using g̃a,b = ga,b −χfa,b on X −Ur3 and g̃a,b = ga,b +χc fa,b
on Ur3 , we conclude that maxX g̃a,b −minX g̃a,b is bounded on X = (X −Ur3 )∪Ur3 by a constant
c6 only depending on the radii r1 , r2 and r3 . Using the normalisation condition (18.1.5), we know
that:
max g̃a,b ≥ 0 ≥ min g̃a,b
X

X

holds; thus:
max |g̃a,b | ≤ max g̃a,b − min g̃a,b
X

X

X

is also bounded by the same constant.
From this we get a bound for:
Z
ga,b − χfa,b = g̃a,b −

χfa,b µ.
X
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Indeed, we estimate:
Z

Z

Z

χfa,b µ ≤
X

|fa,b |µ ≤ c1
U1

|fa,b dz ∧ dz̄|,
U1

which is uniformly bounded for a, b ∈ Ur1 by a constant c1 c5 with c5 depending only on r1 ;
note that the logarithmic singularities are integrable. Combining the bounds for maxX |g̃a,b | and
R
χfa,b µ , we conclude that supX |ga,b − χfa,b | is bounded by a constant c6 + c1 c5 with c6 , c5
X
depending on r1 . Since:
sup |χfa,b − la + lb | =
X

1
z(a)z − 1
sup χ log
2π U1
z(b)z − 1

is bounded, uniformly in a, b ∈ Ur1 and X, the key lemma follows (with c4 being the sum of c6
and the uniform upper bound last mentioned).

Proof (of Theorem 18.1.1) Since we now work with varying coordinates, we include again the
(j)
superscript coordinate index (j) in the coordinate z (j) , its domain U (j) , but also in Ur , χ(j) ,
(j)
and la .
18.1.6 Lemma Consider two coordinates z (j) and z (k) , with 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n. Assume that
(j)
(k)
(j)
(k)
x ∈ Ur1 ∩ Ur1 and y ∈ Ur2 with |z (j) (y) − z (j) (x)| < (r2 − r1 )/M . Then y ∈ Ur2 holds.
(j)

(k)

Proof The intersection Ur1 ∩ Ur1 is an open neighbourhood of x. Assume that there ex(j)
(k)
ists y ∈ U r2 with |z (j) (y) − z (j) (x)| < (r2 − r1 )/M and y ∈
/ Ur2 . Then there is also
(j)

(k)

such a point y with minimal distance |z (j) (y) − z (j) (x)| from x, since U r2 − Ur2 is com(k)

pact. For this point y, we conclude y ∈ ∂Ur2
(j)

(k)

⊆ U r2 , and the straight line from x to y

(k)

in the z (j) -coordinate is contained in U r2 ∩ U r2 . By the mean value theorem, we conclude
|z (k) (y) − z (k) (x)| ≤ M |z (j) (y) − z (j) (x)| < r2 − r1 , hence |z (k) (y)| < r2 , since |z (k) (x)| ≤ r1 .
(k)
This contradicts y ∈ ∂Ur2 .

We choose a smooth partition of unity φ(j) : X → [0, 1], j = 1, . . . , n, such that φ(j) is supported
(j)
in Ur1 . For a ∈ X, we set:
X
ha :=
φ(j) (a)la(j) .
j

(k)

18.1.7 Lemma Let a ∈ Ur1 , y ∈ X, y 6= a. Then we have:
la(k) (y) ≤
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log 2
.
2π

(k)

Proof This follows immediately from the definition of la , since |z (k) (y) − z (k) (a)| ≤ 2 whenever y ∈ Supp(χ(k) ).

18.1.8 Lemma For all a, b ∈ X we have the inequality:
sup |ga,b − ha + hb | ≤ n(c10 + c1 c5 + c7 log M )
X

with constants c10 , c5 , and c7 depending only on r1 .
(k)

(j)

Proof We first show for a ∈ Ur1 ∩ Ur1 that:
sup |la(k) − la(j) | ≤
X

1
[log M + | log(r2 − r1 )| + log 2].
2π
(k)

(j)

To prove this, let y ∈ X. We distinguish 3 cases to prove that la (y) − la (y) is bounded from
above by the right hand side.
(j)

case 1: y ∈ U1 with |z (j) (y) − z (j) (a)| < (r2 − r1 )/M . In particular, we have
(j)
|z (j) (y)| < |z (j) (a)| + (r2 − r1 )/M ≤ r2 (recall that M ≥ 1), hence a, y ∈ Ur2 . Conse(j)
quently, the straight line [a, y](j) from a to y in the z (j) -coordinate is contained in Ur2 . Then
(k)
Lemma 18.1.6 implies that [a, y](j) ⊆ Ur2 . Using χ(j) (y) = χ(k) (y) = 1, we conclude by the
mean value theorem that:
la(k) (y)

−

la(j) (y)

1
log M
z (k) (y) − z (k) (a)
=
log (j)
≤
,
(j)
2π
z (y) − z (a)
2π

which is bounded by the right hand side.
case 2:

(j)

(j)

y∈
/ U1 . Then la (y) = 0, and we conclude, using Lemma 18.1.7, that:
la(k) (y) − la(j) (y) = la(k) (y) ≤

case 3:

log 2
.
2π

(j)

y ∈ U1 and |z (j) (y) − z (j) (a)| ≥ (r2 − r1 )/M ; thus:
la(k) (y) − la(j) (y) ≤

log 2
1
− la(j) (y) ≤
(log 2 − χ(j) (y) log[(r2 − r1 )/M ]),
2π
2π

which is also bounded by the right hand side.
(j)
(k)
The upper bound for la (y) − la (y) in our claim is obtained by exchanging j and k. Thus
the claim is proven.
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We conclude:
(18.1.9)

|ha − la(j) | ≤

X

1
(log M + | log(r2 − r1 )| + log 2) .
2π

φ(k) (a)|la(k) − la(j) | ≤

k

(j)

Combining this with Lemma 18.1.2, we conclude for a, b ∈ Ur1 :
(j)

(j)

|ga,b − ha + hb | ≤ |ga,b − la(j) + lb | + |ha − la(j) | + |hb − lb |
≤ c10 + c1 c5 + c7 log M
with some constants c10 , c5 , c7 depending only on r1 (one can take c7 = (log M )/π and
c10 = (| log(r2 − r1 )| + log 2)/π + c4 ).
Finally, for general a, b ∈ X, we choose a finite sequence of points a = a0 , a1 , . . . , am = b
(j )
in X and indices j1 , . . . , jm with m ≤ n and ai−1 , ai ∈ Ur1 i for all i = 1, . . . , m. Using:
ga,b =

m
X

gai−1 ,ai ,

i=1

we get by estimating:
|ga,b − ha + hb | ≤

m
X

|gai−1 ,ai − hai−1 + hai | ≤ n(c10 + c1 c5 + c7 log M )

i=1



the claim of the lemma.
We define:

Z
hµ (x) :=

hb (x) µ(b),

(x ∈ X).

b∈X

18.1.10 Lemma We have:
sup |hµ | ≤ nc1 c8 ,
X

with some universal constant c8 . Furthermore, we have:
sup hb (x) ≤
b,x∈X
b6=x

log 2
.
2π

Proof We observe first that for all w ∈ C with |w| ≤ 1 the integral:
Z
1
| log |z − w|| |dz ∧ dz̄|
2π |z|≤1
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is bounded from above by a universal constant c8 . We conclude that for all x ∈ X we have:
Z
Z
(j)
(j)
(j)
|lb (x)|φ (b) µ(b) ≤ c1
|lb (x)| |dz (j) ∧ dz (j) | ≤ c1 c8 .
(j)

(j)

b∈Ur1

b∈Ur1

Let x ∈ X. We get the first estimate:
|hµ (x)| ≤

n Z
X
j=1

(j)

(j)
U1

|lb (x)|φ(j) (b) µ(b) ≤ nc1 c8 .

Finally, the second estimate follows from Lemma 18.1.7:
hb =

n
X

(j)

φ(j) lb ≤

j=1

log 2
,
2π


as required.

18.1.11 Proposition For some positive constants c10 , c7 , and c11 that depend only on r1 we have,
uniformly in a and x 6= a on X:
|ga,µ (x) − ha (x)| ≤ n(c10 + c1 c11 + c7 log M ).
Proof Indeed, averaging Lemma 18.1.8 over b with respect to µ, we obtain:
sup |ga,µ − ha + hµ | ≤ n(c10 + c1 c5 + c7 log M ).
X

By Lemma 18.1.10, one has |hµ | ≤ nc1 c8 . Combining gives what we want (we can take
c11 = c5 + c8 ).

18.1.12 Proposition Let c10 , c7 , and c11 be as in Proposition 18.1.11, and let a be in X. Then
limx→a |ga,µ (x) − ha (x)| exists, and we have:
lim |ga,µ (x) − ha (x)| ≤ n(c10 + c1 c11 + c7 log M ).

x→a

Proof The functions ga,µ and ha have the same logarithmic singularity at a; hence the limit
exists. The estimate then follows from Proposition 18.1.11.

We can now finish the proof of Theorem 18.1.1. We have seen in (18.1.9) that:
1
|ha − la(j) | ≤
(log M + | log(r2 − r1 )| + log 2) .
2π
(j)

Combining this with Proposition 18.1.12 and using the definition of la gives the second estimate
of the theorem. As to the first estimate, using:
ga,µ ≤ ha + |ga,µ − ha |
we obtain it by applying the upper bound for ha in Lemma 18.1.10 and the upper bound for
|ga,µ − ha | in Proposition 18.1.11. This ends the proof of Theorem 18.1.1.
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18.2

Application of Merkl’s result to the modular curves X1 (pl)

In this subsection we will give a suitable upper bound for the Arakelov-Green functions ga,µ (see
Proposition 14.4.3) on the modular curves X1 (pl) with p and l distinct primes.
18.2.1 Theorem There is a real number c such that for all pairs of distinct prime numbers p and l
for which the genus of X1 (pl) is at least one and for all distinct a and b on X1 (pl)(C) we have:
ga,µ (b) ≤ c·(pl)6 .
Let ∞ denote the cusp ∞ on X1 (pl), and let q be the standard local coordinate around ∞ given
by the map τ 7→ exp(2πiτ ) from the region =τ > 1 in H to C. Then we have:
|log kdqkAr (∞)| = O((pl)6 ),
where k·kAr denotes the Arakelov metric on Ω1 (see Section 14.4).
Proof We write for the moment N for pl. We will apply Theorem 18.1.1, but we will carry out
the estimates on the more symmetrical modular curve X(N ) which for us is Γ(N )\(H∪P1 (Q)).
Let h : X(N ) → X1 (N ) be the canonical map; it has degree N . We let µ denote the Arakelov
(1, 1)-form on X1 (N ), and we define µ0 = h∗ µ/N . The characterising properties of Green
functions directly imply that:
X
(18.2.2)
h∗ ga,µ =
gb,µ0 ,
h(b)=a

where the b are counted with multiplicity.
As in Section 18.1 we fix a constant r1 with 0 < r1 < 1; we take r1 := 3/4. We need to
construct an atlas with charts z (j) : U (j) → C for X(N ) with all z (j) (U (j) ) containing the closed
(j)
unit disk and with the Ur1 covering X(N ).
We start with a construction of a local coordinate z : U → C in a neighbourhood of the standard cusp ∞. Since SL2 (Z/N Z) acts transitively on the set of cusps of X(N ), this construction
will suffice to give the full atlas. Our initial coordinate is induced by the map z from H to C that
sends τ to e2πiτ /N .
18.2.3 Lemma Let n ≥ 1. Then the subset in H given by the conditions −1/2 ≤ <τ < n − 1/2
and =τ > 1/n is mapped injectively to X(n)(C).
Proof First we note that for ( ac db ) in SL2 (Z) and for τ in H we have:
=

aτ + b
=τ
=
.
cτ + d
|cτ + d|2
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Suppose then that ( ac db ) is in Γ(n), that c 6= 0 and that =τ > y for some real y > 0. Then we
have |c| ≥ n because n|c, and:
=

aτ + b
=τ
=τ
=τ
1 1
=
.
≤
≤
<
cτ + d
|cτ + d|2
(=cτ )2
n2 (=τ )2
n2 y

It follows that the optimal choice for y is 1/n.



In particular, the region of τ with −1/2 ≤ <τ < N − 1/2 and =τ > 1/2 is mapped injectively
into X(N ) to give an open neighbourhood U of ∞. We could replace the condition “=τ > 1/2”
replaced by “=τ > 1/N ” but that would not make the work to be done significantly easier. The
map τ 7→ e2πiτ /N gives an isomorphism:
z : U −→ D(0, e−π/N ) ⊂ C.

(18.2.4)

The region of τ with −1/2 ≤ <τ < N − 1/2 and =τ > 3/4 gives an open neighbourhood V
of ∞, contained in U , such that the translates of V under SL2 (Z/N Z) cover X(N ) (note that
√
3/4 < 3/2). The image of V under z is the disk D(0, e−3π/2N ). However, the quotient of the
radii e−π/N and e−3π/2N tends to 1 as N tends to infinity, hence we cannot work with these disks
directly.
What we do is the following. We define z 0 := e3π/2N z to get z 0 V = D(0, 1). Then we have
z 0 U = D(0, eπ/2N ). Let ε := ε(N ) := eπ/2N − 1 be the difference between the two new radii.
Then ε > π/2N . We can choose O(ε−2 ) open disks D(a, ε) with centre a in D(0, 1), such that
the union of the D(a, ε/2) contains D(0, 1); we let A denote the set of these a. The D(a, ε) are
contained in z 0 U = D(0, 1 + ε).
The group SL2 (Z/N Z) acts transitively on the set of cusps of X(N ). For each cusp c, we
choose a gc in SL2 (Z/N Z) such that c = gc ∞. The open sets of our atlas for X(N ) are then the
U (a,c) with a in A and c a cusp, defined by:
U (a,c) := gc · (z 0 )−1 D(a, ε).
The required coordinates z (a,c) on the U (a,c) are defined by the composition of isomorphisms:
z

(a,c)

:U

(a,c)

gc−1

/

U (a,∞)

z0

/ D(a, ε)

−a

/ D(0, ε)
(a,c)

·3/2ε

/ D(0, 3/2).

Indeed, the images z (a,c) U (a,c) contain the unit disk, and Ur1 corresponds via z 0 ◦ gc−1 to the
(a,c)
subdisk D(a, ε/2) of D(a, ε), hence the Ur1 cover X(N ). The exact number n = n(N )
of U (a,c) is the cardinality of A times the number of cusps, hence n = O(N 4 ). We choose a
numbering of A × {cusps} with the integers {1, . . . , n}, and we will denote our charts as:
(18.2.5)

z (j) : U (j) → C.
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18.2.6 Lemma For the local coordinates z (j) : U (j) → C on X(N ) that we have just defined, the
following holds. For all j and k in {1, . . . , n} we have:
sup
(j)

(k)

U1 ∩U1

dz (j)
≤ M,
dz (k)

with M = 6.
Proof Let j and k be in {1, . . . , n}. If j and k arise from the same cusp, then z (j) and z (k) differ
by a translation, hence dz (j) /dz (k) = 1. Now suppose that j and k arise from two distinct cusps.
We may suppose then, by acting with an element of SL2 (Z/N Z), that k arises from the standard
cusp ∞. Let x denote the cusp that j arises from. The coordinate z (j) is then obtained as above
from an element gx of SL2 (Z) that sends ∞ to x. Let us write gx−1 = ( ac db ). Note that c 6= 0,
hence |c| ≥ 1. Let z be a point in H with −1/2 ≤ <z < N − 1/2 that maps to an element
(j)
(k)
in U1 ∩ U1 . Then we know that 1/2 < =z < 1 because disks given by =z > 1 around
different cusps do not meet at all. Likewise, we then know that:
1/2 < =

=z
az + b
=
< 1.
cz + d
|cz + d|2

Hence, as (=z)/|cz + d|2 ≤ (=z)/c2 (=z)2 , we have =z < 2/c2 which gives in fact |c| = 1.
Under these conditions, we estimate:
log

d exp(2πi az+b
/N )
cz+d
d exp(2πiz/N )

= log

= log exp(2πi

exp(2πi az+b
/N )d az+b
cz+d
cz+d
exp(2πiz/N )dz

=

az + b
/N ) − log |exp(2πiz/N )| − log |cz + d|2 ≤
cz + d
≤ 4π/N + 4π/N + log 4.

So indeed, for as N ≥ 6, we can take M = 6. Some explanations are perhaps in order here: as
/N )| are
=z and =(az + b)/(cz + d) are between 1/2 and 2, | exp(2πiz/N )| and | exp(2πi az+b
cz+d
2
between exp(−4π/N ) and exp(−π/N ). As =(az + b)/(cz + d) = (=z)/|cz + d| , we see that
|cz + d|2 is between 1/4 and 4.

Our next task is to produce a suitable bound of the type µ ≤ c1 |dz (j) ∧ dz̄ (j) | as in Theorem 18.1.1. We start with a bound for µ on disks around ∞ on X1 (pl).
18.2.7 Lemma Let r be a real number such that 0 < r < 1. We map D(0, r) to X1 (pl) by
sending q 6= 0 to (C× /q Z , ζpl ). The image of this map is the image in X1 (pl) of the region
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in H defined by the condition “=τ > −(log r)/2π”, plus the cusp ∞. We still denote by µ the
(1, 1)-form on D(0, r) induced by µ. Then we have, on D(0, r):
28e4π
1
i
· dqdq.
4
π (1 − r) 2
P
P
Proof We first bound the functions n≥1 an (f )q n−1 and n≥1 an (f )q nl−1 for a newform f on
the disk D(0, r). We have, for |q| < r by Lemma 16.1:
X
X
X
2
|
an (ω)q n−1 | ≤
|an (ω)|rn−1 ≤ 2
nrn−1 =
,
2
(1
−
r)
n≥1
n≥1
n≥1
µ≤

and next:
|

X

an (ω)q nl−1 | ≤ 2

n≥1

X

nrnl−1 =

n≥1

2rl−1
(1 − rl )2

for |q| < r.

Now recall from Corollary 16.6 that for µ we have the expression:
X
i
µ=
ω∧ω
2gkωk2
ω


X (i/2g) (p + 1)s∗p ω ∧ s∗p ω + (p + 1)t∗p ω ∧ t∗p ω − ap (f )s∗p ω ∧ t∗p ω − ap (f )t∗p ω ∧ s∗p ω
+
(p − 1)kωk2 ((p + 1)2 − |ap (f )|2 )
ω


∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
s
ω
+
(l
+
1)t
ω
∧
t
ω
−
a
(f
)s
ω
∧
t
ω
−
a
(f
)t
ω
∧
s
ω
(i/2g)
(l
+
1)s
ω
∧
X
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
,
+
2 ((l + 1)2 − |a (f )|2 )
(l
−
1)kωk
l
ω
the first sum running over Ω1 (X1 (pl))new , the second sum running over Ω1 (X1 (l))new , and the
third sum running over Ω1 (X1 (p))new . We bound the different terms from the above expression
for µ. The first term yields for |q| < r:
2

X
i
i
1
n−1
ω
∧
ω
=
a
(f
)q
·
dqdq
n
2gkωk2
gkωk2 n≥1
2

2
1 e4π
2
i
·
dqdq
≤
g π (1 − r)2
2
1 e4π
4
i
=
· dqdq
4
g π (1 − r) 2
The contribution of an element ω of Ω1 (p)new is:


∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
(i/2g) (l + 1)sl ω ∧ sl ω + (l + 1)tl ω ∧ tl ω − al (f )sl ω ∧ tl ω − al (f )tl ω ∧ sl ω
(l − 1)kωk2 ((l + 1)2 − |al (f )|2 )
1 e4π
≤
g π(l − 1)3

≤

!
√
4(l + 1) 4(l + 1)r2(l−1)
16 lrl−1
i
+
+
· dqdq.
4
l
4
2
l
2
(1 − r)
(1 − r )
(1 − r) (1 − r )
2
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Here one uses the Weil bounds on al (f ). Symmetrically (in p and l), the contribution to µ of an
element ω of Ω1 (l)new is:


(i/2g) (p + 1)s∗p ω ∧ s∗p ω + (p + 1)t∗p ω ∧ t∗p ω − ap (f )s∗p ω ∧ t∗p ω − ap (f )t∗p ω ∧ s∗p ω
≤
(p − 1)kωk2 ((p + 1)2 − |ap (f )|2 )


√
16 prp−1
e4π
4(p + 1) 4(p + 1)r2(p−1)
i
1
·
dqdq.
≤
+
+
g π(p − 1)3 (1 − r)4
(1 − rp )4
(1 − r)2 (1 − rp )2
2
Now we sum this all up, over the elements of Ω1 (X1 (pl))new , Ω1 (X1 (p))new , and Ω1 (X1 (l))new .
We get for |q| < r:
4e4π
µ≤
π



1
r2(l−1)
rl−1
1
+
+
+
+
(1 − r)4 (1 − r)4 (1 − rl )4 (1 − r)2 (1 − rl )2

1
r2(p−1)
rp−1
i
+
+
· dqdq,
4
p
4
2
p
2
(1 − r)
(1 − r )
(1 − r) (1 − r )
2

and finally:
µ≤

28e4π
1
i
· dqdq,
4
π (1 − r) 2

for |q| < r.


Our next step is to consider the disks gU in X(pl), where g is in SL2 (Z/plZ) and where U is
as in (18.2.4).
18.2.8 Lemma Let g be in SL2 (Z/plZ) and let z : U → D(0, e−π/pl ) be as in (18.2.4). Let
zg := z ◦ g −1 : gU → D(0, e−π/pl ). Then we have, on gU :
h∗ µ ≤ c(pl)4 |dzg dzg |,
with c independent of p and l.
Proof To prove this, we consider the map h ◦ g ◦ z −1 from D(0, e−π/pl ) to X1 (pl) and the
pullback of µ to D(0, e−π/pl ). We observe that µ is invariant under all automorphisms of X1 (pl).
This applies in particular to the diamond operators and the Atkin-Lehner pseudo-involutions (defined in (10.10)). As the group generated by these automorphisms permutes the cusps of X1 (pl)
transitively, we can take such an automorphism α such that α ◦ h ◦ g ◦ z −1 sends D(0, e−π/pl )
to a disk around the cusp ∞, where we can then apply Lemma 18.2.7. The pullbacks of µ via
h ◦ g ◦ z −1 and α ◦ h ◦ g ◦ z −1 are the same.
The map h ◦ g ◦ z −1 sends a point 0 6= q ∈ D(0, e−π/pl ) to the point of X1 (pl) corresponding
to (C× /q plZ , ζpa (q l )b , ζlc (q p )d ) for certain a and b in Fp and c and d in Fl depending on g. After
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replacing h with h composed with a suitable diamond operator, we are in one of four cases, that
we will treat one by one.
In the first case, q is mapped to (C× /q plZ , ζp , ζl ). Then the map h ◦ g ◦ z −1 factors as the cover
D(0, e−π/pl ) → D(0, e−π ) of degree pl sending z to z pl , followed by the map of Lemma 18.2.7
that sends q to (C× /q Z , ζpl ). Then we have, on D(0, e−π/pl ):


1
1
28e4π
i
28e4π
∗
2 i
∗
dqdq
h µ≤
·
h
≤
(pl)
· dzdz.
π (1 − e−π )4
2
π (1 − e−π )4
2
In the second case, q is mapped to (C× /q plZ , q l , ζl ). In this case, we compose it with the
pseudo-involution wζp , which brings us to (C× /q lZ , ζp , ζl ). The map then factors as the lth power
map from D(0, e−π/pl ) to D(0, e−π/p ), followed by the map of Lemma 18.2.7. We find:


28e4π
28e4π
1
i
1
i
∗
∗
≤
·
h
dqdq
l2 · dzdz.
h µ≤
−π/p
4
−π/p
4
π (1 − e
)
2
π (1 − e
)
2
The third case is obtained by interchanging the roles of p and l, so we will not make it explicit.
In the fourth case, q is mapped to (C× /q plZ , q) (q is now a point of order pl). We compose with
the pseudo-involution wζpl , which brings us to (C× /q Z , ζpl ). This is the map of Lemma 18.2.7.
We find:


28e4π
1
28e4π
1
i
i
∗
∗
h µ≤
·
h
dqdq
=
· dzdz.
−π/pl
4
−π/pl
4
π (1 − e
)
2
π (1 − e
) 2
In these four cases, we see that the factor in front of (i/2)dzdz in the upper bound for h∗ µ
is O((pl)4 ).

18.2.9 Lemma For the local coordinates z (j) and the real (1, 1)-form µ0 on X(pl) as defined
in (18.2.5) we have:
µ0 ≤ c1 |dz (j) ∧ dz (j) |
(j)

on U1 with c1 = c1 (pl) = O(pl).
Proof First of all, we have, by definition: µ0 = (1/pl)h∗ µ. The definition of the z (j) (see 18.2.5)
plus the definitions z 0 = e3π/2pl and ε = eπ/2pl − 1 give:
dz =

2ε 3π/2pl (j)
e
·dz .
3

The factor e3π/2pl tends to 1 if pl gets large, and ε = (π/2pl)(1 + O(1/pl)). Combining all this
with Lemma 18.2.8 finishes the proof.
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We can now finish the proof of Theorem 18.2.1. We apply Theorem 18.1.1 on X(pl) with
the (1, 1)-form µ0 . Then we have n = O((pl)4 ), M = 6 (Lemma 18.2.6) and c1 = O(pl)
(Lemma 18.2.9). We obtain that there exists a constant c such that gb,µ0 (b0 ) ≤ c·(pl)5 for all
distinct primes p and l, and all distinct b and b0 on X(pl). For distinct a and a0 on X1 (pl) we then
have (see (18.2.2)):
X
ga,µ (a0 ) =
gb,µ0 (h(a0 )) ≤ c·(pl)6 .
h(b)=a

As to the statement that log kdz (j) kAr (P ) = O((pl)6 ), this also follows from Theorem 18.1.1.
Indeed, if locally we write ga,µ = log |z − z(a)| + f then f (a) = − log kdzkAr (a).


18.3

Bounds for intersection numbers on X1 (pl)

In this subsection, we will bound the intersection numbers occurring in the right hand side of the
inequality in Theorem 15.2.5, in the situation described in Section 13.
18.3.1 Theorem Let p and l be two distinct prime numbers such that X1 (pl) is of genus at least
two, and let X be the semistable model over B := Spec Z[ζpl ] provided by [61]. For two cusps
P and Q (possibly equal) in X (B) we have:
(P, P ) ≤ 0,

and

|(P, Q)| = O((pl)7 ).

For a cuspidal effective divisor D of degree g on X we have:
|(D, D − ωX /B )| = O((pl)11 ).
Proof By the adjunction formula we have −(P, P ) = (P, ωX /B ), and by [39], Theorem 5, we
have (P, ωX /B ) ≥ 0, hence (P, P ) ≤ 0.
Let us now derive an upper bound for (P, ωX /B ). As the automorphism group of X over B
acts transitively on the cusps, it suffices to do this for the standard cusp ∞. There, 1/j is a parameter over all of B, hence it gives us a generator d(1/j) of ∞∗ ωX /B . As 1/j is in Z[[q]] we have
d(1/j) = dq in ∞∗ ωX /B . By definition of the Arakelov intersection product and Theorem 18.2.1
we then have:
(∞, ωX /B ) = −[Q(ζpl )) : Q] log kdqkAr (∞) = O((pl)7 ).
We now know |(P, P )| = O((pl)7 ) for all cuspidal P in X (B). We will now show that
|(P, Q)| = O((pl)7 ). By the Theorem of Manin-Drinfeld, see [31], the image of the divisor
P − Q in J1 (pl)(Q(ζpl )) is of finite order. Let Φ be a vertical fractional divisor such that for
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any irreducible component C of a fibre of X over B we have (P − Q − Φ, C) = 0. By [54] or
Theorem 4 of [39] we have (P − Q − Φ, P − Q − Φ) = 0. Equivalently, we have:
2(P, Q) = (P, P ) + (Q, Q) − (P − Q, Φ).
The term (P − Q, Φ) can be dealt with by a method analogous to the one used in Lemma 15.2.6,
but now one can use that the geometric fibres of X at p and at l consist of two irreducible
components, smooth and meeting transversally in at least one point. A short computation gives
that |(P − Q, Φ)| = O(pl). The estimate |(P, Q)| = O((pl)7 ) now follows.
To get to the second statement of the theorem, note that
(D, D − ωX /B ) = (D, D + ωX /B ) − 2(D, ωX /B ) =

X

(Pk , Pl ) − 2(D, ωX /B ),

k6=l

where we have written D = P1 + · · · + Pg , with repetitions allowed. By our previous estimates,
we get |(D, D − ωX /B )| = O(g 2 (pl)7 ) = O((pl)11 ).

We will also need a lower bound for the intersection number of two distinct points on X1 (pl).
18.3.2 Theorem There is an integer c such that for all pairs of distinct primes p and l such that
X1 (pl) has genus at least one, for any extension K of Q(ζ5l ) and for P and Q distinct points in
X1 (pl)(K) we have:
1
(P, Q) ≥ c(pl)6 ,
[K : Q]
where (P, Q) is the intersection number of P and Q on the minimal regular model of X1 (pl)
over OK .
Proof We have:
(P, Q) = (P, Q)fin + (P, Q)∞ ,
with (P, Q)fin the contribution from the finite places of K, and (P, Q)∞ the contribution from
the infinite places. As P 6= Q, we have (P, Q)fin ≥ 0. On the other hand, we have:
(P, Q)∞ =

X

−gσ (Pσ , Qσ ).

σ

By Theorem 18.2.1 we have:
gσ (Pσ , Qσ ) ≤ c·(pl)6
for some absolute constant c. This finishes the proof.
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19

Final estimates of the Arakelov contribution

We will now put the estimates of the preceding sections together, in the situation of Section 13.
We briefly recall this situation. We have a prime number l > 5, and Xl denotes the modular
curve X1 (5l), over Q, and gl its genus. The Jacobian variety of Xl is denoted by Jl . In Jl (Q)[l]
we have the Gal(Q/Q)-module Vl that gives the representation associated to ∆. We have an
effective divisor D on Xl,Q(ζl ) , of degree gl , supported on the cusps. For every non-zero x in Vl
there is a unique effective divisor Dx0 = Qx,1 + · · · + Qx,gl of degree gl such that x is the class of
Dx0 − D. We have written Dx0 = Dx00 + (Dx0 )rest , where (Dx0 )rest is the part of Dx0 supported on the
cusps. The numbering of the Qx,i is such that Dx00 = Qx,1 + · · · + Qx,dl . We have morphisms bl ,
xl and yl from Xl,Q to P1Q that, seen as rational functions, have their poles contained in the set of
cusps of Xl .
19.1 Proposition There is an integer c, such that for all l > 5 and for all x in Vl − {0}, the
absolute heights of all bl (Qx,i ), xl (Qx,i ) and yl (Qx,i ) are bounded from above by c·l12 .
Proof If Qx,i is a cusp, then this follows from Theorems 15.1.1 and 18.3.1. For the general
case, we apply Theorem 15.2.5, where (in the notation of that Theorem) we assume that all Qx,i
are K-rational and that K contains Q(ζ5l ), where X is the minimal regular model of Xl over
B := Spec OK and where P is a cusp. That theorem gives:
X
1
1
1
(Dx0 , P ) ≤
− (D, D − ωX /B ) + 2gl2
δs log #k(s)
[K : Q]
[K : Q]
2
s∈B
X
gl
+
log kϑkσ,sup + [K : Q] log(2π)
2
σ

1
+ deg det p∗ ωX /B + (D, P ) .
2
Theorem 18.3.1, applied with B = Spec(Z[ζ5l ]), gives that:
1
|(D, D − ωX /B )| = O(l10 ),
[K : Q]
and that:

1
|(D, P )| = O(l8 ),
[K : Q]

as D is an effective cuspidal divisor of degree gl and gl = O(l2 ). By Theorem 17.1 we have:
X
1
log kϑkσ,sup = O(l6 ).
[K : Q] σ
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By Theorem 16.7 we have:
1
deg det p∗ ωX /B = O(l2 log l).
[K : Q]
Finally, we have:
gl2 X
δs log #k(s) = O(l6 ),
[K : Q] s∈B
by the following argument. The only non-trivial contributions come from s over 5 and over l. The
total contribution at 5 is independent of which extension K of Q(ζ5 ) we use, and for Q(ζ5 ) there
is only one s over 5, k(s) = F5 , and δs equals the number of supersingular points in X1 (l)(F5 ),
which is O(l2 ). The contribution from l can be computed over Q(ζl ). Then there is one s, and
k(s) = Fl , and δs is the number of supersingular points in X1 (5)(Fl ), which is O(l).
Putting these last estimates together, we get that there is an integer c such that for all l and x
we have:
(19.1.1)

1
(D0 , P ) ≤ c·l10 .
[K : Q] x

Now Dx0 is the sum of gl points Qx,i . In order to get upper bounds for the individual (Qx,i , P )
we need a lower bound for these. Theorem 18.3.2 gives us a lower bound if Qx,i 6= P and
Theorem 18.3.1 gives us one if P = Qx,i . Putting these together, we get a universal constant c
such that:
1
(Qx,i , P ) ≥ cl6 .
[K : Q]
The last two estimates together imply that there is an integer c such that for all l, x and i we have:
1
(Qx,i , P ) ≤ c·l10 .
[K : Q]
We can now apply Theorem 15.1.1. We note that f ∗ ∞ is an effective cuspidal divisor on Xl , of
degree O(l2 ). This finishes the proof.

Before we continue our serious work, we state and prove a simple lemma.
19.2 Lemma Let d ≥ 1 and n ≥ d be integers. Let Σd denote the elementary symmetric
polynomial of degree d in n variables. Let y1 , . . . , yn be in Q. Then we have:
X
h (Σd (y1 , . . . , yn )) ≤ n log 2 + n
h(yi ).
1≤i≤n
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Proof Let K be the compositum of the fields Q(yi ) for i = 1, . . . , n. For each place v of K,
we let | · |v be the natural absolute value on Kv and on K as at the end of Section 14.1. By the
triangle inequality we obtain:
|Σd (y1 , . . . , yn )|v ≤ c(v, d, n)

max

1≤i1 <···<id ≤n

for each place v of K, where c(v, d, n) =
is non-Archimedean. It follows that:

n
d



|yi1 · · · yid |v ≤ c(v, d, n) max |yi |dv
1≤i≤n

≤ 2n if v is Archimedean, and c(v, d, n) = 1 if v

max{1, |Σd (y1 , . . . , yn )|v } ≤ c(v, n)

n
Y

max{1, |yi |v }n

i=1

with c(v, n) = 2n if v is Archimedean, and c(v, n) = 1 if v is non-Archimedean. The lemma
follows by taking logarithms, summing over the places v, and dividing by [K : Q].

19.3 Theorem There are integers c1 , d1 , c2 , d2 and c3 and d3 with the following property. Let
l > 5 be prime, let f = αbl + βxl + γyl be a function as in (13.9). Let the ad in Z[ζl ] be as
P
in (13.10) and Pl = m Pl,m T m in Q(ζl )[T ] be as in (13.11). Then for all m we have:
X
h(Pl,m ) ≤ c1 l24 + c2 l6
h(ad ) + c3 l12 (h(α) + h(β) + h(γ)).
1≤d≤dl

Proof Let x1 , . . . , xl2 −1 run through Vl − {0}. We have Pl,m = ±Σm (k(x1 ), . . . , k(xl2 −1 )) and
thus, by Lemma 19.2:
X
h(Pl,m ) ≤ (l2 − 1) log 2 + (l2 − 1)
h(k(xj )) .
1≤j≤l2 −1

Note that the k(xj ) are all conjugates of each other; this means that they all have the same height.
Pl
It suffices therefore to continue with a single x in Vl − {0}. We have k(x) = dd=1
ad kD,f,d (x)
and this gives, using Lemma 19.2 and the rule h(yz) ≤ h(y) + h(z), that:
X
h(k(x)) ≤ dl log 2 + dl
(h(ad ) + h(kD,f,d (x))) .
1≤d≤dl

Next we have kD,f,d (x) = Σd (f (Qx,1 ), . . . , f (Qx,dl )) and hence, once again by Lemma 19.2,
X
h(kD,f,d (x)) ≤ dl log 2 + dl
h(f (Qx,i )) .
1≤i≤dl

By definition, f = αbl + βxl + γyl , and hence
h(f (Qx,i )) ≤ 3 log 2 + h(α) + h(bl (Qx,i )) + h(β) + h(xl (Qx,i )) + h(γ) + h(yl (Qx,i )) ,
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for all i. Combining everything we get:

h(Pl,m ) ≤ (l2 − 1) + (l2 − 1)2 dl + (l2 − 1)2 d3l + 3(l2 − 1)2 d4l log 2
2

2

+ dl (l − 1)

dl
X

h(ad ) + (l2 − 1)2 d4l (h(α) + h(β) + h(γ))

d=1
2

+ (l −

1)2 d4l

(h(bl (Qx,i )) + h(xl (Qx,i )) + h(yl (Qx,i ))) ,

for all m. Noting that dl ≤ gl ≤ c4 · l2 for some universal constant c4 and that
h(bl (Qx,i ))+h(xl (Qx,i ))+h(yl (Qx,i )) ≤ c5 l12 for some universal constant c5 by Proposition 19.1,
we finally get:
24

h(Pl,m ) ≤ c1 l + c2 l

6

dl
X

h(ad ) + c3 l12 (h(α) + h(β) + h(γ))

d=1

for all m, as we wanted.



A last consequence of all Arakelovian estimates is the following upper bound for the term
log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) in Theorem 15.2.5.
19.4 Theorem There is an integer c such that for all l > 5 prime and all x in Vl − {0} we have:
1
log #R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) ≤ c·l10 .
[K : Q]
Proof We have already seen, in the proof of Proposition 19.1, that the right hand side of the
inequality in Theorem 15.2.5, divided by [K : Q], is bounded from above by a constant times l10 .
We have also seen that the term (Dx0 , P )/[K : Q] on the left hand side is bounded from below by
a constant times l8 (recall that Dx0 is of degree O(l2 )). This proves the inequality.

This upper bound will be very useful for us, as the next interpretation shows.
19.5 Theorem There is an integer c with the following property. Let l > 5 be a prime number,
and let D and the Dx0 be as before. We recall that Xl has good reduction outside 5l. A prime
number p 6 |5l is said to be l-good if for all x in Vl −{0} the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. at all places v of Q over p the specialisation (Dx0 )Fp at v is the unique effective divisor on
the reduction Xl,Fp such that the difference with DFp represents the specialisation of x;
2. the specialisations of the non-cuspidal part Dx00 of Dx0 at all v above p are disjoint from the
cusps.
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Then we have:
X

log p ≤ cl14 .

p not l-good

Proof First of all, a prime number p satisfies conditions (1) and (2) for all x if and only if it
satisfies them for one x, as Gal(Q/Q(ζl )) acts transitively on the set of x.
We take K to be the extension of Q(ζl ) that corresponds to the Gal(Q/Q(ζl ))-set Vl − {0};
this is the field of definition of one x in Vl − {0}. Then [K : Q] = O(l3 ). We define S(l) to be
the image in Spec(Z[1/5l]) of the support in Spec(OK ) of the finite OK -module R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ).
By Theorem 19.4 we have:
log #(Z[1/5l] ⊗ R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 )) = O(l13 ),
and hence:
X

log p = O(l13 ).

p∈S(l)

We claim that the p in S(l) are precisely the primes p 6∈ {5, l} such that condition (1) is
not satisfied for x. To see this, we first note that for a residue field OK → F at p we have
H1 (Xl,F , OXF ((Dx0 )F )) = F ⊗OK R1 p∗ OX (Dx0 ) (see Theorem III.12.1 of [53]; cohomology and
base change in top dimension). The divisor (Dx0 )F is the unique effective divisor in its linear
equivalence class if and only if h0 (Xl,F , OXF ((Dx0 )F )) = 1, which, by Riemann-Roch, is equivalent to h1 (Xl,F , OXF ((Dx0 )F )) = 0.
Now we let T (l) denote the set of primes p 6∈ {5, l} such that at least one specialisation of Dx00
at a place of K above p is not disjoint from the cusps. Taking into account that [K : Q] = O(l3 ),
equation (19.1.1) gives us an upper bound:
(Dx0 , P ) = O(l13 )
As the degree of (Dx0 )rest is at most O(l2 ), Theorem 18.3.1 gives us:
|((Dx0 )rest , P )| = O(l9 ),

hence (Dx00 , P ) = O(l13 ).

As the divisor Cusps has degree O(l), we have:
(Dx00 , Cusps) = O(l14 ).
The intersection number (Dx00 , Cusps) is the sum of the contribution (Dx00 , Cusps)fin of the finite
places and the contribution (Dx00 , Cusps)∞ of the infinite places. We have:
X
(Dx00 , Cusps)∞ =
−gσ (Qx,i , P ),
i,P,σ
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where the sum is taken over the i with 1 ≤ i ≤ dl , over the cusps P and the σ : K → C. Then
Theorem 18.2.1 gives the upper bound:
(Dx00 , Cusps)fin = (Dx00 , Cusps) − (Dx00 , Cusps)∞ = O(l14 ).
By the definition of our set T (l) and the definition of (Dx00 , Cusps)fin we get:
X

log p ≤ (Dx00 , Cusps)fin = O(l14 ).

p∈T (l)

The proof of the theorem is then finished by noticing that the set of primes p 6∈ {5, l} that are not
l-good is precisely the union of S(l) and T (l).


20

Ultra short description of Couveignes’s finite field approach

The results of the previous section provide the necessary input for the computational part of
our whole program. More precisely, Theorem 19.3 gives an upper bound for the height of the
coefficients of our polynomials Pl in Q(ζl )[T ]. This upper bound is polynomial in l if we can
show that we can take the coefficients α, β and γ small enough; in Section 22 it will be explained
that we can do that. Theorem 19.5 shows the existence of sufficiently many small primes p that
are l-good, which implies that the coefficients of Pl are integral at all places of Q(ζl ) over p and
moreover that the reduction of Pl at these places can be computed over the corresponding finite
fields.
In the next section (Section 21), Couveignes shows that there is a probabilistic algorithm that
computes for p a prime that is l-good, the reductions (Dx0 )F of the divisors Dx0 on Xl,F , where
F is a suitable extension of any residue field of Z[ζl ] at p, with an expected running time that is
polynomial in l and p. A few remarks should be made, at this point.
20.1 Remark Couveignes starts by showing that the standard operations on divisors on Xl,F ,
such as computing H0 (Xl,F , O(D1 − D2 )), as well as the standard operations on Jl,F (F) such
as addition and applying Hecke operators Tn , can be computed in probabilistic polynomial time
in l, log #F, deg Di , and n.
20.2 Remark The reason for which the expected running time of Couveignes algorithm is not
polynomial in l and log p is simply that he needs to compute the numerator of the zeta function
of Xl,F . Modular symbols methods are used to compute the characteristic polynomial of the
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Hecke operator Tp on the Jacobian Jl of Xl ; the Eichler-Shimura relation then gives the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism of Jl,Fp . It is only the modular symbols part
of Couveignes algorithm of which the running time is not polynomial in log p.
We note that general p-adic algorithms as described in Section 6 could have been used for
computing the zeta-function of Xl,F . These p-adic methods are not restricted to modular curves.
20.3 Remark Readers who are surprised by the probabilistic aspect of Couveignes algorithm
should realise that already no deterministic polynomial time algorithm is presently known for
factoring polynomials in one variable over finite fields, or, for that matter, for finding an element
of Fp that is not a square. We stress that the notion of probabilistic algorithm that we use here
means that the output is correct, but that the algorithm must make some random choices during
its execution. The two examples just given are typical cases where a probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm is known, but no deterministic polynomial time algorithm. Technically speaking,
our notion of probabilistic algorithm is that of Las Vegas algorithm, as opposed to the notion of
Monte Carlo algorithm. Monte Carlo algorithms are allowed to give incorrect output, which is
certainly not what we want. More details can be found by searching “randomised algorithm”
in the Wikipedia. A good reference for foundational material concerning algorithms in number
theory is Lenstra’s article [74].

21

Linearising torsion classes in the Picard group of algebraic
curves over finite fields, by Jean-Marc Couveignes

This section has been written by Jean-Marc Couveignes. It addresses the problem of computing
in the group of `k -torsion rational points of the Jacobian variety of algebraic curves over finite
fields, with a view toward computing modular representations.

21.1

Introduction

Let Fq be a finite field of characteristic p and A2 ⊂ P2 the affine and projective planes over Fq
and C ⊂ P2 a plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve and X its smooth projective
model and J the Jacobian variety of X . Let g be the genus of X and d the degree of C.
We assume we are given the numerator of the zeta function of the function field Fq (X ). So
we know the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism Fq of J . This is a unitary
degree 2g polynomial χ(X) with integer coefficients.
Let ` 6= p be a prime integer and let n = `k be a power of `. We look for a nice generating set
for the group J [`k ](Fq ) of `k -torsion points in J (Fq ). By nice we mean that the generating set
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Q
(gi )1≤i≤I should induce a decomposition of J [`k ](Fq ) as a direct product 1≤i≤I hgi i of cyclic
subgroups with non-decreasing orders.
Given such a generating set and an Fq -endomorphism of J , we also want to describe the
action of this endomorphism on J [`k ](Fq ) by an I × I integer matrix.
In Section 21.2 we recall how to compute in the Picard group J (Fq ). Section 21.3 gives a
naive algorithm for picking random elements in this group. Pairings are useful when looking
for relations between divisor classes. So we recall how to compute pairings in Section 21.4.
Section 21.5 is concerned with characteristic subspaces for the action of Frobenius inside the
`∞ -torsion of J (Fq ). In Section 21.6 we look for a convenient surjection from J (Fq ) onto its
`k -torsion subgroup. We use the Kummer exact sequence and the structure of the ring generated
by the Frobenius endomorphism. In Section 21.7 we give an algorithm that, on input a degree d
plane projective curve over Fq , plus some information on its singularities, and the zeta function
of its function field, returns a nice generating set for the group of `k -torsion points inside J (Fq )
in probabilistic polynomial time in log q, d and `k . Sections 21.8 and 21.9 are devoted to two
families of modular curves. We give a nice plane model for such curves. The general algorithms
presented in Section 21.7 are then applied to these modular curves in Section 21.10 in order to
compute explicitly the modular representations associated with the discriminant modular form
(level 1 and weight 12). This makes a connection with Edixhoven’s program for computing
coefficients of modular forms.
21.1.1 Remark The symbol O in this section (Section 21) stands, when used for “big O” notation, for a positive effective absolute constant. So any statement containing this symbol becomes
true if the symbol is replaced in every occurrence by some well chosen positive real number, that
may be every time different.
21.1.2 Remark By an algorithm in this paper we usually mean a probabilistic (Las Vegas) algorithm. This is an algorithm that succeeds with probability ≥ 1/2. When it fails, it gives no
answer. In some places we shall give deterministic algorithms or probabilistic (Monte-Carlo) algorithms, but this will be stated explicitly. A Monte-Carlo algorithm gives a correct answer with
probability ≥ 1/2. But it may give an incorrect answer with probability ≤ 1/2. A Monte-Carlo
algorithm can be turned into a Las Vegas one, provided we can efficiently check the correctness
of the result. The reason for using probabilistic Turing machines is that in many places it will be
necessary (or at least wiser) to decompose a divisor as a sum of places. This is the case in particular for the conductor of some plane curve. Another more intrinsically probabilistic algorithm
in this paper is the one that searches for generators of the Picard group.
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21.2

Basic algorithms for plane curves

We recall elementary results about computing in the Picard group of an algebraic curve over a
finite field. See [52, 109].
21.2.1

Finite fields

We should first explain how finite fields are represented. The base field Fq is given by an irreducible polynomial f (X) with degree a and coefficients in Fp where p is the characteristic and
q = pa . So Fq is Fp [X]/f (X). An extension of Fq is given similarly by an irreducible polynomial in Fq [X]. Polynomial factoring in Fq [X] is probabilistic polynomial time in log q and the
degree of the polynomial to be factored.
21.2.2

Plane projective curves and their smooth model

We now explain how curves are supposed to be represented in this paper.
To start with, a projective plane curve C/Fq is given by a degree d homogeneous polynomial
E(X, Y, Z) in the three variables X, Y and Z, with coefficients in Fq .
The smooth model X of C is not given as a projective variety. Indeed, we shall only need
a nice local description of X at every singularity of C. This means we need a list (a labelling)
of all places above every singularity of C and a uniformising parameter at every place. We also
need the Laurent series expansions of affine plane coordinates in terms of all these uniformising
parameters.
More precisely, let P be a place above a singular point S and v the corresponding valuation.
We say that P is a singular branch. The field of definition of P is an extension field FP of Fq with
degree ≤ (d − 1)(d − 2)/2. Let x and y be affine coordinates that vanish at the singular point S
P
P
on C. We need a local parameter t at P and expansions x = k≥v(x) ak tk and y = k≥v(y) bk tk
with coefficients in FP .
Because these expansions are not finite, we just assume we are given an oracle that on input
a positive integer n returns the first n terms in all these expansions.
This is what we mean when we say the smooth model X is given.
We may also assume that we are given the conductor C of C as a combination of singular
branches with integer coefficients. The degree deg(C) is even and we have deg(C) = 2δ where
δ is the difference between the arithmetic genus (d − 1)(d − 2)/2 and the geometric genus g. In
fact it suffices to have a divisor D that is greater than the conductor and has polynomial degree
in d. Such a divisor can be computed from the equation of C in deterministic polynomial time in
log q and d.
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There are many families of curves for which such a smooth model can be given as a Turing
machine that answers in probabilistic polynomial time in the size log q of the field and the degree
d of C and the number n of requested significant terms in the parameterisations of singular
branches. This is the case for curves with ordinary multiple points for example. We shall show
in Sections 21.8 and 21.9 that this is also the case for two nice families of modular curves.
21.2.3

Points, forms, and functions

Smooth points on C can be represented by their affine or projective coordinates. Labelling for
the branches above singular points is given in the description of X . So we know how to represent
divisors on X .
For any integer h ≥ 0 and extension field K of Fq , we set:
Sh /K = H0 (P2 /K, OP2 /K (h))
the K-linear space of degree h homogeneous polynomials in X, Y , and Z. It is a vector space of
dimension (h + 1)(h + 2)/2 over K. A basis for it is made of all monomials of the form X a Y b Z c
with a, b, c ∈ N and a + b + c = h.
We denote by:
Hh /K = H0 (X /K, OX /K (h))
the space of forms of degree h on X /K. Here OX /K (h) is the pullback of OP2 /K (h) to X .
Let W be a form on P2 having non-zero pull back WX on X . Let H = (WX ) be the divisor
of this restriction. The map f 7→ f /WX is a bijection from H0 (X /K, OX /K (h)) to the linear
space L(H). If ∆ is a divisor on X /K we note Hh (∆)/K the subspace of forms in Hh /K with
divisor ≥ ∆. The dimension of Hh (C) is at least dh + 1 − g − deg(C) and is equal to this number
when it exceeds g − 1. This is the case if h ≥ d. The dimension of Hh (C) is greater than 2g
if h ≥ 2d.
The image of the restriction map ρ : Sh → Hh contains Hh (C) according to Noether’s residue
theorem [49, Theorem 7].
We set hC = 2d and SC = ShC and HC = HhC (C), and HC = ρ−1 (HC ) ⊂ SC and
KC = ker(ρ) ⊂ HC .
So we have 0 → KC → HC → HC → 0.
In order to find linear equations for HC ⊂ SC we consider a generic homogeneous form
P
F (X, Y, Z) = a+b+c=hC a,b,c X a Y b Z c of degree hC in X, Y and Z.
For every branch P above a singular point S with homogeneous coordinates [X, Y, Z] (assuming for example that S has non-zero Z-coordinate) we replace in F (X/Z, Y /Z, 1) the affine
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coordinates x = X/Z and y = Y /Z by their expansions as series in the local parameter t at this
branch.
We ask the resulting series in t to have valuation at least the multiplicity of P in the conductor C.
Every singular branch thus produces linear equations in the a,b,c . The collection of all such
equations defines the subspace HC .
A basis for the subspace KC ⊂ HC ⊂ SC consists of all X a Y b Z c E(X, Y, Z) with
a + b + c = hC − d. We fix a supplementary space MC to KC in HC and assimilate HC to
it.
Given a homogeneous form in three variables one can compute its divisor using resultants
and the given expansions of affine coordinates in terms of the local parameters at every singular
branch.
A function is given as a quotient of two forms.
21.2.4

The Brill-Noether algorithm

Linear spaces of forms computed in the previous paragraph allow us to compute in the group
J (Fq ) of Fq -points in the Jacobian of X . We fix an effective Fq -divisor ω with degree g on X .
A point α ∈ J (Fq ) is represented by a divisor A − ω in the corresponding linear equivalence
class, where A is an effective Fq -divisor with degree g. Given another point β ∈ J (Fq ) by a
similar divisor B − ω, we can compute the space HhC (C + A + B) which is non-trivial and pick
a non-zero form f1 in it. The divisor of f1 is (f1 ) = A + B + C + R where R is an effective
divisor with degree (2g − 2)hC − 2g − 2δ. The linear space HhC (C + R + ω) has dimension
at least 1. We pick a non-zero form f2 in it. It has divisor (f2 ) = C + R + ω + D where D is
effective with degree g. And D − ω is linearly equivalent to A − ω + B − ω.
In order to invert the class α of A−ω we pick a non-zero form f1 in HhC (C+2ω). The divisor
of f1 is (f1 ) = 2ω + C + R where R is an effective divisor with degree (2g − 2)hC − 2g − 2δ.
The linear space HhC (C + R + A) has dimension at least 1. We pick a non-zero form f2 in it. It
has divisor (f2 ) = C + R + A + B where B is effective with degree g. And B − ω is linearly
equivalent to −(A − ω).
This algorithm works just as well if we replace C by some D ≥ C having polynomial degree
in d.
21.2.5 Lemma (Arithmetic operations in the jacobian) Let C/Fq be a degree d plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve. Let g be the geometric genus of C. Assume we are
given the smooth model X of C and a degree g origin Fq -divisor ω on X . Arithmetic opera-
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tions in the Picard group Pic0 (X /Fq ) can be performed in polynomial time in log q and d. This
includes addition, subtraction and comparison of divisor classes.
We now recall the principle of the Brill-Noether algorithm for computing complete linear
series. Functions in Fq (X ) are represented as quotients of forms.
21.2.6 Lemma (Brill-Noether) There exists an algorithm that on input a degree d plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C/Fq and the smooth model X of C and two effective
Fq -divisors A and B on X , computes a basis for L(A − B) in time polynomial in d and log q and
the degrees of A and B.
Proof We assume deg(A) ≥ deg(B), otherwise L(A−B) = 0. We let h be the smallest integer
such that h ≥ hC and dim(Hh (C + A)) > 0.
The space Hh (C + A) is non-zero and is contained in the image of the restriction map
ρ : Sh → Hh so that we can represent it as a subspace of Sh . We pick a non-zero form f in
Hh (C + A) and compute its divisor (f ) = C + A + D.
The space Hh (C + B + D) is contained in the image of the restriction map ρ : Sh → Hh so
that we can represent it as a subspace of Sh . We compute forms γ1 , γ2 , ..., γk in Sh such that their
images by ρ provide a basis for Hh (C + B + D). A basis for L(A − B) is made of the functions
γ1 /f , γ2 /f , ..., γk /f . Again this algorithm works just as well if we replace C by some D ≥ C
having polynomial degree in d.

We deduce an explicit moving lemma for divisors.
21.2.7 Lemma (Moving divisor lemma I) There exists an algorithm that on input a degree d
plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C/Fq and the smooth model X of C and a
degree zero Fq -divisor D = D+ −D− and an effective divisor A with degree < q on X computes
a divisor E = E + − E − linearly equivalent to D and disjoint from A in time polynomial in d and
log q and the degrees of D+ , and A. Further the degree of E + and E − can be taken to be ≤ 2gd.
Proof Let O be an Fq -rational divisor on X having degree ≤ d and disjoint from A. We may
take O to be a well chosen fibre of some plane coordinate function on X . We compute the linear
space L = L(D+ − D− + 2gO). The subset of functions f in L such that (f ) + D+ − D− + 2gO
is not disjoint from A is contained in a union of at most deg(A) < q hyperplanes. We conclude
invoking lemma 21.2.8 below.

There remains to state and prove the following result.
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21.2.8 Lemma (Solving inequalities) Let q be a prime power, d ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1 two integers
and let H1 , ..., Hn be hyperplanes inside V = Fdq , each given by a linear equation. Assume
S
n < q. There exists a deterministic algorithm that finds a vector in U = V − 1≤k≤n Hk in time
polynomial in log q, d and n.
Proof This is proved by lowering the dimension d. For d = 2 we pick any affine line L in V not
S
containing the origin. We observe that there are at least q−n points in U ∩L = L− 1≤k≤n L∩Hk .
We enumerate points in L until we find one which is not in any Hk . This requires at most n + 1
trials.
Assume now d is greater than 2. Hyperplanes in V are parametrised by the projective space
P(V̂ ) where V̂ is the dual of V . We enumerate points in P(V̂ ) until we find a hyperplane K
distinct from every Hk . We compute a basis for K and an equation for every Hk ∩ K in this
basis. This way, we have lowered the dimension by 1.

We can strengthen a bit the moving divisor algorithm by removing the condition that A has
degree < q. Indeed, in case this condition is not met, we pick two distinct primes α and β such
that q α > deg(A) and q β > deg(A). We apply Lemma 21.2.7 after base change to the field with
q α element and find a divisor Eα . We call eα the norm of Eα from Fqα to Fq . It is equivalent
to αD. We similarly construct a divisor eβ that is equivalent to βD. Let u and v be positive
integers such that αu − βv = 1. We return the divisor E = ueα − veβ = E + − E − . We observe
that we can take α ≤ 2 + 2 logq deg(A) and β ≤ 2α and u < β and v < α so the degree of E +
is ≤ 12gd(logq (deg(A)) + 1).
21.2.9 Lemma (Moving divisor lemma II) There exists an algorithm that on input a degree d
plane projective absolutely irreducible curve C/Fq and the smooth model X of C and a degree
zero Fq -divisor D = D+ −D− and an effective divisor A on X computes a divisor E = E + −E −
linearly equivalent to D and disjoint from A in time polynomial in d and log q and the degrees
of D+ , and A. Further the degree of E + and E − can be taken to be ≤ 12gd(logq (deg(A)) + 1).

21.3

A first approach to picking random divisors

Given a finite field Fq and a plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C over Fq
with projective smooth model X , we call J the Jacobian of X and we consider the two related
problems: picking a random element in J (Fq ) with (close to) uniform distribution and finding a
generating set for (a large subgroup of) J (Fq ).
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We will assume the size q of the field is greater than or equal to 4g 2 . This condition ensures
the existence of a Fq -rational point3 .
Picking efficiently and provably random elements in J (Fq ) with uniform distribution seems
difficult to us. We first give here an algorithm for efficiently constructing random divisors with
a distribution that is far from uniform but still sufficient to construct a generating set for a large
subgroup of J (Fq ). Once given generators, picking random elements becomes much easier.
Let r be the smallest prime integer bigger than 30, 2g − 2 and d. We observe r is less than
max(4g − 4, 2d, 60).
The set P(r, q) of Fq -places with degree r on X has cardinality:
#P(r, q) =

#X (Fqr ) − #X (Fq )
.
r

So:

qr
qr
≤ #P(r, q) ≤ (1 + 10−2 ) .
r
r
Indeed, |#X (Fqr ) − q r − 1| ≤ 2gq r/2 and |#X (Fq ) − q − 1| ≤ 2gq 1/2 . Therefore we have
|#P(r, q) − q r /r| ≤ ((4g + 3)/r)q r/2 ≤ 8q r/2 and 8rq −r/2 ≤ r23−r/2 ≤ 10−2 since r ≥ 31.
Since we are given a degree d plane model C for the curve X , we have a degree d map
x : X → P1 . Since d < r, the function x maps P(r, q) to the set U(r, q) of unitary prime
polynomials of degree r over Fq . The cardinality of U(r, q) is (q r − q)/r so:
(1 − 10−2 )

(1 − 10−9 )

qr
qr
≤ #U(r, q) ≤ .
r
r

The fibres of the map x : P(r, q) → U(r, q) have cardinality between 0 and d.
We can pick a random element in U(r, q) with uniform distribution in the following way: we
pick a random unitary polynomial of degree r with coefficients in Fq , with uniform distribution.
We check whether it is irreducible. If it is, we output it. Otherwise we start again. This is
polynomial time in r and log q.
Given a random element in U(r, q) with uniform distribution, we can compute the fibre of x
above it and, provided it is non-empty, pick a random element in it with uniform distribution. If
the fibre is empty, we pick another element in U(r, q) until we find a non-empty fibre. At least
one over d × (0.99)−1 fibre is non-empty. We thus define a distribution µ on P(r, q) and prove
the following result.
If we are given a curve over Fq with genus g such that q < 4g 2 then we find ourselves in a much better situation.
By the Riemann hypothesis the Picard group is generated by the classes of prime divisors of degree ≤ d where d is
the first integer bigger than or equal to 2 logq (4g − 2). See [47]. The number of such divisors is then bounded by a
polynomial in the genus. So the problems treated in that section become trivial in this special case.
3
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21.3.1 Lemma (A very rough measure) There exists a probabilistic algorithm that picks a random element in P(r, q) with distribution µ in time polynomial in d and log q. For every subset Z
of P(r, q) the measure µ(Z) is related to the uniform measure (#Z)/(#P(r, q)) by:
#Z
d#Z
≤ µ(Z) ≤
.
d#P(r, q)
#P(r, q)
Now let D(r, q) be the set of effective Fq -divisors with degree r on X .
Since we have assumed q ≥ 4g 2 we know that X has at least one Fq -rational point.
Let Ω be a degree r effective divisor on X /Fq . Now we associate to every α in D(r, q) the
class of α − Ω in J (Fq ). This defines a surjection ζ : D(r, q) → J (Fq ) with all its fibres having
cardinality #Pr−g (Fq ).
So the set D(r, q) has cardinality ((q r−g+1 − 1)/(q − 1))#J (Fq ).
So:
1
1 − qr−g+1
1
r−g
#P(r, q) ≤ #D(r, q) ≤ q
q g (1 + √ )2g .
1
q
1− q
Since q ≥ 4g 2 we have #D(r, q) ≤ 2eq r .
Assume G is a finite group and ψ an epimorphism of groups ψ : J (Fq ) → G. We look for
some divisor ∆ ∈ D(r, q) such that ψ(ζ(∆)) 6= 0 ∈ G. Since all the fibres of ψ ◦ ζ have the same
cardinality, the fibre above 0 has at most 2eq r /#G elements. So the number of prime divisors
∆ ∈ P(r, q) such that ψ(ζ(∆)) is not 0 is at least q r (0.99/r − 2e/#G). We assume #G is
at least 12r. Then at least half of the divisors in P(r, q) are not mapped onto 0 by ψ ◦ ζ. The
µ-measure of the subset consisting of these elements is at least 1/2d.
So if we pick a random ∆ in P(r, q) with µ-measure as in Lemma 21.3.1, the probability of
success is at least 1/2d.
21.3.2 Lemma (Finding non-zero classes) There exists a probabilistic (Monte-Carlo) algorithm that takes as input:
1. a degree d and geometric genus g plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C
over Fq , such that q ≥ 4g 2 ,
2. the smooth model X of C,
3. a degree g effective divisor ω, as origin,
4. an epimorphism ψ : Pic0 (X /Fq ) → G (that need not be computable) such that the cardinality of G is at least max(48g, 24d, 720),
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and outputs a sequence of 2d elements in Pic0 (X /Fq ) such that at least one of them is not in the
kernel of ψ with probability ≥ 1/2. The algorithm is polynomial time in d and log q.
As a special case we take G = G0 = J (Fq ) and ψ = ψ0 the identity. Applying Lemma 21.3.2
we find a sequence of elements in J (Fq ) out of which one at least is non-zero. We take G1 to be
quotient of G by the subgroup generated by these elements and ψ1 the quotient map. Applying
the lemma again we construct another sequence of elements in J (Fq ) out of which one at least is
not in G0 . We go on like that and produce a sequence of subgroups in J (Fq ) that increase with
constant probability until the index in J (Fq ) becomes smaller than max(48g, 24d, 720).
21.3.3 Lemma (Finding an almost generating set) There exists a probabilistic (Monte-Carlo)
algorithm that takes as input:
1. a degree d and geometric genus g plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C
over Fq , such that q ≥ 4g 2 ,
2. the smooth model X of C,
3. a degree g effective divisor ω, as origin,
and outputs a sequence of elements in Pic0 (X /Fq ) that generate a subgroup of index at most:
max(48g, 24d, 720)
with probability ≥ 1/2. The algorithm is polynomial time in d and log q.

21.4

Pairings

Let m be a prime to p integer and J a Jacobian variety over Fq . The Weil pairing relates the full
m-torsion subgroup J (Fq )[m] with itself. It can be defined using Kummer theory and is geometric in nature. The Tate-Lichtenbaum-Frey-Rück pairing is more cohomological and relates the
m-torsion J (Fq )[m] in the group of Fq -rational points and the quotient J (Fq )/mJ (Fq ). In this
section, we quickly review the definitions and algorithmic properties of these pairings, following
work by Weil, Lang, Menezes, Okamoto, Vanstone, Frey and Rück.
For every Abelian variety A, we denote by Z0 (A)0 the group of 0-cycles with degree 0 and
by S : Z0 (A)0 → A the summation map, that associates to every 0-cycle of degree 0 the corresponding sum in A.
Let V and W be two projective non-singular absolutely irreducible varieties over an algebraically closed field k with characteristic p, and let α : V → A and β : W → B be canonical
maps into their Albanese varieties. Let D be a correspondence on V × W .
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Let n ≥ 2 be a prime to p integer. Let a (resp. b) be a 0-cycle of degree 0 on V (resp. W )
and let a = S(α(a)) (resp. b = S(β(b))) be the associated point in A (resp. B). Assume
na = nb = 0.
Following [66, VI, §4, Theorem 10] one can define the Weil pairing en,D (a, b). It is an n-th
root of unity in k. It depends linearly in a, b and D.
Assume V = W = X is a smooth projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve and
A = B = J is its Jacobian and α = β = f : X → J is the Jacobi map (once chosen an
origin on X ). If we take D to be the diagonal on X × X we define a pairing en,D (a, b) that
will be denoted en (a, b) or en,X (a, b). It does not depend on the origin for the Jacobi map. It is
non-degenerate.
If Y is another smooth projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve and K its Jacobian
and φ : X → Y a non-constant map with degree d, and φ∗ : K → J the associated map between
Jacobians, then for a and b of order dividing n in K one has en,X (φ∗ (a), φ∗ (b)) = en,Y (a, b)d .
The Frey-Rück pairing can be constructed from the Lichtenbaum version of the Tate pairing
[76] as was shown in [46]. Let Fq be a finite field with characteristic p. Let again n ≥ 2 be
a prime to p integer and X a smooth projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve over Fq .
Let g be the genus of X . We assume n divides q − 1. Let J be the Jacobian of X . The
Frey-Rück pairing {, }n : J (Fq )[n] × J (Fq )/nJ (Fq ) → F∗q /(F∗q )n is defined as follows. We
take a class of order dividing n in J (Fq ). Such a class can be represented by an Fq -divisor D
with degree 0. We take a class in J (Fq ) and pick a degree zero Fq -divisor E in this class, that
we assume to be disjoint from D. The pairing evaluated at the classes [D] and [E] mod n is
{[D], [E] mod n}n = f (E) mod (F∗q )n where f is any function with divisor nD.
This is a non-degenerate pairing.
We now explain how one can compute the Weil pairing, following work by Menezes,
Okamoto, Van Stone, Frey and Rück. The Tate-Lichtenbaum-Frey-Rück pairing can be computed similarly.
The Weil pairing is computed as follows. As usual, we assume we are given a degree d plane
model C for X . Assume a and b have disjoint support (otherwise we may replace a by some
linearly equivalent divisor using the explicit moving Lemma 21.2.7.)
We compute a function φ with divisor na. We similarly compute a function ψ with divisor nb.
Then en (a, b) = ψ(a)/φ(b). This algorithm is polynomial in the degree d of C and the order n
of the divisors, provided the initial divisors a and b are given as differences between effective
divisors with polynomial degree in d.
Using an idea that appears in a paper by Menezes, Okamoto and Vanstone [79] in the context
of elliptic curves, and in [46] for general curves, one can make this algorithm polynomial in log n
in the following way.
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−
+
−
We write a = a0 = a+
0 − a0 where a0 and a0 are effective divisors. Let φ be the function
−
computed in the above simple minded algorithm. One has (φ) = na+
0 − na0 . We want to
express φ as a product of small degree functions. We use a variant of fast exponentiation. Using
−
Lemma 21.2.7 we compute a divisor a1 = a+
1 − a1 and a function φ1 such that a1 is disjoint from
−
b and (φ1 ) = a1 − 2a0 and such that the degrees of a+
1 and a1 are ≤ 12gd(logq (deg(b)) + 1).
−
We go on and compute, for k ≥ 1 an integer, a divisor ak = a+
k − ak and a function φk such
−
that ak is disjoint from b and (φk ) = ak − 2ak−1 and such that the degrees of a+
k and ak are
≤ 12gd(logq (deg(b)) + 1).
P
We write the base 2 expansion of n = i k 2k with k ∈ {0, 1}. We compute the function
P
Ψ with divisor k k ak . We claim that the function φ can be written as a product of the φk , for
k ≤ log2 n, and Ψ with suitable integer exponents bounded by n in absolute value. Indeed we
Q
k
write µ1 = φ1 , µ2 = φ2 φ21 , µ3 = φ3 φ22 φ41 and so on. We have (µk ) = ak − 2k a and Ψ k µ−
k
has divisor na so is the φ we were looking for.

21.4.1 Lemma (Computing the Weil pairing) There exists an algorithm that on input a prime
to q integer n ≥ 2 and a degree d absolutely irreducible reduced plane projective curve C over
Fq and its smooth model X and two Fq -divisors on X given as differences of disjoint effective
divisors, denoted a = a+ − a− and b = b+ − b− , with degree 0, and order dividing n in the
Jacobian, computes the Weil pairing en (a, b) in time polynomial in d, log q, log n and the degrees
of a+ , a− , b+ , b− .
21.4.2 Lemma (Computation of Tate-Lichtenbaum-Frey-Rück pairings) There exists an algorithm that on input a prime to q integer n ≥ 2 and a degree d absolutely irreducible reduced
plane projective curve C over Fq and its smooth model X and two Fq -divisors on X given as
differences of disjoint effective divisors, denoted a = a+ − a− and b = b+ − b− , with degree
0, and such that the class of a has order dividing n ≥ 2 in the Jacobian, computes the TateLichtenbaum-Frey-Rück pairing {a, b}n in time polynomial in d, log q, log n and the degrees of
a + , a − , b + , b− .

21.5

Divisible groups

For ` a prime integer, it is convenient to introduce `-divisible subgroups inside the `∞ -torsion
of a Jacobian J , that may or may not correspond to subvarieties. We see how to define such
subgroups and control their rationality properties.
21.5.1 Definition (Divisible group) Let Fq be a finite field with characteristic p and let X be a
projective smooth absolutely irreducible reduced algebraic curve over Fq . Let g be the genus of
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X and let ` be a prime integer and n = `k a power of `. We assume g ≥ 1. Let J be the Jacobian
of X and let End(J /Fq ) be the ring of endomorphisms of J over Fq . Let Π : J[`∞ ] → J[`∞ ]
be a group homomorphism whose restriction to its image G is a bijection. Multiplication by ` is
then a surjection from G to itself. We denote by G[`k ] the `k -torsion in G. There is an integer
w such that G[`k ] is a free Z/`k Z module of rank w for every k. We assume that Π commutes
with the Frobenius endomorphism Fq . We then say G is the divisible group associated with Π.
From Tate’s theorem [108] Π is induced by some endomorphism in End(J /Fq ) ⊗Z Z` and we
can define Π∗ the Rosati dual of Π and denote by G∗ = im(Π∗ ) the associated divisible group,
that we call the adjoint of G.
Let χ(X) be the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism Fq ∈ End(J /Fq ).
Let F (X) = F1 (X) and G(X) = G1 (X) be two unitary coprime polynomials in F` [X]
such that χ(X) = F1 (X)G1 (X) mod `. From Bezout’s theorem we have two polynomials
H1 (X) and K1 (X) in F` [X] such that F1 H1 + G1 K1 = 1 and deg(H1 ) < deg(G1 ) and
deg(K1 ) < deg(F1 ). From Hensel’s lemma, for every positive integer k there exist four polynomials Fk (X), Gk (X), Hk (X) and Kk (X) in (Z/`k Z)[X] such that Fk and Gk are unitary and
χ(X) = Fk (X)Gk (X) mod `k and Fk Hk + Gk Kk = 1 mod `k and deg(Hk ) < deg(G1 ) and
deg(K1 ) < deg(F1 ) and F1 = Fk mod `, G1 = Gk mod `, H1 = Hk mod `, K1 = Kk mod `.
The sequences (Fk )k , (Gk )k , (Hk )k , and (Kk )k converge in Z` [X] to F0 , G0 , H0 , and K0 . If
we substitute X by Fq in F0 H0 we define a map ΠG : J [`∞ ] → J [`∞ ] and similarly, if we
substitute X by Fq in G0 K0 we define a map ΠF . It is clear that Π2F = ΠF and Π2G = ΠG
and ΠF + ΠG = 1 and ΠF ΠG = 0. We call GF = im(ΠF ) and GG = im(ΠG ) the associated supplementary `-divisible groups. The Rosati dual to Fq is q/Fq . Let O = Z[X]/χ(X)
and O` = Z` [X]/χ(X). We set ϕq = X mod χ(X) ∈ O. Mapping ϕq onto Fq defines an
epimorphism from the ring O onto Z[Fq ].
21.5.2 Definition (Characteristic subspaces) For every non-trivial unitary factor F of χ(X)
mod ` such that the cofactor G = χ/F mod ` is prime to F , we write χ = F0 G0 the corresponding factorisation in Z` [X]. The `-divisible group GF is called the F0 -torsion in J [`∞ ] and
is denoted J [`∞ , F0 ]. It is the characteristic subspace of Fq associated with the factor F . If
F = (X − 1)e is the largest power of X − 1 dividing χ(X) mod ` we abbreviate G(X−1)e = G1 .
If ` 6= p and F = (X − q)e then we write similarly G(X−q)e = Gq = G∗1 .
We now compute fields of definitions for torsion points.
We assume ` is prime to q. The element ϕq belongs to the unit group U1 = (O/`O)∗ of
the quotient algebra O/`O = F` [X]/χ(X). Let the prime factorisation of χ(X) mod ` be
Q
Q fi
ei
(ei −1)fi
χ
(X)
with
deg(χ
)
=
f
.
The
order
of
U
is
. Let γ be the smalli
i
i
1
i
i (` − 1)`
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est integer such that `γ is bigger than or equal to 2g. Then the exponent of the group U1 divides
Q
Q
A1 = `γ i (`fi − 1). We set B1 = i (`fi − 1) and C1 = `γ . There is a unique polynomial
1
M1 (X) with degree < 2g such that (ϕA
q − 1)/` = M1 (ϕq ) ∈ O.
Now for every positive integer k, the element ϕq belongs to the unit group Uk = (O/`k O)∗
of the quotient algebra O/`k O = Z[X]/(`k , χ(X)). The prime factorisation of χ(X) mod ` is
Q
Q
lifted modulo `k as i Ξi (X) with deg(Ξi ) = ei fi and the order of Uk is i (`fi − 1)`fi (kei −1) .
Q
The exponent of the latter group divides Ak = A1 `k−1 . So we set Bk = B1 = i (`fi − 1)
and Ck = C1 `k−1 = `k−1+γ . There is a unique polynomial Mk (X) with degree < deg(χ) such
k
k
that ϕA
q − 1)/` = Mk (ϕq ) ∈ O. For every integer N ≥ 2 we can compute Mk (X) mod
N from χ(X) in probabilistic polynomial time in log q, log `, log N , k, and g: we first factor
χ(X) mod ` then compute χ and the ei and fi . We compute X Ak modulo (χ(X), `k N ) using
fast exponentiation. We remove 1 and divide by `k .
21.5.3 Lemma (Frobenius and `-torsion) Let k be a positive integer and ` 6= p a prime. Let
χ(X) be the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius Fq of J . Let ei and fi be the multiplicities
and inertiae in the prime decomposition of χ(X) mod `. Let γ be the smallest integer such that
Q
`γ is bigger than or equal to 2g. Let B = i (`fi − 1). Let Ck = `k−1+γ and Ak = BCk . The `k torsion in J decomposes over the degree Ak extension of Fq . There is a degree < 2g polynomial
Mk (X) ∈ Z[X] such that FqAk = 1 + `k Mk (Fq ). For every integer N one can compute such a
Mk (X) mod N from χ(X) in probabilistic polynomial time in log q, log `, log N , k, and g.
We obtain sharper rationality results if we restrict to `-divisible groups. So let χ = F G mod `
with F and G unitary coprime and let χ = F0 G0 be the corresponding factorisation in Z` [X].
The action of Fq on the `k -torsion GF [`k ] = J [`k , F0 ] inside GF factors through the ring
O` /(`k , F0 ) = Z` [X]/(`k , F0 ). We deduce the following result.
21.5.4 Lemma (Frobenius and F0 -torsion) Let k be a positive integer and ` 6= p a prime. Let
χ(X) be the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius Fq of J . Let χ = F G mod ` with F and
G unitary coprime. Let ei and fi be the multiplicities and inertiae in the prime decomposition
of F (X) mod `. Let γ be the smallest integer such that `γ is bigger than or equal to 2g. Let
Q
B(F ) = i (`fi − 1). Let Ck (F ) = `k−1+γ and Ak (F ) = B(F )Ck (F ). The `k -torsion in GF
decomposes over the degree Ak (F ) extension of Fq . There is a degree < deg(F ) polynomial
A (F )
Mk (X) ∈ Z` [X] such that ΠF Fq k
= ΠF + `k ΠF Mk (Fq ). For every power N of `, one can
compute such an Mk (X) mod N from χ(X) and F (X) in probabilistic polynomial time in log q,
log `, log N , k, and g.
If we take for F the largest power of X − 1 dividing χ(X) mod ` in the above lemma, we have
B(F ) = 1 so Ak (F ) is an ` power ≤ 2g`k .
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If we take for F the largest power of X − q dividing χ(X) mod ` in the above lemma, we
have B(F ) = ` − 1 so Ak (F ) is ≤ 2g(` − 1)`k .
So the characteristic spaces associated with the eigenvalues 1 and q decompose over small
degree extensions of Fq .

21.6

The Kummer map

Let X be a smooth projective algebraically irreducible reduced curve over Fq of genus g and J
the Jacobian of X . Let n ≥ 2 be an integer dividing q − 1. We assume g ≥ 1. In this section, we
construct a convenient surjection from J (Fq ) to J (Fq )[n].
If P is in J (Fq ) we take some R such that nR = P and form the 1-cocycle (σ R − R)σ
in H1 (Fq , J [n]). Using the Weil pairing we deduce an element:
 7→ (en (σ R − R, ))σ
of
Hom(J [n](Fq ), H1 (µn )) = Hom(J [n](Fq ), Hom(Gal(Fq ), µn ))
= Hom(J [n](Fq ), F∗q /(F∗q )n ).
The map that sends P mod nJ (Fq ) to  7→ (en (σ R − R, ))σ is injective because the FreyRück pairing is non-degenerate. We observe that Hom(Gal(Fq ), µn ) is isomorphic to µn since an
homomorphism from Gal(Fq ) to µn is characterised by the image of the Frobenius generator Fq .
We obtain a bijection Tn,q from J (Fq )/nJ (Fq ) to the dual Hom(J [n](Fq ), µn ) of J [n](Fq ) that
we call the Tate map. It maps P onto  7→ en (Fq R − R, ). If J [n] decomposes over Fq we set
Kn,q (P ) = Fq R − R and define a bijection Kn,q : J (Fq )/nJ (Fq ) → J [n](Fq ) = J [n] that we
call the Kummer map.
We now assume that n = `k is a power of some prime integer ` 6= p. We also make the
(strong!) assumption that J [n] decomposes over Fq . We want to compute the Kummer map
Kn,q explicitly. Let P be an Fq -rational point in J . Let R be such that nR = P . Since Fq − 1
kills J [n], there is an Fq -endomorphism κ of J such that Fq − 1 = nκ. We note that κ belongs
to O ⊗Z Q = Q[Fq ] and therefore commutes with Fq . We have κ(P ) = (Fq − 1)(R) = Kn,q (P )
and κ(P ) is Fq -rational.
Computing the Kummer map will show very useful but it requires that J [n] decomposes
over Fq . In general, we shall have to base change to some extension of Fq .
Q
Let χ(X) be the characteristic polynomial of Fq and let B = i (`fi − 1) where the fi are the
degrees of prime divisors of χ(X) (mod `). Let `γ be the smallest power of ` that is bigger than
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or equal to 2g. Let Ck = `γ+k−1 and Ak = BCk . Set Q = q Ak . From Lemma 21.5.3 there is a
polynomial Mk (X) such that FQ = 1 + `k Mk (Fq ). So, for P an FQ -rational point in J and R
such that nR = P the Kummer map Kn,Q applied to P is Mk (Fq )(P ) = (FQ −1)(R) = Kn,Q (P )
and this is an FQ -rational point.
21.6.1 Lemma (The Kummer map) Let Fq be a finite field and let X be a projective smooth
absolutely irreducible reduced algebraic curve over Fq . Let g be the genus of X and let ` 6= p be
a prime integer and n = `k a power of `. We assume that g ≥ 1. Let χ(X) be the characteristic
Q
polynomial of Fq and let B = (` − 1) i (`fi − 1) where the fi are the degrees of prime divisors
of χ(X) (mod `). Let `γ be the smallest power of ` that is bigger than or equal to 2g. Let
Ck = `γ+k−1 and Ak = BCk . Set Q = q Ak and observe that n divides Q − 1. There exists an
endomorphism κ ∈ Z[Fq ] of J such that nκ = FQ − 1 and for every FQ -rational point P and
any R with nR = P one has κ(P ) = (FQ − 1)(R) = Kn,Q (P ). This endomorphism κ induces
a bijection between J (FQ )/nJ (FQ ) and J [n](FQ ) = J [n]. Given χ(X) and a positive integer
N one can compute κ mod N as a polynomial in Fq with coefficients in Z/N Z in probabilistic
polynomial time in g, log `, log q, k, and log N .
This lemma is not of much use in practice because the the field FQ is too big. On the other
hand, we may not be interested in the whole n-torsion in J but just a small piece in it, that may
or may not correspond to a subvariety.
Let ` 6= p be a prime integer and G an `-divisible group in J [`∞ ] and Π = Π2 : J [`∞ ] → G a
projection onto it. Let n = `k and let Q be a power of q such that G[n] decomposes over FQ . Let
P be an FQ -rational point in G. Let R ∈ G be such that nR = P . We set KG,n,Q (P ) = FQ R − R
and define an isomorphism KG,n,Q : G(FQ )/nG(FQ ) → G(FQ )[n] = G[n].
In order to make this construction explicit, we now assume that there exists some κ ∈ Z` [Fq ]
such that Π(FQ − 1 − nκ) = 0.
Lemma 21.5.4 provides us with such a Q and such a κ when G = J [`∞ , F0 ] is some characteristic subspace.
We now can compute this new Kummer map KG,n,Q . Let P be an FQ -rational point in G. Let
R ∈ G be such that nR = P . From (FQ − 1 − nκ)Π(R) = 0 = (FQ − 1 − nκ)(R) we deduce
that KG,n,Q (P ) = κ(P ). Hence the following result.
21.6.2 Lemma (The Kummer map) Let Fq be a finite field and let X be a projective smooth
absolutely irreducible reduced algebraic curve over Fq . Let g be the genus of X and let
` 6= p be a prime integer and n = `k a power of `. We assume that g ≥ 1. Let χ(X)
be the characteristic polynomial of Fq . Assume χ(X) = F (X)G(X) mod ` with F and G
unitary coprime polynomials in F` [X] and let GF be the associated `-divisible group. Let
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Q
B = (` − 1) i (`fi − 1) where the fi are the degrees of prime divisors of F (X) (mod `).
Let `γ be the smallest power of ` that is bigger than or equal to 2g. Let Ck = `k−1+γ and
Ak = BCk . Set Q = q Ak . From Lemma 21.5.4 there exists an endomorphism κ ∈ Z` [Fq ] such
that ΠF (nκ − FQ + 1) = 0 and for every FQ -rational point P ∈ GF and any R ∈ GF with
nR = P one has κ(P ) = (FQ − 1)(R) = KG,n,Q (P ). This endomorphism κ induces a bijection
between GF (FQ )/nGF (FQ ) and GF [n](FQ ) = GF [n]. Given χ(X) and F and a power N of `,
one can compute κ mod N as a polynomial in Fq with coefficients in Z/N Z in probabilistic
polynomial time in g, log `, log q, k, and log N .

21.7

Linearisation of torsion classes

Let C be a degree d plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C over Fq with geometric genus g ≥ 1, and assume we are given the smooth model X of C. Let J be the Jacobian
of X . We assume ` 6= p is a prime integer that divides #J (Fq ). Let n = `k be a power of `. We
want to describe J (Fq )[`k ] by generators and relations.
If x1 , x2 , . . . , xI are elements in a finite commutative group G we let R be the kernel of the
P
map ξ : ZI → G defined by ξ(a1 , · · · , aI ) = i ai xi . We call R the lattice of relations between
the xi .
We first give a very general and rough algorithm for computing relations in any finite commutative group.
21.7.1 Lemma (Finding relations in blackbox groups) Let G be a finite and commutative
group and let x1 , x2 , . . . , xI be elements in G. A basis for the lattice of relations between the xi
can be computed at the expense of 3I(#G)2 operations (or comparisons) in G.
Proof We first compute and store all the multiples of x1 . So we list 0, x1 , 2x1 , . . ., until we find
the first multiple e1 x1 that is equal to zero. This gives us the relation r1 = (e1 , 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R.
This first step requires at most o = #G operations in G and o comparisons.
We then compute successive multiples of x2 until we find the first one e2 x2 that is in
L1 = {0, x1 , . . . , (e1 − 1)x1 }. This gives us a second relation r2 . The couple (r1 , r2 ) is a
basis for the lattice of relations between x1 and x2 . Using this lattice, we compute the list L2 of
elements in the group generated by x1 and x2 . This second step requires at most 2o operations
and o2 comparisons.
We then compute successive multiples of x3 until we find the first one e3 x3 that is in L2 . This
gives us a third relation r3 . The triple (r1 , r2 , r3 ) is a basis for the lattice of relations between x1 ,
x2 and x3 . Using this lattice, we compute the list L3 of elements in the group generated by x1 ,
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x2 and x3 . This third step requires at most 2o operations and o2 comparisons. And we go on like
this.

This is far from efficient unless the group is very small.
We come back to the computation of generators and relations for J (Fq )[`k ].
Let B = ` − 1. Let `γ be the smallest power of ` that is bigger than or equal to 2g and let
Ak = B`γ+k−1 . We set Qk = q Ak .
If we take for F a power of X − 1 in Definition 21.5.2 and Lemma 21.6.2 we obtain two
surjective maps Π1 : J (FQk )[`∞ ] → G1 (FQk ) and KG1 ,`k ,Qk : G1 (FQk ) → G1 [`k ].
If we now take for F a power of X − q in Definition 21.5.2 and Lemma 21.6.2 we obtain two
surjective maps Πq : J (FQk )[`∞ ] → Gq (FQk ) and KGq ,`k ,Qk : Gq (FQk ) → Gq [`k ].
We observe that Π1 and Πq are Rosati dual to each other (as elements in End(J /Fq ) ⊗Z Z` ),
and adjoint for the Weil pairing.
Using Lemma 21.3.3 we produce a sequence γ1 , . . . , γI of elements in J (FQk ) that generate
a subgroup of index at most ι = max(48g, 24d, 720). Let N be the largest prime to ` divisor
of #J (FQk ). We set αi = KG1 ,`k ,Qk (Π1 (N γi )) and βi = KGq ,`k ,Qk (Πq (N γi )).
The group Ak generated by the αi has index at most ι in G1 [`k ]. The group Bk generated by
the βi has index at most ι in Gq [`k ].
Let `δ be smallest power of ` that is bigger than ι and assume k > δ. Then Ak contains G1 [`k−δ ].
We now explain how to compute the lattice of relations between given elements ρ1 , . . . , ρJ
in G1 [`k ]. We denote by R this lattice. We notice that the restriction of the Weil pairing to
G1 [`k ] × Gq [`k ] is non-degenerate. We fix an isomorphism between the group µ`k (Fq ) of `k -th
roots and Z/`k Z. We regard the matrix (e`k (βi , ρj )) as a matrix with I lines, J columns and
coefficients in Z/`k Z. This matrix defines a morphism from ZJ to (Z/`k Z)I whose kernel is a
lattice R0 that contains R. The index of R in R0 is at most ι. Indeed R0 /R is isomorphic to
the orthogonal of Bk in hρ1 , . . . , ρJ i ⊂ G1 [`k ] and the latter group has order ≤ ι. Once given
a basis of R0 , the sublattice R can be computed using Lemma 21.7.1 at the expense of ≤ 3Jι2
operations.
Assume k is bigger than δ. We apply this method to the generators (αi )i of Ak . Once given
the lattice R of relations between the αi it is a matter of linear algebra to find a basis (b1 , . . . , bw )
for Ak [`k−δ ] = G1 [`k−δ ]. The latter group is a rank w free module over Z/`k−δ Z and is acted on
by the q-Frobenius Fq . For every bj we can compute the lattice of relations between Fq (bj ), b1 ,
b2 , . . . , bw and deduce the matrix of Fq in the basis (b1 , . . . , bw ). From this matrix we deduce a
nice generating set for the kernel of Fq − 1 in G1 [`k−δ ]. This kernel is J [`k−δ ](Fq ). We deduce
the following result.
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21.7.2 Theorem There is a probabilistic Monte-Carlo algorithm that on input:
1. a degree d and geometric genus g plane projective absolutely irreducible reduced curve C
over Fq ,
2. the smooth model X of C,
3. a degree 1 divisor O = O+ − O− where O+ and O− are effective, Fq -rational and have
degree bounded by a constant times g,
4. a prime ` different from the characteristic p of Fq and a power n = `k of `,
5. the zeta function of X ;
outputs a set g1 , . . . , gW of divisor classes in the Picard group of X /Fq , such that the `k torsion
Pic(X /Fq )[`k ] is the direct product of the hgi i, and the orders of the gi form a non-decreasing
sequence. Every class gi is given by a divisor Gi − gO in it, where Gi is a degree g effective
Fq -divisor on X .
The algorithm runs in probabilistic polynomial time in d, g, log q and `k . It outputs the correct
answer with probability ≥ 1/2. Otherwise, it may return either nothing or a strict subgroup
of Pic(X /Fq )[`k ].
If one is given a degree zero Fq -divisor D = D+ − D− of order dividing `k , one can compute
the coordinates of the class of D in the basis (gi )1≤i≤W in polynomial time in d, log q, `k and the
P
degree of D+ . These coordinates are integers xi such that 1≤i≤W xi gi = [D].

21.8

An example: modular curves

In this subsection we consider a family of modular curves for which we can easily provide and
study a plane model. Let ` ≥ 5 be a prime. We set d` = (`2 − 1)/4 and m` = (` − 1)/2. We
denote by X` = X(2)1 (`) the moduli of elliptic curves with full 2-torsion plus one non-trivial
`-torsion point. We first describe a homogeneous singular plane model C` for this curve. We
enumerate the places of X` above every singularity of C` and compute the adjoint divisor C`
using the Tate elliptic curve.
We let λ be an indeterminate and we consider the Legendre elliptic curve with equation
2
y = x(x − 1)(x − λ). Call T` (λ, x) the `-division polynomial of this curve. It is a polynomial
in Q[λ][x] with degree 2d` = (`2 − 1)/2 in x.
As a polynomial in x we have:
X
T` (λ, x) =
a2d` −k (λ)xk
0≤k≤2d`
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where a0 (λ) has degree 0 in λ so that we normalise by setting a0 (λ) = `.
We can compute the 2d` roots of T` (λ, x) in the field Q{{λ−1 }} of Puiseux series in λ−1 . We
set:
(λ2 − λ + 1)3
j = j(λ) = 28 2
= 28 λ2 (1 − λ−1 + 3λ−2 + 3λ−4 + · · · )
λ (λ − 1)2
so:
j −1 = 2−8 (λ−2 + λ−3 − 2λ−4 − 5λ−5 + · · · ).
We introduce Tate’s q-parameter, defined implicitly by j = q −1 + 744 + 196884q + · · · so:
q = j −1 + 744j −2 + 750420j −3 + · · ·
1 −3
29 −4
13 −5
1 −2
λ +
λ +
λ +
λ + ··· .
=
256
256
8192
4096
We set x = x0 + (1 + λ)/3 and y 0 = y and find the reduced Weierstrass equation for the Legendre
curve:
λ2 − λ + 1 0 (λ − 2)(λ + 1)(2λ − 1)
y 02 = x03 −
x −
3
27
We want to compare the latter curve and the Tate curve with equation:
y 002 = x003 −

E4 (q) 00 E6 (q)
x +
48
864

where E4 (q) = 1 + 240q + · · · and E6 (q) = 1 − 504q + · · · .
The quotient (E4 (q)(dq)2 )/((λ2 − λ + 1)q 2 ) is a quadratic differential on the curve X(2)
with divisor −2(0) − 2(1) in the λ coordinate. Examination of the leading terms of its expansion
shows that:
 2
4(λ2 − λ + 1)(dλ)2
dq
E4
=
q
λ2 (1 − λ)2
and similarly:

E6

dq
q

3
=

4(λ − 2)(λ + 1)(2λ − 1)(dλ)3
.
λ3 (1 − λ)3

We deduce the isomorphism x0 = γ 2 x00 and y 0 = γ 3 y 00 with:


dq
3
3
2
γ = 2λ(λ − 1)
= −4λ + 2 + λ−1 + λ−2 + · · · .
qdλ
8
16
Set ζ` = exp(2iπ/`). For a and b integers such that either b = 0 and 1 ≤ a ≤ (` − 1)/2 or
1 ≤ b ≤ (` − 1)/2 and 0 ≤ a ≤ ` − 1 we set w = ζ`a q b/` in the expansion:
x00 (w, q) =

X
X nq n
1
wq n
+
−
2
12 n∈Z (1 − wq n )2
1 − qn
n≥1
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and find:
x00a,b =

1
+ ζ`a q b/` + O(q (b+1)/` )
12

x00a,0 =

1
ζ`a
+
+ O(q).
12 (1 − ζ`a )2

if b 6= 0 and:

So:
xa,b = γ 2 x00 +

1+λ
= −4ζ`a 2−8b/` λ1−2b/` + O(λ1−(2b+1)/` )
3

if b 6= 0 and:
xa,0 =

−4ζ`a
λ + O(1).
(1 − ζ`a )2

The xa,b are the roots of T` (λ, x) in the field Q{{λ−1 }} of Puiseux series.
We deduce that for 1 ≤ k ≤ (` − 1)/2 the polynomial ak (λ) has degree at most k. Further:
a(`−1)/2 (λ) = 2`−1 (−λ)(`−1)/2 + O(λ(`−3)/2 ).
For k > (` − 1)/2 the polynomial ak (λ) has degree < k and ≤ d` .
The coefficients in all the series expansions above are in Z[1/6`]. The coefficients in T` (λ, x)
are in Z[1/6`]. In fact T` (λ, x) is in Z[λ, x] but this is not needed here.
Since T` ∈ Q[λ, x] is absolutely irreducible, the equation T` (λ, x) = 0 defines a plane absolutely irreducible affine curve C` .
We denote by T` (Λ, X, Y ) = T` (Λ/Y, X/Y )Y 2d` the associated homogeneous polynomial
and call C` ⊂ P2 the corresponding projective curve.
For every place P on X` such that λ(P ) 6∈ {0, 1, ∞}, the function λ − λ(P ) is a uniformising
parameter at P . Further x(P ) is finite and P is the only place of X` above the point (λ(P ), x(P ))
of C` . So the only possible singularities of C` lie on one of the three lines with equations Λ = 0,
Y = 0 and Λ − Y = 0.
The points at infinity are given by the degree 2d` form:
Y
`−1
`−1
`2 −`
`2 −1
`2 −`
2`−1 (−1) 2 Λ 2 X 2 + · · · + `X 2 = X 2
(−4Λ − (ζ`a + ζ`−a − 2)X).
0≤a≤ `−1
2

We call Σ∞ = [1, 0, 0] the unique singular point at infinity and for every 1 ≤ b ≤ (`−1)/2 we
call σ∞,b the point above Σ∞ on X` associated with the orbit {x0,b , x1,b , . . . , x`−1,b } for the inertia
group. We call µ∞,a the point on X` corresponding to the expansion xa,0 . The ramification index
of the covering map λ : X` → X(2) is ` at σ∞,b and 1 at µ∞,a . Since ` − 2b and ` are coprime,
there exist two integers αb and βb such that αb (` − 2b) − βb ` = 1 and 1 ≤ αb ≤ ` − 1 and
1 ≤ βb ≤ ` − 1. The monomial xαb λ−βb ∈ Q(X` ) is a local parameter at σ∞,b . Of course, λ−1/`
is also a local parameter at this point, and it is much more convenient, although it is not in Q(X` ).
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The morphism φ : X` → X1 (`) corresponding to forgetting the 2-torsion structure is Galois
with group S3 generated by the two transpositions τ(0,∞) and τ(0,1) defined in homogeneous
coordinates by τ(0,∞) : [Λ, X, Y ] → [Y, X, Λ] and τ(0,1) : [Λ, X, Y ] → [Y − Λ, Y − X, Y ]. We
observe that these act on X` , P2 and C` in a way compatible with the maps X` → C` and C` ⊂ P2 .
We set Σ0 = τ(0,∞) (Σ∞ ) = [0, 0, 1] and Σ1 = τ(0,1) (Σ0 ) = [1, 1, 1]. We set
σ0,b = τ(0,∞) (σ∞,b ) and σ1,b = τ(0,1) (σ0,b ), µ0,a = τ(0,∞) (µ∞,a ) and µ1,a = τ(0,1) (µ0,a ).
The genus of X` is g` = (` − 3)2 /4 = (m` − 1)2 . The arithmetic genus of C` is
ga = (m2` + m` − 1)(2m2` + 2m` − 1). We now compute the conductor of C` . Locally at
Σ∞ the curve C` consists of m` branches (one for each place σ∞,b ) that are cusps with equations
(X/Λ)` = −22`−8b (Y /Λ)2b + · · · . The conductor of this latter cusp is σ∞,b times (` − 1)(2b − 1)
which is the next integer to the last gap of the additive semigroup generated by ` and 2b. The
conductor of the full singularity Σ∞ is now given by Gorenstein’s formula [49, Theorem 2] and
is:
X
{b(4m2` + 4m` − 1) − 2m` − (2m` + 1)b2 } · σ∞,b .
1≤b≤m`

The full conductor C` is the sum of this plus the two corresponding terms to the isomorphic
singularities Σ0 and Σ1 . Some authors call it the adjunction divisor.
The degree deg(C` ) of C` is 2m` (2m3` + 4m2` − 2m` − 1). So we have:
δ(C` ) = m` (2m3` + 4m2` − 2m` − 1)
and we check that ga = g` + δ(C` ).
Now let p 6∈ {2, 3, `} be a prime. Let Cp be the field of p-adics and Fp its residue field. We
embed Q in Cp and also in C. In particular ζ` = exp(2iπ/`) and 21/` are well defined as p-adic
numbers.
We observe that in the calculations above, all coefficients belong to Z[1/6`].
More precisely, the curves C` and X` are defined over Z[1/6`]. We note C` mod
p = C` /Fp = C` ⊗Z[1/6`] Fp the reduction of C` modulo p and define similarly X` mod p. The
points σ∞,b ∈ X` are defined over Z[1/6`] and their reductions σ∞,b mod p = σ∞,b ⊗Z[1/6`] Fp
are defined over Fp . The points µ∞,a ∈ X` are defined over Z[ζ` , 1/6`] and their reductions
µ∞,a mod p = µ∞,a ⊗Z[ζ` ,1/6`] Fp (ζ` ) are defined over Fp (ζ` ).
We deduce the following result.
21.8.1 Lemma (Computing C` and resolving its singularities) There exists a deterministic algorithm that given a prime ` ≥ 5 and a prime p 6∈ {2, 3, `} and a finite field Fq with characteristic
p such that ζ` mod p and 21/` mod p belong to Fq , computes the equation T` (λ, x) modulo p and
the expansions of all xa,b as series in λ−1/` with coefficients in Fq , in time polynomial in `, log q
and the required λ−1/` -adic accuracy.
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21.9

Another example of modular curves

In this subsection we consider another family of modular curves for which we can easily provide
and study a plane model. This family will be useful in the calculation of modular representations
as sketched in the next section. Let ` > 5 be a prime. This time we set X` = X1 (5`) the
moduli of elliptic curves with one point of order 5`. We first describe a homogeneous singular
plane model C` for this curve. We enumerate the places of X` above every singularity of C` and
provide series expansions for affine coordinates at every such place.
Let b be an indeterminate and form the elliptic curve Eb in Tate normal form with equation:
y 2 + (1 − b)xy − by = x3 − bx2 .
The point P = (0, 0) has order 5 and its multiples are 2P = (b, b2 ), 3P = (b, 0), and
4P = (0, b). The multiplication by ` isogeny induces a degree `2 rational fraction on xcoordinates: x 7→ N (x)/M(x) where N (x) is a unitary degree `2 polynomial in Q(b)[x].
Recursion formulae for division polynomial (see [38], Section 3.6) provide a quick algorithm
for computing this polynomial, and also show that the coefficients actually lie in Z[b]. If ` is
congruent to ±1 modulo 5 then `P = ±P and x divides N (x). Otherwise N (x) is divisible
by x − b.
Call T` (b, x) the quotient of N (x) by x or x − b. This is a unitary polynomial in Z[b][x] with
degree `2 − 1 in x.
As a polynomial in x we have:
X
T` (b, x) =
a`2 −1−k (b)xk
0≤k≤`2 −1

where a0 (λ) = 1. Let d be the total degree of T` .
We denote by T` (B, X, Y ) = T` (B/Y, X/Y )Y d the associated homogeneous polynomial
and call C` ⊂ P2 the corresponding projective curve.
We set:
(b4 − 12b3 + 14b2 + 12b + 1)3
j = j(b) =
.
b5 (b2 − 11b − 1)
√
√
Let 5 ∈ C be the positive square root of 5 and let ζ5 = exp(2iπ/5). Let s = (11 + 5 5)/2 and
s̄ be the two roots of b2 − 11b − 1.
The forgetting map X1 (5`) → X1 (5) is unramified except at b ∈ {0, ∞, s, s̄}. For every
place P on X` such that b(P ) 6∈ {0, s, s̄, ∞}, the function b − b(P ) is a uniformising parameter
at P .
Let U be the affine open set with equation Y B(B 2 −11BY +Y 2 ) 6= 0. Every point on C` ∩U
is smooth and all places of X` above points in C` − U are cusps in the modular sense (i.e. the
modular invariant at these places is infinite).
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In order to desingularise C` at a given cusp, we shall construct an isomorphism between the
Tate q-curve and the completion of Eb at this cusp.
We call A∞ , A0 , As , As̄ the points on X1 (5) corresponding to the values ∞, 0, s and s̄ of b.
We first study the situation locally at A∞ . A local parameter is b−1 and we have
j −1 = b−5 + 25b−6 + · · · .
We introduce Tate’s q-parameter, defined implicitly by j = q −1 + 744 + 196884q + · · · so:
q = j −1 + 744j −2 + 750420j −3 + · · ·
= b−5 + 25b−6 + · · ·
and we fix an embedding of the local field at A∞ inside C{{q}} by setting:
b−1 = q 1/5 − 5q 2/5 + · · · .
We set x0 = 36x+3(b2 −6b+1) and y 0 = 108(2y +(1−b)x−b) and find the reduced Weierstrass
equation:
y 02 = x03 − 27(b4 − 12b3 + 14b2 + 12b + 1)x0 + 54(b2 + 1)(b4 − 18b3 + 74b2 + 18b + 1).
We want to compare the latter curve and the Tate curve with equation:
y 002 = x003 −

E4 (q) 00 E6 (q)
x +
48
864

where E4 (q) = 1 + 240q + · · · and E6 (q) = 1 − 504q + · · · . See [56, Theorem 10.1.6].
From the classical (see [97, Proposition 7.1]) identities:
2

qdj
= j(j − 1728)E4
dq
and:

we deduce:

and:


qdb
dq

qdb
dq

3

qdj
dq

2
=

3

= −j 2 (j − 1728)E6

b2 (b2 − 11b − 1)2 E4
25(b4 − 12b3 + 14b2 + 12b + 1)

b3 (b2 − 11b − 1)3 E6
=−
.
125(b2 + 1)(b4 − 18b3 + 74b2 + 18b + 1)

We deduce the isomorphism x0 = γ 2 x00 and y 0 = γ 3 y 00 with:
γ2 = −

36b(b2 − 11b − 1)dq
.
5qdb
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The point P has (x, y) coordinates equal to (0, 0). So:
x00 (P ) = 3(b2 − 6b + 1)/γ 2 =

2
3
1
1
+ b−2 + 11b−3 + · · · =
+ q 5 + O(q 5 ).
12
12

Since on the Tate curve we have:
x00 (w, q) =

(21.9.1)

X
X nq n
1
wq n
+
−
2
12 n∈Z (1 − wq n )2
1 − qn
n≥1

we deduce that w(P ) = q ±2/5 mod hqi. We may decide for the sign in the exponent because
we may choose any of the two isomorphisms corresponding to either possible values for γ. We
decide that w(P ) = q 2/5 mod hqi.
Set ζ` = exp(2iπ/`). For α and β integers such that 0 ≤ α, β ≤ ` − 1 we set w = ζ`α q β/` q 2/5`
in the expansion 21.9.1 and find:
x00α,β =

1
+ ζ`α q β/` q 2/5` (1 + O(q 1/5` ))
12

if 0 ≤ β ≤ (` − 1)/2 and:
x00α,β =

1
+ ζ`−α q 1−β/`−2/5` (1 + O(q 1/5` ))
12

if (` + 1)/2 ≤ β ≤ ` − 1.
Since:
xα,β = (γ 2 x00α,β − 3(b2 − 6b + 1))/36
and:
γ 2 = 36b2 − 216b − 396 + O(b−1 ) = 36q −2/5 + 144q −1/5 + 144 + · · ·
we deduce that:
xα,β + 1 = ζ`α q β/`+2/5`−2/5 (1 + O(q 1/5` ))
if 0 ≤ β ≤ (` − 1)/2 and:
xα,β + 1 = ζ`−α q 1−β/`−2/5`−2/5 (1 + O(q 1/5` ))
if (` + 1)/2 ≤ β ≤ ` − 1.
In particular, the degree of T` (b, x) in b is ≤ 2(`2 − 1).
For 0 ≤ α < ` and 0 ≤ β < ` we set α̃ = 5α mod ` and β̃ = 5β + 2 mod `.
If β̃ is non-zero, the inertia group permutes cyclically the ` roots xα,β for 0 ≤ α < `. We call
σ∞,β̃ the corresponding branch on X` . On the other hand, if β = −2/5 mod ` then β̃ = 0 mod `
and every xα,−2/5 mod ` is fixed by inertia. We observe that x0,−2/5 mod ` is either b or 0 and is
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not a root of T` (b, x). For α̃ a non-zero residue modulo `, we denote by µ∞,α̃ the branch on X`
corresponding to xα,−2/5 mod ` .
So we have `−1 unramified places on X` above A∞ and `−1 ramified places with ramification
index `.
The coefficients in all the series expansions above are in Z[1/30, ζ` ]. The coefficients in
T` (b, x) are in Z.
The curves C` and X` are defined over Z[1/30`]. Let p 6∈ {2, 3, 5, `} be a prime. We note
C` mod p = C` /Fp = C` ⊗Z[1/30`] Fp the reduction of C` modulo p and define similarly X`
mod p.
From the discussion above we deduce the following result.
21.9.2 Lemma (Computing C` and resolving its singularities, I) There exists a deterministic
algorithm that given a prime ` ≥ 7 and a prime p 6∈ {2, 3, 5, `} and a finite field Fq with characteristic p such that ζ` mod p belongs to Fq , computes the equation T` (b, x) modulo p and the
expansions of all xα,β as series in b−1/` with coefficients in Fq , in time polynomial in `, log q and
the required b−1/` -adic accuracy.
Proof The equation is computed using recursion formulae for division polynomials. The qseries for the modular function j is given by:
j(q) = 1728E43 (q)(E43 (q) − E62 (q))−1
where:
E4 (q) = 1 + 240

X n3 q n
1 − qn
n≥1

E6 (q) = 1 − 504

X n5 q n
.
1 − qn
n≥1

and:

The expansions for the xα,β are then obtained through standard operations on series like product,
sum, reversion, composition. And this is done in polynomial time in the absolute accuracy. 
Here are a few lines of GP-PARI code:
{ser(aa,bb,prec,ell,p,z,b,jc,E4,E6,D,jq,qc,gc,w,x)=if(1,
ell=7;
p=953;
z=Mod(431,p);
b=1/c;
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jc=(bˆ4-12*bˆ3+14*bˆ2+12*b+1)ˆ3/bˆ5/(bˆ2-11*b-1);
E4=sum(n=1,prec, nˆ3*qˆn/(1-qˆn))*240+1+O(qˆprec);
E6=sum(n=1,prec, -nˆ5*qˆn/(1-qˆn))*504+1+O(qˆprec);
D=(E4ˆ3-E6ˆ2)/1728;
jq=E4ˆ3/D;
qc=subst(serreverse(1/jq),q,1/jc+O(cˆprec));
gc= -36*b*(bˆ2-11*b-1)*deriv(qc)*(-cˆ2)/5/qc;
w=zˆaa*Qˆ(2+5*bb);
xabs=Mod(1,p)*(1/12
+sum(n=1,prec,w*Qˆ(5*ell*n)/(1-w*Qˆ(5*ell*n))ˆ2
+O(Qˆ(5*ell*prec))) +w/(1-w)ˆ2
+sum(n=1,prec,Qˆ(5*ell*n)/w/(1-(w)ˆ(-1)*Qˆ(5*ell*n))ˆ2
+O(Qˆ(5*ell*prec)))
-2*sum(n=1,prec,n*Qˆ(5*ell*n)/(1-Qˆ(5*ell*n))
+O(Qˆ(5*ell*prec )) ));
cQ=subst(serreverse((qc/cˆ5)ˆ(1/5)*c),c,Qˆell);
bQ=1/cQ;
gQ=subst(gc,c,cQ);
XabQ=(gQ*xabs-3*(bQˆ2-6*bQ+1) )/36;
QC=subst(serreverse(1/((bQ*Qˆell)ˆ(1/ell)/Q)),Q,C);
XabC=subst(XabQ,Q,QC);
,)}
The same holds for singular places above A0 . A local parameter at A0 is b and:
j −1 = −b5 + 25b6 + . . .

so

q = −b5 + 25b6 + . . .

and we fix an embedding of the local field at A0 inside C{{q}} by setting b = −q 1/5 +5q 2/5 +. . . .
From γ 2 = 36 − 216q 1/5 + . . . we deduce that the coordinate x00 (P ) of the 5-torsion point P is
x00 (P ) = 1/12 + q 1/5 + O(q 2/5 ) so the parameter w at P can be taken to be w(P ) = q 1/5 mod hqi
this time. For α and β integers such that 0 ≤ α, β ≤ ` − 1 we set w = ζ`α q β/` q 1/5` in the
expansion 21.9.1 and we finish as above.
√
Now, a local parameter at As is b − s and j −1 = (1/2 − 11 5/50)(b − s) + O((b − s)2 ) so
√
q = (1/2−11 5/50)(b−s)+O((b−s)2 ) and we fix an embedding of the local field at As inside
√
C{{q}} by setting b − s = ((125 + 55 5)/2)q + O(q 2 ). We deduce that the coordinate x00 (P )
of the 5-torsion point P is x00 (P ) = 1/12 + w/(1 − w)2 + O(q) where w = exp(4iπ/5) = ζ52 so
the parameter w at P can be taken to be w(P ) = ζ52 mod hqi this time.
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Altogether we have proved the following.
21.9.3 Lemma (Computing C` and resolving its singularities, II) There exists a deterministic
algorithm that given a prime ` ≥ 7 and a prime p 6∈ {2, 3, 5, `} and a finite field Fq with characteristic p such that ζ` mod p and ζ5 mod p belong to Fq , computes the equation T` (b, x) modulo
p and expansions (with coefficients in Fq ) at every singular branch of C` in time polynomial in `,
log q and the required number of significant terms in the expansions.
We also need the following result due to Manin, Shokurov, Merel and Cremona [77, 80, 15,
45].
21.9.4 Lemma (Manin, Shokurov, Merel, Cremona) For ` a prime and p 6∈ {5, `} another
prime, the zeta function of X` (mod p) can be computed in time polynomial in ` and p.
Proof We first compute the action of the Hecke operator Tp on the space of Manin symbols
for the congruence group Γ1 (5`) associated with X` . Then, from the Eichler-Shimura identity
Tp = Fp + phpi/Fp we deduce the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius Fp .

The lines below are written in the Magma language.
ZZ:=IntegerRing();
l:=11;
N:=5*11;
QN:=CyclotomicField(EulerPhi(N));
R1<T>:=PolynomialRing(QN,1);
R2<T,U>:=PolynomialRing(QN,2);
G := DirichletGroup(N,QN);
chars := Elements(G);
gen4:=chars[2];
gen10:=chars[5];
Genus(Gamma1(N));
charsmc:=[gen4,gen4ˆ2,gen4ˆ4, gen4*gen10,gen4ˆ2*gen10,gen10,
gen4*gen10ˆ2,gen4ˆ2*gen10ˆ2,gen10ˆ2,gen4*gen10ˆ5,
gen4ˆ2*gen10ˆ5,gen10ˆ5];
p:=101;
PT:= R2 ! 1;
W:=1;
g:=1;
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for eps in charsmc do
M := ModularForms([eps],2);
P:= R2 ! Evaluate(HeckePolynomial(CuspidalSubspace(M),p), T);
g:=Degree(P,T);
W :=
Evaluate(P,[ T+Evaluate(eps,p)*p/T, 1])*Tˆg;
PT:=PT*W;
end for;
PT := R2 ! PT;
k:=2;
PTk:= Resultant(PT, Tˆk-U,T);

21.10

Computing the Ramanujan subspace

This section explains the connection between the methods given here and Edixhoven’s program
for computing coefficients of modular forms. Recall the definition of the Ramanujan arithmetic
τ function, related to the sum expansion of the discriminant form:
∆(q) = q

Y

(1 − q k )24 =

k≥1

X

τ (k)q k .

k≥1

We call E ⊂ End(J1 (`)/Q) the algebra of endomorphisms of J1 (`) generated by the Hecke
operators Tn for all integers n ≥ 2. In view of Theorem 10.9 we make the following definition.
21.10.1 Definition (The Ramanujan ideal) We denote by m the maximal ideal in E generated
by ` and the Tn − τ (n). The subspace J1 (`)[m] of the `-torsion of J1 (`) cut out by all Tn − τ (n)
is called the Ramanujan subspace and denoted V` .
This V` is a 2-dimensional vector space over F` and the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius
endomorphism Fp on it is X 2 − τ (p)X + p11 mod `.
In this section, we address the problem of computing m-torsion divisors on modular curves
over some extension field Fq of Fp . The definition field Fq for such divisors can be predicted
from the characteristic polynomial of Fp on V` . So the strategy is to pick random Fq -points in
the `-torsion of the Jacobian J1 (`) and to project them onto V` using Hecke operators.
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In Section 21.9 we have defined the modular curve X` = X1 (5`) and the degree 24 covering
φ : X` → X1 (`) of X1 (`). We prefer X` to X1 (`) because we are able to construct a natural and
convenient plane model for it, and anyway, we need to work with this curve in order to connect
to the setup described in Section 13. The covering map φ : X` → X1 (`) corresponds to forgetting
the 5-torsion structure. It induces two morphisms φ∗ : J1 (`) → J` and φ∗ : J` → J1 (`) such that
φ∗ ◦ φ∗ = [24] on J1 (`).
The curve X` provides a convenient computational model for the group of Fq -points of the
Jacobian of X1 (`). Indeed, the Jacobian J1 (`) of X1 (`) and the Jacobian J` of X` are related by
the natural map φ∗ : J1 (`) → J` induced by φ.
We denote by A` ⊂ J` the image of ν = φ∗ ◦φ∗ . This is a subvariety of J` isogenous to J1 (`).
The restriction of ν to A` is multiplication by 24.
The maps φ∗ and φ∗ induce Galois equivariant bijections between the N -torsion subgroups
J1 (`)[N ] and A` [N ] for every prime to 6 integer N .
We call W` ⊂ A` ⊂ J` the image of the Ramanujan subspace by φ∗ . We choose an integer
b such that 24 × 24
b is congruent to 1 modulo `. We set T̂n = [24]
b ◦ φ∗ ◦ Tn ◦ φ∗ and notice that
24
T̂n ◦ φ∗ = φ∗ ◦ Tn on J1 (`)[`]. This way, the map φ∗ : J1 (`) → J` induces a Galois equivariant
bijection of Hecke modules between the J1 (`)[`] and A` [`] and W` = φ∗ (V` ) is the subspace in
A` [`] cut out by all T̂n − τ (n). So W` will also be called the Ramanujan subspace whenever there
is no risk of confusion.
We notice that φ∗ , φ∗ , Tn , and T̂n can be seen as correspondences as well as morphisms
between Jacobians, and we state the following lemma.
21.10.2 Lemma (Computing the Hecke action) Let `, p, n be primes such that p 6 |5`. Let q
be a power of p and let D be an effective Fq -divisor of degree d on X` (mod p). The divisors
φ∗ ◦ φ∗ (D) and φ∗ ◦ Tn ◦ φ∗ (D) can be computed in deterministic polynomial time in `, d, n
and log q.
Proof Let x = (E, u) be a point on X1 (`) representing and elliptic curve E with a point u of
order `. Let n be an integer. The Hecke operator Tn maps x onto the sum of all (Eφ , φ(u)), where
φ : E → Eφ runs over the set of all isogenies (actually, over the set of their kernels) of degree n
from E such that φ(u) still has order `. So we can compute the action of Hecke correspondences
on points x = (E, u) using Vélu’s formulae.
There remains to treat the case of cusps.
We call σβ̃ for 1 ≤ β̃ ≤ (` − 1)/2 and µα̃ for 1 ≤ α̃ ≤ (` − 1)/2 the cusps on X1 (`) images
by φ of the σ∞,β̃ and µ∞,α̃ .
For n prime to ` we have Tn (σβ̃ ) = σβ̃ + nσnβ̃ and Tn (µα̃ ) = nµα̃ + µnα̃ , where nα̃ in µnα̃
(resp. nβ̃ in σnβ̃ ) should be understood as the class of this integer in (Z/`Z)∗ /{1, −1}.
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P
Similarly T` (σβ̃ ) = σβ̃ + 2 1≤α̃≤(`−1)/2 µα̃ and T` (µα̃ ) = `µα̃ . The identity 8.11 implies

that Tli = Tli for all i ≥ 0. Using this one can compute the effect of Tn on cusps for all n.
We can now state the following theorem.
21.10.3 Theorem There is a probabilistic (Las Vegas) algorithm that on input a prime ` and a
prime p ≥ 7 such that ` is prime to p, computes the Ramanujan subspace W` = φ∗ (V` ) inside the
`-torsion of the Jacobian of X` /Fp . The answer is given as a list of `2 degree g` effective divisors
on X` , the first one being the origin ω. The algorithm runs in probabilistic polynomial time in p
and `.
Proof Lemma 21.9.3 gives us a plane model for X` (mod p) and a resolution of its singularities.
From Lemma 21.9.4 we obtain the zeta function of X` (mod p). The characteristic polynomial
of Fp on the Ramanujan space V` is X 2 −τ (p)X+p11 mod `. So we compute τ (p) (mod `) using
the expansion of the discriminant form. We deduce some small enough field of decomposition
Fq for V` (mod p). We then apply Theorem 21.7.2 and obtain a basis for the `-torsion in the
Picard group of X` /Fq . The same theorem allows us to compute the matrix of the endomorphism
ν = φ∗ ◦ φ∗ in this basis. We deduce a basis for the image A[`](Fq ) of ν. Using Theorem 21.7.2
again, we now write down the matrices of the Hecke operators T̂n in this basis for all n < `2 .
It is then a matter of linear algebra to compute a basis for the intersection of the kernels of all
T̂n − τ (n) in A[`](Fq ). The algorithm is Las Vegas rather than Monte-Carlo because we can
check the result, the group W` having known cardinality `2 .

21.10.4 Remark In the above theorem, one may impose an origin ω rather than letting the algorithm choose it. For example, one may choose as origin a well designed linear combination
of the cusps, as in Section 12. Such an adapted choice of the origin may insure that the `2 − 1
divisors representing the non-zero classes in W` are unique in characteristic zero and thus remain
unique modulo p for all but finitely many primes p.

22

Computing the mod l Galois representations associated
to τ in time polynomial in l

22.1 Theorem There exists a probabilistic algorithm that computes the mod l Galois representation associated to ∆ in time polynomial in l. More precisely, on input a prime number l it
gives:
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1. a Galois extension Kl of Q, given as a Q-basis e and the products ei ej (i.e., the ai,j,k in Q
P
such that ei ej = k ai,j,k ek are given);
2. a list of the elements σ of Gal(Kl /Q), where each σ is given as its matrix with respect
to e;
3. an injective morphism ρl from Gal(Kl /Q) into GL2 (Fl ),
such that Kl is unramified outside {l}, and for all prime numbers p different from l we have
trace(ρl Frobp ) = τ (p) mod l and det(ρl Frobp ) = p11 mod l. The expected running time of the
algorithm is polynomial in l.
Proof We may and do assume that l > 11 and that the image of Gal(Q/Q) in Aut(Vl ) contains
all elements with determinant 1 (just take l 6∈ {23, 691}). As this proof is rather long, we divide
it into subsections.

22.2

Computing the Q(ζl )-algebra corresponding to Vl − {0}

We start with choosing a divisor D as in Theorem 12.8. Then the Dx0 on Xl,Q are uniquely
defined. Using Couveignes’ Theorem 21.10.3, we try to compute the (Dx0 )F over suitable extensions of the residue fields of Z[ζl ] at successive prime numbers p up to some bound Bl that will
be polynomial in l, skipping 5 and l. If some (Dx0 )F is not unique, this will be detected by our
computations, and we throw the corresponding prime p away. By Theorem 19.5, at most O(l14 )
primes p are thrown away. For the l-good primes p ≤ Bl we then have computed all (Dx0 )F .
We split each such (Dx0 )F in a cuspidal part and a non-cuspidal part. By Theorem 19.5, there
are at most O(l14 ) primes p where at some F the degree of the cuspidal part of (Dx0 )F is larger
than the degree gl − dl of the cuspidal part (Dx0 )rest of Dx0 . This means that we have computed dl .
We discard the primes p where some degree of the cuspidal part of a (Dx0 )F is larger than dl . For
the remaining primes, we have computed the (Dx00 )F for all x in Vl − {0}.
For one residue field Z[ζl ]  Fq that is left, we first take a suitable Fq -linear combination f of
the functions b, x and y, with coefficients α, β and γ, such that f : Xl (Fq ) → P1 (Fq ) is injective
P
on D00 (Fq ), where D00 = x Dx00 ; we take q large enough with respect to deg D00 = O(l4 ) so that
such a linear combination is guaranteed to exist and easy to find. Then we lift these coefficients to
small elements α, β and γ of Z[ζl ] (e.g., we can use the Z-basis (1, ζl , . . . , ζll−2 ) and lift elements
from Fp to Z with minimum absolute value). The divisors f∗ Dx00 are pairwise distinct when x
varies.
As we have now chosen our function f , we have the elements kD,f,d , 1 ≤ d ≤ dl , of the
0
Q(ζl )-algebra Kl,Q(ζ
corresponding to the Gal(Q/Q(ζl ))-set Vl − {0}, as defined in (13.6). We
l)
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recall that:
kD,f,d : Vl − {0} → Q,

x 7→ Σd (f (Qx,1 ), . . . , f (Qx,dl )),

where Dx00 =

X

Qx,i ,

1≤i≤dl

and where Σd denotes the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree d. We note that Σd ,
even though it has many terms, can be evaluated efficiently by expressing it in power sums.
0
By construction, these kD,f,d generate Kl,Q(ζ
. Even better, these kD,f,d are integral at the
l)
place Z[ζl ]  Fq that we used for constructing f , and their reductions generate the Fq -algebra
0
Fq ⊗Z[ζl ] OKl,Q(ζ
. As q is sufficiently large with respect to the dimension of this Fq -algebra
l)
2
(which is O(l )), this algebra is generated by a linear combination of the kD,f,d . We compute
such a linear combination and lift it with small coefficients to a linear combination:
X
kd,f :=
ad kD,f,d , ad ∈ Z[ζl ].
1≤d≤dl

The minimal polynomial Pl,f,D in Q(ζl )[T ] of kD,f over Q(ζl ) is given as:
Y
(T − kD,f (x)).
Pl,D,f =
x6=0

Theorem 19.3 tells us that the heights of the coefficients of Pl,D,f are bounded by a fixed power
of l.
Our construction shows that Pl,D,f is integral at all primes p that are l-good, and Couveignes
has shown that for those with p ≤ Bl we can compute all reductions (Pl,D,f )F in probabilistic
time polynomial in l. If the sum of the log #F where we have computed the (Pl,D,f )F is large
enough with respect to the height of the coefficients of Pl,D,f , then Pl,D,f is determined by these
reductions, and there is an efficient algorithm to compute it. So we have now computed Pl,D,f in
0
time polynomial in l. Of course, we then have Kl,Q(ζ
= Q(ζl )[T ]/(Pl,D,f ).
l)

22.3

Computing the Q-algebra corresponding to Vl − {0}

At this moment, we must finally pay the price for working with a divisor D on Xl,Q(ζl ) and not
0
on Xl itself. We have Kl,Q(ζ
= Q(ζl )⊗Kl0 , hence we have a semi-linear action of Gal(Q(ζl )/Q)
l)
0
on the Q(ζl )-algebra Kl,Q(ζ
, and Kl0 is precisely the subset of elements that are fixed by this
l)
action.
We take a generator σ of Gal(Q(ζl )/Q) = F×
l . We want to compute σ(kD,f ), as a Q(ζl )i
linear combination of the kD,f
:
X
i
(22.3.1)
σ(kD,f ) =
ci kD,f
.
0≤i<l2 −1
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We can compute the ci by computing their reductions at sufficiently many residue fields
Z[ζl ]  F. In order to do that, we will first give a formula for the ci in order to get a bound
for their heights. We start with a lemma.
22.3.2 Lemma Let K be a field and let L be a K-algebra of the form K[T ]/(f ) with
f = T d + fd−1 T d−1 + · · · + f0 a separable polynomial with coefficients in K. We identify L
with the K-vector space of polynomials of degree at most d − 1 in T . Let the ci be the coordinate
P
functions of L with respect to the K-basis (1, T, . . . , T d−1 ): for g in L we have g = i ci (g)T i .
Let K → K be an algebraic closure, and let r1 , . . . , rd be the roots of f in K. Then we have, for
each g in L:
Q
X
X
Σd−1−i (r(j) )
k6=j (T − rk )
, hence ci (g) =
g(rj )(−1)d−1−i Q
,
g=
g(rj ) Q
k6=j (rj − rk )
k6=j (rj − rk )
0≤i<d
j<d
where r(j) denotes the d − 1-tuple obtained from (r1 , . . . , rd ) by removing the jth-coordinate.
Proof One simply uses the isomorphism:
d

LK = K[T ]/(f ) −→ K ,

g 7→ (g(r1 ), . . . , g(rd )),


also called Lagrange interpolation.

With the formulas of Lemma 22.3.2 it is an easy matter to derive a bound for the heights of the ci
×
that is a fixed power of l. Indeed, for x in Q we have h(1/x) = h(x), hence the denominators
Q
k6=j (rj − rk ) need not scare us.
Now that we have a bound on the height of the ci , we explain how we can compute reductions
of them at finite places. We simply let σ act on all of our construction of kD,f . We let σ denote a
lift of σ to Gal(Q/Q).
As x is represented by Dx0 − D, σx is represented by σDx0 − σD. As Dx0 = Dx00 + (Dx0 )rest ,
we have σDx0 = σDx00 + (σDx0 )rest where the first term is the cuspidal part. We have
P
σDx00 = i≤dl σQx,i . We have σf = σ(α)b + σ(β)x + σ(γ)y, and we have:
(σkD,f,d )(σx) = σ(kD,f,d (x)) = Σd (σ(f (Qx,1 )), . . . , σ(f (Qx,dl ))) =
= Σd ((σf )(σQx,1 ), . . . , (σf )(σQx,dl )).
Hence:
(σkD,f,d )(x) = Σd ((σf )(σQσ−1 x,1 ), . . . , (σf )(σQσ−1 x,dl )).
We can interpret the last equality as:
(σkD,f,d )(x) = kσD,σf,d (σ −1 x).
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Likewise:
(σkD,f )(x) =

X

σ(ad )kσD,σf,d (σ −1 x).

1≤d≤dl

From this last identity we see that we can compute the reductions at the places of Z[ζl ] at p of
left hand side of (22.3.1) for all p that are l-good, in time polynomial in l and p. This gives us
the reductions of the ci in the right hand side of (22.3.1), unless kD,f fails to be a generator at all
places above p, in which case we just continue with the next prime. As we have produced kD,f in
polynomial time, it can only fail to be a generator at a set of primes that we can allow ourselves
to discard.
It follows that we have computed σ(kD,f ) in time polynomial in l. From this, we can compute
i
the σ(kD,f
) for 1 ≤ i < l2 − 1. We can now produce a small generator of the Q-algebra Kl0 by
P
i
. Such a
taking the trace under the action of Gal(Q(ζl )/Q) of a suitable element i λi kD,f
suitable element can be found by forcing it to be a generator modulo a suitable small prime p.
We let Pl,Q denote the minimal polynomial of our generator of Kl0 . The Q-algebra corresponding
to Vl − {0}, with its given generator, is then Q[T ]/(Pl,Q ).
0
would be to factor the
22.3.3 Remark An alternative way to compute the action of σ on Kl,Q(ζ
l)
0
. However, it is easy to see that this factorisation gives
minimal polynomial σ(Pl,D,f ) over Kl,Q(ζ
l)
precisely l − 1 linear factors, and to choose the correct one, one needs to do a check at a finite
place, or, possibly, at an infinite place.

22.4

0
Computing the F×
l -action on Kl

0
The group F×
l acts on the Gal(Q/Q)-set Vl , hence on Kl . We want to compute this action, i.e.,
for every a in F×
l we want to give the image of our generator under that automorphism. We
0
note that it suffices to compute the corresponding automorphisms of Kl,Q(ζ
, and then deduce
l)
×
0
from that the image of our generator of Kl . For a in Fl we let hai denote the corresponding
0
automorphism of Kl0 as well as that of Kl,Q(ζ
.
l)
0
We recall that Kl,Q(ζl ) is the set of functions g from Vl − {0} to Q such that for all σ
in Gal(Q/Q(ζl )) and all x in Vl − {0} we have g(σx) = σ(g(x)). The action of a in F×
l is
then defined by: (haig)x = g(ax). For example, we have:

(haikD,f,d )x = kD,f,d (ax) = Σd (f (Qax,1 , . . . , f (Qax,dl ))).
i
We can compute haikD,f as a linear combination of the kD,f
with 0 ≤ i < l2 − 1 just as in the
previous subsection we computed the action of Gal(Q(ζl )/Q).
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22.5

Computing Kl when l 6≡ 1 mod 11

For simplicity, we will now first assume that l is not 1 modulo 11, so that the image of Gal(Q/Q)
in Aut(Vl ) is all of Aut(Vl ) (at the end of the proof we will indicate how the l that are 1 mod 11
can be treated).
We recall that Kl denotes the Galois extension of Q given by the mod l representation associated to ∆. But now, under the hypothesis that that representation is surjective to Aut(Vl ),
Kl is the Q-algebra corresponding to the Gal(Q/Q)-set Isom(F2l , Vl ). As explained before, we
have two maps from Isom(F2l , Vl ) to Vl − {0}, sending φ to φ(1, 0) and to φ(0, 1), respectively.
Clearly, the map from Isom(F2l , Vl ) to (Vl − {0})2 that they give together is injective. This means
that the corresponding algebra morphism from Kl0 ⊗ Kl0 to Kl is surjective. We let t denote our
generator of Kl0 . Then the elements t1 and t2 of Kl defined by:
t1 , t2 : Isom(F2l , Vl ) −→ Q,

t1 : φ 7→ t(φ(1, 0)),

t2 : φ 7→ t(φ(0, 1))

generate Kl . We can now compute the minimal polynomial of t2 over the subfield Q(t1 ) of Kl ,
by the method already used twice above, and then the ti1 tj2 with 0 ≤ i < l2 − 1 and 0 ≤ j < l2 − l
form a Q-basis of Kl .
Finally, we can compute the action of GL2 (Fl ). This action is given as follows. For an
element g in GL2 (Fl ) and an element h of Kl we have, for all φ in Isom(F2l , Vl ):
(gh)φ = h(φ ◦ g).
For such a g, the coefficients of gt1 and gt2 with respect to our basis can be found by computing
them at many residue fields, as before.

22.6

Computing Kl when l ≡ 1 mod 11

In this case, the image of Gal(Q/Q) in Aut(Vl ) is the subgroup of index 11 of elements whose
determinant is an 11th power in F×
l . Johan Bosman explained that by twisting we can reduce
again to the case where the representation is surjective.
We let χl : Gal(Q/Q) → F×
l denote the character giving the action on µl (Q). For i in
Z/(l − 1)Z, we let Fl (i) denote Fl with Gal(Q/Q) acting on it by χil , and we let Vl (i) denote the
twist Vl ⊗Fl (i) of Vl . The determinant of Vl (i) is χ11+2i
. In particular, Vl (−5) has determinant χl ,
l
hence the image of Gal(Q/Q) in Aut(Vl (−5)) is all of Aut(Vl (−5)).
The Q-algebra Kl (−5) associated to Isom(F2l , Vl (−5)) can be computed by the same methods as used above for Vl − {0}. One just changes the action of Gal(Q(ζl )/Q) on the Q(ζ)0
0
algebra Kl,Q(ζ
as follows. We write Kl,Q(ζ
= Q(ζl ) ⊗ Kl0 . Then σ in Gal(Q(ζl )/Q) acts as
l)
l)
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0
(σ ⊗ id) ◦ hχl (σ)−5 i. In other words, one just descends Kl,Q(ζ
from Q(ζl ) to Q in another way
l)
than before. We have now finished the proof of Theorem 22.1.


22.7 Remark The algorithm given above is probabilistic. It is almost certain that replacing
Couveignes finite field approach by his complex approach as in [13] will give a deterministic
algorithm; the problem for the moment is that [13] only deals with the modular curves X0 (l) for
l prime.
22.8 Remark The operation of twisting the representation Vl by a power of the mod l cyclotomic character can probably be profitably used to make the image of the representation smaller,
namely, of order O(l3 ). It needs to be seen if this is useful.
22.9 Remark The algorithm in Theorem 22.1 does not really give what was promised in Section 11: the minimal polynomial of a generator and the Galois action in terms of matrices with
respect to the Q-basis given by that generator. However, standard algorithms can produce such a
generator, its minimal polynomial and the matrices giving the Galois action in polynomial time;
see Section 2.9 of [74].

23

Computing τ (p) in time polynomial in log p

We recall that Ramanujan’s τ -function is defined by the following identity of formal power series
with integer coefficients:
Y
X
x
(1 − xn )24 =
τ (n)xn .
n≥1

n≥1

23.1 Theorem There exists a probabilistic algorithm that on input a prime number p gives τ (p),
in expected running time polynomial in log p.
Proof Deligne has proved that for prime numbers p we have |τ (p)| < 2p11/2 . Therefore, it
suffices to compute τ (p) mod l for all primes l < x, if the product of these l is at least 4p11/2 .
Analytic number theory tells us that we can take x = O(log p), hence the proof is reduced to
showing that there is a probabilistic algorithm that computes τ (p) mod l for prime numbers p
and l in expected time polynomial in log p and l. (Of course, the slightly weaker but much more
elementary bound in [82, Cor. 2.1.6] also suffices here for our purposes.)
We fix an algorithm as in Theorem 22.1. We must now show that from the output of that
algorithm we can compute τ (p) mod l in time polynomial in log p and l. Theorem 1.3 of [7] gives
the existence of a polynomial time algorithm that produces an order A in OKl that is maximal
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at p (orders are given by specifying a Z-basis of it). Then we replace A by the order generated by
all σA, for σ in Gal(Kl /Q). This new order A is preserved by the action of Gal(Kl /Q) and we
can compute it in polynomial time. Then Gal(Kl /Q) acts on the étale Fp -algebra A := A/pA,
and Hom(A, Fp ) is a Gal(Kl /Q)-torsor. Moreover, A is the product of its finitely many residue
fields A/m, where m ranges through the maximal ideals of A.
We let Frob denote the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of A; it sends a to ap , it is an
automorphism and it induces the absolute Frobenius automorphism on each of the residue fields.
The matrix of Frob can be computed in polynomial time.
The Frobenius element σm associated to a maximal ideal m of A is the unique element σ of
Gal(Kl /Q) that fixes m and induces the absolute Frobenius on A/m. For varying m, the σm
form the Frobenius conjugacy class (at p) in Gal(Kl /Q).
For each σ in Gal(Kl /Q) we let Aσ be the quotient of A by the ideal generated by the image
of Frob − σ. Such an Aσ can be computed in polynomial time. The σ in the Frobenius conjugacy
class are precisely those σ for which Aσ is non-zero. We can try the σ one by one until we have
found a σ in the Frobenius conjugacy class. Then we apply the map ρl given by Theorem 22.1 to
it, and get an element ρl (σ) of GL2 (Fl ). The trace of ρl (σ) is then τ (p) mod l.

23.2 Remark Theorem 23.1 above proves the existence of a probabilistic algorithm with polynomial expected running time. The proof shows in fact that if Theorem 22.1 can be strengthened
to give the existence of a deterministic algorithm, then in Theorem 23.1 we can replace the word
“probabilistic” by “deterministic”. I thank Hendrik Lenstra for the observation that one does not
need to factor a polynomial over Fp in order to find the Frobenius conjugacy class, which would
have made the final step probabilistic given the present state of affairs.

24

Some explicit examples, by Johan Bosman

This section has been written by Johan Bosman, in March 2006.
In this section we will show some explicit calculations that were performed. It must be
emphasised that the calculations we did are not at all rigorous, i.e. we do not know a rigorous
proof that the results are correct. The point is that rigorous methods so far only work in theory and
are still too complex to be performed on actual computers. And conversely, of methods that turn
out to work pretty well on computers by experimentation, we do not know how to prove some
important statements concerning the complexity and the correctness. All the calculations here
concern the mod l representations for the Ramanujan τ function for several prime numbers l ≥ 13
(the case l = 11 is easy, as J1 (11) is an elliptic curve).
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Let g be the genus of the modular curve X1 (l). As described in Section 11 we will approximate l-torsion points in J1 (l). Because l is prime there are no nonzero oldforms in S2 (Γ1 (l)), so
the space S2 (Γ1 (l)) has a basis f1 , . . . , fg consisting of newforms. One can calculate the coefficients of the q-expansion of a newform efficiently using modular symbols, see [104]. One can
also find methods there how to calculate the period lattice Λ ⊂ Cg , defined as:

Z
dq
Λ :=
(f1 , . . . , fg ) : [γ] ∈ H1 (X1 (l)(C), Z) .
q
γ
R
Once we have calculated γ (f1 , . . . , fg ) dqq along a basis for H1 (X1 (l), Z) we can immediately
express the any integral of a newform over a path between two cusps in terms of the integrals over
this basis. This is because the Manin-Drinfeld theorem tells us that linear equivalence classes
cuspidal divisors of degree 0 are torsion elements of J1 (l), hence we can identify them with
elements of H1 (X1 (l), Q). The corresponding Q-coefficients of such an element of H1 (X1 (l), Q)
with respect to a given basis can be calculated using modular symbols.
We want to be able to calculate the Abel-Jacobi integration map J1 (l)(C) → Cg /Λ. For this
RQ
we need to calculate P (f1 , . . . , fg )dq/q ∈ Cg /Λ for any two points P, Q ∈ X1 (l). So in fact
Rz
we need to calculate ∞ f dq/q for z ∈ H and f ∈ S2 (Γ1 (l)) a newform. Choose a fundamental
domain for Γ0 (l) in H which has only the two cusps ∞ and 0 and write z = γz 0 with γ ∈ Γ0 (l)
and z 0 in this fundamental domain. Then:
Z γz0
Z γ∞
Z γz0
Z γ∞
Z z0
dq
dq
dq
dq
dq
f
f
f
f
f ,
=
+
=
+ ε(γ)
q
q
q
q
q
∞
∞
γ∞
∞
∞
where ε is the Nebentypus of f . The first term here is an integral over a path between cusps,
so this can be performed. We can use an Atkin-Lehner operator on S2 (Γ1 (l)) now, if necessary.
It is defined as Wl (f ) := f |( 0l −1
1 (l) is also denoted
0 ). The transformation z 7→ −1/lz on X
√
by Wl . By our choice of fundamental domain, max{=z 0 , =(−1/lz 0 )} ≥ 3/2l. So either we
can calculate the right term integral directly by a formal integration of q-series or we do it by:
Z z0
Z 0
Z z0
Z 0
Z −1/lz0
dq
dq
dq
dq
dq
f
f
Wl (f )
=
f
+
=
f
+
q
q
q
q
q
∞
∞
0
∞
∞
and then formally integrating the q-series of Wl (f )dq/q. In conclusion, once we calculated
Rz
the period integrals, we can calculate ∞ f dq/q to a precision of p decimals using about
pl√
log 10
≈ 0.42pl terms of the q-expansion of f . With similar methods, one can evaluate f (z)
3π
to a precision of p decimals using about pl√log3π10 ≈ 0.42pl terms of the q-expansion as well.
Now, following the strategy of section 11, we pick a divisor D of degree g on X1 (l) which is
defined over Q and consider the map:
φ0 : X1 (l)g → J1 (l) : (Q1 , . . . , Qg ) 7→ [Q1 + · · · + Qg − D].
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Since the cusp 0 on X1 (l) is defined over Q, we simply take D = g · (0). The map φ factors
as X1 (l)g → X1 (l)(g) → J1 (l). The map X1 (l)(g) → J1 (l) is an isomorphism outside a closed
subset of codimension 1. It is highly unlikely that preimages of some l-torsion points of J1 (l)
lie in this set. So we just assume that this is not the case, without knowing how to prove it.
Identifying J1 (l) with Cg /Λ, the map φ0 becomes
g Z Qi
X
dq
g
g
φ : X1 (l) → C /Λ : (Q1 , . . . , Qg ) 7→
(f1 , . . . , fg )
mod Λ.
q
0
i=1
The idea is now, given a point in P ∈ Cg /Λ, of which we assume that it is not a branch point
of the map φ, and which we have calculated to a high precision, we want to calculate a point
Q = (Q1 , . . . , Qg ) ∈ X1 (l)g mapping to P , also to a high precision.
We write all our points in X1 (l)(C) as γz with γ ∈ SL2 (Z) and z ∈ F , where:


1
F = z ∈ H : |z| ≥ 1 and |<z| ≤
.
2
This works well because of the transformation behaviour of a modular form. The approximation
that we use here consists of two steps. First of all, we want to find a point Q for which φ(Q) is
very close to P . Then, we use a Newton-Raphson process that roughly doubles the accuracy at
each step. This Newton-Raphson process is very easy to perform since the partial derivatives of
the Abel-Jacobi integrals can be calculated in terms of modular forms directly.
The first approximation is done with a low calculation precision, because of speed. We pick
a number of random points in X1 (l)g and map them to C/Λ and we proceed with the point which
maps closest to P . So we start with a point Q = (Q1 , . . . , Qg ) = (γ1 z1 , . . . , γg zg ) and then make
small adjustments to the zi so that φ(Q) gets closer to P . We have that:


∂φi (γ1 z1 , . . . , γg zg )
φ(γ1 (z1 + h1 ), . . . , γg (zg + hg )) = φ(γ1 z1 , . . . , γg zg ) +
· h + O(khk2 ).
∂zj
i,j
Now choose a point P 0 on the segment between P and φ(Q), very close to φ(Q). Let v be a
smallest representative of P 0 − φ(Q) in Cg and put:
−1

∂φi (γ1 z1 , . . . , γg zg )
h=
· v.
∂zj
i,j
then for Q0 = (γ1 (z1 + h1 ), . . . , γg (zg + hg )), the point φ(Q0 ) is very close to P 0 . This means that
it is highly likely that φ(Q0 ) is closer to P than φ(Q) is. If we repeat this process we can often
get very close to P after several steps. It could be that this process fails because we are in X1 (l)g
close to points where the Jacobian matrix of the map φ is singular. In that case we try another
random point at the beginning.
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Inside J1 (l)[l] there is a 2-dimensional Fl -subspace Vl defined over Q such that the action of
Gal(Q/Q) on it gives the Galois representation for the Ramanujan τ function, see Section 10.
We assume here that the map φ is étale over Vl −{0} hence in particular that the preimage of each
point of Vl − {0} in X1 (l)(g) consists of exactly one point. Let us denote, by abuse of notation,
the preimage of Vl in X1 (l)(g) also by Vl .
Finding the torsion points in Cg /Λ that we have to approximate is not so difficult. We can
identify Λ with H1 (X1 (l), Z) and we can use modular symbols algorithms to calculate Hecke
operators on H1 (X1 (l), Z), hence also on l−1 H1 (X1 (l), Z)/H1 (X1 (l), Z) ∼
= J1 (l)(C)[l]. By Theorem 10.9, we can thus calculate which points of J1 (l)(C)[l] are relevant for the mod l Galois
representation of the Ramanujan τ function.
Now that we have calculated the points of Vl − {0} ⊂ X1 (l)(g) to a high precision, we want to
choose a function f ∈ Q(X1 (l)) such that the height of k(Q) = f (Q1 ) + · · · + f (Qg ) is low for
Q ∈ φ−1 (Vl − {0}). In theory it could happen that k(Q) does not generate the field of definition
of the corresponding point in J1 (l)[l], but in practise the chance that this happens is extremely
small.
So how to choose f ? The strategy that we use here is to let f be a quotient Wl (f1 )/Wl (f2 )
of two elements of S2 (Γ1 (l)). We apply the Atkin-Lehner transformation Wl here because we
focus on the cusp 0 instead of the cusp ∞. This transformation has the nice property that it is
an isomorphism between X1 (l)Q and Xµ (l)Q , defined over Q. The space Xµ (l) here denotes
the compactification of the moduli space of elliptic curves with a given embedding of the group
scheme µl . In particular the cusp ∞ is rational as a point of Xµ (l)Q . To make the height of
k(Q) small it is wise to let f have a pole in the cusp 0, and furthermore to let the degree of
f : X1 (l) → P1Q be small. We also want the q-series of f around the cusp 0 to have integer
coefficients and the coefficient of the lowest term of this q-expansion to be equal to 1, otherwise
this gives us some unnecessary prime contributions in the height.
This can be achieved by writing down a basis for S2 (Γ1 (l)) which consists of forms having
integer q-coefficients around ∞. The forms f1 and f2 will then be constructed by choosing
suitable linear combinations having a zero of high degree at the cusp ∞. Since S2 (Γ1 (l)) is
isomorphic to H0 (X1 (l)C , Ω1X1 (l) ) the divisors on X1 (l) of the elements of S2 (Γ1 (l)) are effective
of degree 2g − 2 so this way we find a function of degree at most g.
We have chosen l so that the image of ρ∆,l : Gal(Q/Q) → GL2 (Fl ) contains SL2 (Fl ), hence
Gal(Q/Q) acts transitively on Vl −{0}. Furthermore, since we are assuming that k(Q) generates
the field of definition of the corresponding point of J1 (l), it follows that:
Pl (x) =

Y

(x − k(Q)) ∈ Q[x]

Q∈Vl −{0}
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is a polynomial for the field of definition of a point of Vl − {0}. The group Gal(Q/Q) also acts
on the set of lines in Vl and this gives us a homomorphism Gal(Q/Q) → PGL(Vl ) ∼
= PGL2 (Fl ),
which is the same as the composition of ρl with the projection GL(Vl ) → PGL(Vl ). The field of
definition of a line in Vl is equal to the field defined by the polynomial:
Y
X
Pl0 (x) =
(x −
k(Q)).
L∈P(Vl )

Q∈L−{0}

We can compute the polynomials Pl0 and Pl numerically, and from this we want to find the
actual rational coefficients that they have. It is too hard to calculate to the precision that the
theory proves to be sufficient. Luckily, in practise the height is much smaller than the theoretical
upper bounds given, the only problem is that we cannot rigorously prove this. Using continued
fractions, we can find approximations of the coefficients by rational numbers. If a is a rational
number of bounded height, then it is highly unlikely that there exist coprime integers p and q
such that p/q 6= a but |p/q − a| is much smaller than 1/q 2 . So if a is some coefficient of Pl or Pl0
and we find integers p and q with |p/q − a|  1/q 2 then we have quite some evidence that the
guess a = p/q is correct. The polynomial Pl is the minimal polynomial of an algebraic number
of bounded height. It is thus quite natural to expect that the coefficients of Pl have a relatively
small common denominator. So if the denominators of our guesses p/q for the coefficients are
equal or differ only by a small factor this is even more evidence for the correctness of these
guesses, since this is not very likely to happen for a random polynomial with rational coefficients
of bounded height.
Let us now show some explicit results. We begin with l = 13. The calculations shown here
were performed using MAGMA on a Xeon CPU with 2.4 Ghz of speed and 2 GB of memory.
The genus of X1 (13) is equal to 2 so there are 2 newforms f1 and f2 in S2 (Γ1 (13)). They are the
complex conjugates of the form whose q-expansion starts with:
q − (ζ3 + 2)q 2 + 2ζ3 q 3 + (ζ3 + 1)q 4 + · · · ,
so if we put ζ3 = exp(2πi/3) then we set f1 = q − (ζ3 + 2)q 2 + 2ζ3 q 3 + (ζ3 + 1)q 4 + · · · and
f2 = q − (ζ3 + 2)q 2 + 2ζ3 q 3 + (ζ3 + 1)q 4 + · · · . The period lattice Λ ⊂ C2 can be calculated
to a precision of 200 decimals within a few seconds. Shown to a smaller precision here, it is
approximately equal to:
Λ = (1.718687 + 2.225030i, −1.718687 + 2.225030i)Z
⊕ (2.786276 − 0.375912i, −2.786276 − 0.375912i)Z
⊕ (1.438957 − 0.194137i, 4.225233 + 0.570049i)Z
⊕ (0.551351 − 1.343242i, 1.618940 + 3.944184i)Z.
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Approximation to 200 decimals of the 168 points in X1 (13)(2) mapping to V13 − {0} was performed in less than half an hour.
As function f : X1 (13)Q → P1Q we choose:

f = W13

(ζ3 + 1)f1 + (ζ3 + 1)f2
3
(2ζ3 + 1)f1 + (2ζ3 + 1)f2




= W13 q −1 + 2 + q + · · · .

If we calculate P13 using this function f , using our heuristics about finding the rational coefficients, then we find a remarkably small common denominator for the coefficients, namely
2535853 = 251 · 10103. Although, we have no proof that this number is correct, let us assume
that it is. If we multiply P13 with this number, then we get a polynomial in Z[x] whose largest
coefficient has 89 digits and whose constant coefficient has 80 digits. Compared to the theoretical upper bounds, this is very small, but keeping in mind that l = 13 should be a very simple
case, these numbers are actually very large.
0
that belongs to the PGL2 (F13 )-extension is a bit smaller and looks as
The polynomial P13
follows.
0
2535853P13
= 2535853x14 − 127713190x13 − 9947603692x12 + 795085450224x11

− 29425303073920x10 + 667684302673440x9 − 9974188441308416x8
+ 106364914419352576x7 − 1012336515218109952x6
+ 9094902359324720640x5 − 60847891441699468288x4
+ 324814691085008943104x3 − 1761495929112889016320x2
+ 6235371687080448827392x − 10767442738728520761344.
However, there exists a polynomial with smaller coefficients defining the same number field,
which we can obtain by first calculating the ring of integers and then applying a lattice reduction
technique:
x14 + 7x13 + 26x12 + 78x11 + 169x10 + 52x9 − 702x8 − 1248x7
+ 494x6 + 2561x5 + 312x4 − 2223x3 + 169x2 + 506x − 215,
which looks already a lot nicer.
For l = 17, the calculations took already a few days and the results are a lot uglier. The polynomial Pl that came out has a common denominator of 182 decimals and the largest coefficient
has 393 digits. So the required precision to obtain this conjectural result is about 400 digits.
For l = 19 we distributed the calculation over several machines and it still took a couple
of months. The common denominator of P19 has 375 digits and the largest coefficient has 822
digits, so a precision of about 830 digits is required to get this.
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Several sanity checks can be performed. First of all we can of course check whether the
discriminants of Pl and Pl0 are powers of l times a square. We can also check whether the cycle
structure of ρ(Frobp ) coincides with the decomposition structure of Pl modulo p. This all turns
out to be correct.
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